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Abstract

Laser produced plasma provides a basis for many emerging technologies because

it can interact with photons and charged particles in powerful and unique ways.

These laser-plasma-based applications frequently rely on the controlled coupling

of the laser pulse to the plasma to achieve the desired effects. Spatiotemporal (ST)

pulse shaping, referring to the intentional correlation of the spatial and tempo-

ral characteristics of the laser pulse, can enhance control over the laser-plasma

coupling improving the utility of laser-plasma-based applications.

This work presents the basic theory of two ST shaping techniques, the chro-

matic flying focus (CFF) [D. H. Froula et al., “Spatiotemporal control of laser

intensity” Nature Photonics 12, 262–265 (2018), D. H. Froula et al., “Flying focus:

Spatial and temporal control of intensity for laser-based applications” Physics of

Plasmas 26] and the ultrashort flying focus (UFF) [“Dephasingless Laser Wakefield

Acceleration” Physical Review Letters 124, 134802 (2020)], and explores their

applications experimentally and theoretically. Both techniques have at least three

advantages in common: 1) laser pulse focusing is cylindrically symmetric, allowing

high focused intensities to be reached, 2) the focal range is decoupled from the
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spot size, allowing high intensity to be maintained over long distances, and 3)

the intensity peak velocity (focal velocity, v f ) is decoupled from the laser group

velocity, facilitating intensity peaks with tunable velocity. CFF pulses derived from

the Multi-Terawatt laser at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics were used to drive

ionization waves of arbitrary velocity (IWAVs) in air. These IWAVs, which are the

moving interface between a neutral medium and an ionized plasma, moved at the

focal velocity v f when driven by low energy pulses with uniform power spectra,

agreeing with theoretical predictions. Focal velocity ranges shown computationally

to mitigate ionization refraction were also confirmed [D. Turnbull et al., “Ionization

Waves of Arbitrary Velocity” Physical Review Letters 120, 225001 (2018), J. P.

Palastro et al., “Ionization waves of arbitrary velocity driven by a flying focus”

Physical Review A 97, 033835 (2018)].

Later experiments demonstrated IWAVs of large diameter using defocused

laser pulses in a gas jet. The non-uniform power spectrum of these higher energy

pulses resulted in experimentally observable changes to the IWAV diameter and

trajectory. An analytic theory predicting the IWAV trajectory and diameter for CFF

pulses with non-uniform power spectra was developed, and broadly agreed with

the experimental observations. This theory was used to propose the use of power

spectrum shaping as a way to better tune the IWAV characteristics [P. Franke et al.,

“Measurement and control of large diameter ionization waves of arbitrary velocity”

Optics Express 27, 31978–31988 (2019)].

Photon acceleration, describing the continual frequency increase accrued by a

photon in a time decreasing refractive index gradient as a means to generate extreme
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ultraviolet light, is an application shown computationally to be advanced by the

generation of IWAVs. A computational investigation of three photon acceleration

schemes enable by IWAVs is presented. A new optical shock-enhanced self-photon

acceleration regime was identified using a finite-difference time-domain computa-

tional model. This regime, which is characterized by rapid spectral broadening and

temporal compression of the drive laser pulse, could generate isolated attosecond

pulses in the extreme ultraviolet with high efficiency [A. J. Howard et al., “Photon

Acceleration in a Flying Focus” Physical Review Letters 123, 124801 (2019), P.

Franke et al., “Optical shock-enhanced self-photon acceleration” Physical Review

A 104, 043520 (2021)].

An experimental platform was developed to measure the UFF, and prototype

radial echelon optics were manufactured. The echelon optics were fabricated using

vapor-deposition through a rotating mask, and were measured to be suitable for

initial experiments. An automated scanning spectral interferometer was built and

benchmarked, then used to make initial measurements of the UFF. The UFF was

not explicitly demonstrated, but several experimental shortcomings were identified,

illuminating a path toward an ultimate demonstration. A successful demonstration

of the UFF will immediately enable a series of experiments planned to study

dephasingless laser wakefield acceleration and related topics.
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1. Introduction

On a day-to-day basis humans constantly interact with gases, liquids and solids,

but plasma, the most abundant state of matter in the universe, is peculiar in the

average human experience [1]. The familiar states of matter are composed of atoms

(or molecules) in which all positive nuclear charges (protons) are neutralized by an

equal number of negative charges (electrons). A single set of electrons are bound

to a single nucleus through the electromagnetic force to create an individual neutral

atom. In contrast, a plasma consists of many partially or fully ionized atoms, where

electrons and positively charged nuclei (ions) are not bound into individual atoms

due to their large kinetic energies. Electrons and ions are still mutually attracted

through the electromagnetic force, but their mobility with respective to one another

makes a plasma electrically conductive and highly responsive to electromagnetic

fields. The long-range electromagnetic interactions supported in a plasma lead to

many fascinating and complex collective behaviors [2].

High-power lasers can produce some of the most extreme and unique physical

systems achievable on earth. In particular, short duration, high energy laser pulses

tightly focused into small volumes of space produce electromagnetic energy den-
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sities high enough to ionize any matter placed at the focus. Thus laser-produced

plasma may come in many varieties depending on the specific laser pulse and

target conditions, and can be characterized by parameters including the density and

temperature of electrons and ions (ne,ni,Te,Ti), the ionization state and mass of the

ions (Z,mi) and the strength of electric and magnetic fields present in the plasma

(E,B). These “laser-plasmas” can themselves be the physical system of interest, or

they can be an essential component used to produce a system of interest.

Laser-plasma is a fundamental component in experiments designed to investi-

gate basic physics. For example, experimental platforms that rely on the generation

of laser-plasma can be used to drive shock waves relevant to astrophysical systems

[3], to generate high energy-density (HED) conditions to study exotic states of mat-

ter [4], and in the future, to probe strong-field quantum electrodynamics processes

[5]. Laser-plasma is also an essential component in current and next-generation

cutting edge technologies. Several examples are extreme ultraviolet photolithogra-

phy, which is used to make the most advanced integrated circuits available today

[6], inertial confinement fusion (ICF) power generation which, if achieved, could

permanently satisfy global energy demand [7], and laser wakefield acceleration,

which already fills a niche in driving and probing experiments, but could entirely

replace current km-long electron accelerators with table top systems at a fraction

of the cost in the future [8].

Due to the fact that plasma can interact with photons and charged particles

in unique and powerful ways, emerging technologies based on laser-plasmas

abound. A full suite of “plasma photonic” devices used to control laser pulses
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have been demonstrated or proposed, including mirrors [9], polarization control

[10], focusing optics [11, 12], amplifiers [13, 14] and diffraction gratings [15,

16]. Laser-plasma-based devices used to produce electromagnetic radiation in

novel wavelength regimes such as x-ray lasers [17, 18], foil-target bremsstrahlung

sources [19, 20], high-harmonic generation sources [21–25], photon accelerators

[26–28], terahertz (THz) radiation sources based on laser-driven filaments [29, 30]

and even gamma ray sources [31] have proven particularly fruitful. Other notable

applications include electron [32, 33] and ion acceleration [34–36], and ultrahigh

magnetic field generation [37–39].

In all of these applications, precise control of the laser-plasma coupling is

essential but challenging. Manipulating the laser pulse characteristics, including the

wavelength, bandwidth, phase, intensity and focusing geometry can dramatically

improve control, making these technologies more useful. The history of ICF

research is filled with such cases, where for example, the drive laser wavelength,

spatial phase, bandwidth, and temporal intensity profile were tuned to improve

performance [40–42]. In laser-driven THz generation, two [29] and even three [30]

different laser wavelengths were combined to control the drive laser phase, leading

to higher conversion efficiencies. Laser pulses carrying orbital angular momentum,

which can also be intimately related to the transverse intensity profile of the pulse,

were proposed to generate high magnetic fields in a plasma [43] and to enhance

positron acceleration in laser wakefield accelerators [44].

One powerful class of methods for controlling the laser pulse propagation,

and thereby its coupling to the target plasma is spatiotemporal (ST) shaping.
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Figure 1.1: (a) In a laser pulse with uncorrelated spatial and temporal
characteristics, a change in the spatial profile of the pulse does not affect the
temporal profile and vice versa. Temporal slices of the pulse evolve independent
of one another while propagating. (b) In a laser pulse with spatiotemporal
correlation, a change in the spatial profile affects the temporal profile and vice
versa. Temporal slices of the pulse can mix and interact, leading to complex
evolution of the spatial and temporal profiles during propagation.

Generally, the energy of an ideal laser pulse is distributed in time and space in

an uncorrelated way. For example, before being focused (in the “near field”) the

temporal and spatial intensity profiles of the pulse are Gaussian and the phase fronts

and pulse front are flat [Fig. 1.1(a)]. After being focused through a conventional

focusing optic, such as a spherical lens or parabolic mirror, the spatial and temporal

characteristics of the pulse are qualitatively the same at the focal point (in the “far

field”). The focusing causes the intensity to increase because the spatial extent

of the pulse decreases, but the pulse energy remains Gaussian distributed in the

spatial and temporal domains. For a given pulse energy, this lack of ST correlation

produces the highest intensity in the far field because the energy is focused into the
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minimum spatial volume allowed by the pulse wavelength and focusing geometry,

and passes through that volume during the minimum amount of time allowed by

the bandwidth. For this reason, ST correlation can be undesirable and is therefore

actively avoided in most cases.

ST shaping refers to the intentional correlation of the spatial and temporal

characteristics of a laser pulse. A laser pulse with ST correlations can change

dramatically as it propagates because a change in the spatial characteristics affects

the temporal characteristics, and vice versa. For example, the spatial and temporal

energy distribution within a pulse with ST correlations in the near field, can change

as it is focused into the far field [Fig. 1.1(b)]. Although introducing ST correlations

into the pulse necessarily results in lower focused intensities for the same laser

energy, in some cases this drawback is vastly outweighed by the enhanced control

over the laser focusing dynamics afforded by the ST shaping.

ST shaping has been used for decades to enhance control over laser-based

applications. Smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD), is one such example from

ICF [45]. Here an electro-opitc modulator adds a small amount of bandwidth to a

ns-duration laser pulse, a diffraction grating introduces angular dispersion between

the components of the bandwidth and a distributed phase plate breaks the beam up

into high-spatial frequency beamlets. The focused beam profile exhibits quickly

varying interference patterns between the components of the bandwidth, resulting

in a smoother time-averaged beam profile that improves implosion performance.

Another example is the “tilted-pulse front” technique for generating THz radiation

in nonlinear crystals [46, 47]. Here a linear pulse front delay across the drive beam
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profile is introduced by a diffraction grating. THz radiation, traveling at a slower

group velocity than the driver due to dispersion, is velocity matched over a much

longer distance because the drive laser group velocity is effectively projected onto

the THz propagation direction through the pulse front delay effect. More recently,

ST shaping has been applied theoretically to enhance the energy gain and control

the phase-space properties of laser wakefield accelerated electron bunches [48, 49].

In this manuscript ST shaping methods and their applications are explored

experimentally and theoretically. New ST shaping methods developed over the

last several years offer improved capabilities including cylindrically symmetric

focusing, vastly extended focal ranges and precise control of the intensity peak

velocity in the laser far field, which have the potential to overcome longstanding

challenges in laser-plasma-based applications. These recently developed “flying

focus” techniques helped to spur interest in the applications of ST shaping, which

in turn drove the development of new ST shaping methods to address problems that

could not be solved using the current methods. The synergy between developing

powerful new ST shaping techniques, and exploring compelling applications for

them has led to rapid progress which seems set to continue for some time.
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2. Chromatic Flying Focus

Correlation of the spatial and temporal characteristics of a laser pulse can occur

through many physical processes. Typically these correlations are undesirable

because they degrade the ability of the pulse energy to be concentrated in time and

space, leading to lower focused intensities. Spatiotemporal (ST) pulse shaping,

referring to the intentional correlation of spatial and temporal characteristics of a

laser pulse, allows enhanced control over the focusing dynamics by distributing

the pulse energy in time and space in a controlled way.

A surge in interest in ST shaping has resulted in several methods being theoret-

ically developed in recent years [50–56], with many proposed applications [53, 54,

57–61]. Thus far few experimental demonstrations have been conducted. Chapter

2 presents the theory of the “chromatic flying focus” (CFF) [50, 51], and the bulk

of all experimental results obtained to date [50, 62, 63].
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2.1 Chromatic Flying Focus Theory

The CFF uses a combination of longitudinal chromatic focal dispersion (chromatic

aberration) and temporally varying frequency (linear chirp or quadratic spectral

phase) to control the velocity of the peak intensity in a focused laser pulse in-

dependent of the group velocity (vg) while also allowing the peak intensity to

propagate over long distances [Fig. 2.1]. The chromatic aberration causes different

wavelengths within the laser pulse to focus to different axial positions, creating an

extended focal range that can greatly exceed the Rayleigh length, ZR = πw2
0/λ0,

which characterizes the distance over which a conventionally focused Gaussian

beam of wavelength, λ0, diverges from its beam waist radius, w0, to a radius of
√

2w0. The linear chirp introduced to the pulse is chosen to control the relative time

at which each wavelength within the pulse arrives at its respective focal position,

setting the rate at which the position of minimum spot size changes across the

extended focal range. The resulting focus, and associated peak intensity, appears

to propagate, or “fly” across the focal region at a controllable “focal velocity,” v f .

In practice the chromatic aberration was achieved by focusing the pulse through

a diffractive lens with groove density varying radially according to G = r
f0λ0

, where

r is the distance from the optical axis in the lens plane, λ0 is the central wavelength

in the bandwidth of the laser pulse, and f0 is the focal length for λ0. Alternatively,

a refractive system can be used to produce the necessary focal dispersion [65]. For

the diffractive lens the focal length decreases linearly with wavelength, such that

the difference in focal lengths between the edges of the bandwidth, or the length of
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Figure 2.1: A linearly chirped laser pulse is focused through a diffractive optic
with chromatic aberration. (a) For positive chirps, positive-subluminal focal
velocities can be achieved. (b) For negative chirps, negative and
positive-superluminal focal velocities can be achieved [64]

the extended focal range is L ≃ f0
∆λ

λ0
, where ∆λ is the bandwidth of the pulse.

The chromatic aberration can be understood as causing each individual spectral

slice within the bandwidth to come to a nearly independent monochromatic focus

at a position dictated by its wavelength. The minimum focal spot size created
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by each wavelength can be derived for a CFF pulse with a Gaussian transverse

intensity profile by taking the frequency domain Fresnel integral of the electric

field envelope from the plane of the diffractive lens to the focal plane. This is

equivalent to accounting for the different diffraction of each wavelength through

the diffractive lens by replacing z → λ

λ0
z in the standard equation for the beam

radius evolution with propagation distance, z, for a monochromatic Gaussian beam,

wλ (z) = R

[(
(z+ f0)λ

πR2

)2

+

(
1− (z+ f0)λ

λ0 f0

)2
]1/2

, (2.1)

where wλ (z) is the spot radius for the instantaneous laser wavelength λ , and R is

the radius of the beam at the diffractive lens. The minimum spot radius achieved by

each wavelength is approximately equal to the monochromatic diffraction limited

size w0 ≃ λ0 f0/πR.

The linear chirp can be achieved by a pulse stretcher, consisting of a pair of

diffraction gratings. Such stretchers are an essential component of laser systems

based on chirped-pulse amplification (CPA). For a CPA system consisting of

stretcher, amplifier and compressor stages, the stretcher is adjusted such that upon

recompression only a quadratic spectral phase, or linear chirp remains.

The focal velocity v f = dz/dt describes the time rate of change of the focal

position, z. We define the moving-frame coordinate ξg = t − z/vg, since the chirp

is fixed in a frame moving at the laser pulse group velocity. The focal velocity can

be rewritten as

v f =
dz
dλ

dλ

dξg

dξg

dt
, (2.2)
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where from the definition of ξg

dξg

dt
= 1− 1

vg

dz
dt

= 1− 1
vg

v f , (2.3)

from the chromatic aberration imparted by the diffractive lens

dz
dλ

=− L
∆λ

, (2.4)

and for a pulse with large linear chirp such that the pulse duration τ is much longer

than the Fourier transform limited (FTL) duration, τmin,

dλ

dξ
=−∆λ

τ
. (2.5)

Inserting Eqs. 2.2-2.4 into Eq. 2.1, and solving for v f gives

v f = vg

(
1±

vgτ

L

)−1
, (2.6)

where the + sign corresponds to a positive chirp [longer wavelengths are at the

front of the pulse, Fig. 2.1(a)] and the − sign corresponds to a negative chirp

[shorter wavelengths are at the front of the pulse, Fig. 2.1(b)]. It is evident from

this equation that v f can take any value on (−∞,∞) by appropriate selection of

the chirp, i.e., by changing the pulse duration τ and the direction of the chirp ±.

Positively chirped pulses can access focal velocities from 0 (infinitely long positive

chirp) to +vg (τ = τmin, or no chirp). Negatively chirped pulses with τ < L/vg can
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Figure 2.2: Equation 2.6 (lines) is plotted with measurements of the focal velocity
overlaid (circles). Positive chirps are shown in red, and negative chirps are shown
in blue. The measurements agreed closely with Eq. 2.6 [50].

access focal velocities from +vg (τ = τmin, or no chirp) to +∞ (as τ → L/vg from

the short duration side). Negatively chirped pulses with τ > L/vg can access focal

velocities from −∞ (as τ → L/vg from the long duration side) to 0 (infinitely long

negative chirp).

Figure 2.2 shows Eq. 2.6 plotted for positive (red) and negative (blue) chirps.

The parameters were chosen to match the low energy pulses from the Multi-

Terrawatt laser (MTW) at the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser
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Energetics (LLE) used in Ref. [50]. The central wavelength was λ0 = 1054nm,

the bandwidth at 0.1× maximum was ∆λ = 9.8nm and the central focal length

was f0 = 511mm. Measurements were performed in air at standard temperature

and pressure, such that vg ≈ c, using a streak camera to capture the position of

minimum spot size as a function of time. More details about the experimental

methods used to obtain the measured velocities in Fig. 2.2 can be found in Ref.

[50].

The duration of the intensity peak, or “effective duration” produced by the CFF

pulse on the optical axis can be much shorter than the overall chirped-duration of

the pulse. The effective duration can be estimated by considering two dominant

effects: 1) Each temporally adjacent spectral slice of the pulse comes in and

out of focus over a distance ∼ ZR at adjacent spatial positions in the focus. The

contribution from this effect can be estimated by calculating the time it takes for

the intensity peak to propagate over a distance ZR in a frame moving with the laser

pulse at vg. 2) The chromatic aberration imparted by the diffractive lens results

in a radial group delay, such that light propagating from large radii on the optic

will take a longer time to reach its focal position than light propagating at small

angles, near the optical axis. The contribution from this effect can be estimated by

calculating the difference in time of flight from the edge of the optic to the focal

point and subtracting the time of flight from the center of the optic to the focal

point.

In a frame moving at vg (i.e., in the ξg frame) the intensity peak follows a

trajectory with “effective velocity” u =
vgv f

vg−v f
. For a Gaussian beam, the laser spot
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radius evolves in z according to

w(z) = w0

√
1+
(

z
ZR

)2

. (2.7)

Over a time ∆tST the intensity peak will travel a distance |u|∆tST . Since we defined

this distance to be ZR, w must increase by a factor of
√

2, so that we obtain

√
2w0 = w0

√
1+
(
|u|∆tST

ZR

)2

. (2.8)

Solving for ∆tST gives the ST coupling contribution to the effective duration,

∆tST =
2ZR

|u|
, (2.9)

which is valid in the limit of large chirp, or τ ≫ τmin.

Because the diffractive lens, or indeed any highly chromatic optic imparts

different curvatures to the phase front and pulse front of the pulse, light from

different positions on the lens will travel a different optical path length while

propagating to the same focal position. Just after the diffractive lens, the phase

front is quadratic, but the pulse front is flat. The propagation time difference

between a ray travelling from the outside edge of a lens of radius R, and one

travelling from the center is

∆tCHR =
1
vg

(√
R2 + f 2

0 − f0

)
. (2.10)
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Figure 2.3: (a) Equation 2.11 (dashed blue) and full electric field calculations
(black) showing the effective pulse duration as a function of v f /vg. (b) The f# that
minimizes the effective pulse duration (solid blue) and the corresponding minimum
effective pulse duration (dashed blue). (c) Equation 2.12 (dashed blue) and full
electric field calculations (black) showing the energy ratio of the CFF pulse to a
conventional pulse as a function of v f /vg [64].

With an additional factor of 1/4 due to diffraction in Eq. 2.10, after adding Eqs.

2.9 and 2.10 and rewriting in terms of the f-number f# = f0/2R, v f and vg, we

obtain Eq. 3 from Ref. [64],

∆t =
2ZR

vg

∣∣∣∣vg

v f
−1
∣∣∣∣+ R

2vg

(√
f 2
# +1/4− f#

)
. (2.11)

Figure 2.3(a) shows Eq. 2.11 plotted as a function of v f /vg for R = 3.5cm,

λ0 = 1053nm and f# = 7, along with calculations from the analytic, on-axis

electric field derived in Appendix B of Ref. [66]. The minimum effective duration

is obtained for v f /vg = 1, which is achieved for τ = τmin. As v f /vg → 1 for the

above parameters ∆tST → 0, but physically the pulse cannot get any shorter than

τmin. At this minimum pulse duration ∆tCHR = 1ps. In virtually any case of interest,

∆tCHR will set the minimum achievable pulse duration to be greater than 1ps.

For a fixed v f /vg an optimum f# exists that minimizes the pulse duration [Fig.
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2.3(b), solid line, left axis]. The effective pulse duration decreases linearly with

optic radius for a fixed f#, so the radius of the focusing optic should be decreased to

the minimum size allowed by its damage threshold. The minimum pulse duration

obtained with the optimum f# is shown [Fig. 2.3(b), dashed line, right axis] for

R = 3.5cm.

Spreading the laser pulse energy in time and space requires more energy to

achieve the same intensity as a perfectly focused, FTL pulse. The ratio of flying

focus energy (E f ) to conventional pulse energy (Ec) is summarized in

E f

Ec
≃
(

τ +∆tCHR

τmin

)
≃

L
τvg

[∣∣∣∣vg

v f
−1
∣∣∣∣+ R

4ZR

(√
f 2
# +1/4− f#

)]
≈
(

L
2ZR

)(
∆t

τmin

)
,

(2.12)

which is derived by considering the limiting cases of long pulse duration, in which

the energy fraction is given by the ratio τ/τmin, and short pulse duration, in which

the energy fraction is given by ∆tCHR/τmin, and adding the results. Equation 2.12

is plotted in Fig 2.3(c), along with the calculations from the full electric field.

2.2 Basic ionization wave theory

Laser pulses focused to high intensities will induce ionization of the medium

into which they are focused. This ionization can occur through several important

mechanisms, including optical field ionization (OFI), in which atoms are ionized

due to their direct interaction with the laser photons, and collisional ionization
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(CI) in which electrons, already freed from their parent atoms, collide with other

atoms freeing their electrons. The ionization rate due to OFI is highly nonlinear

in the laser intensity, leading to rapid ionization once a certain intensity threshold

is exceeded [67]. This ionization intensity threshold (IIT) is determined by the

ionization potential of the medium and pulse parameters including the wavelength.

A conventional laser pulse with focused intensity just above the ionization

threshold will begin to ionize the medium within approximately ZR before best

focus. The laser energy moves through the focal region at vg, driving an ionization

front, which is the moving interface between the ionized plasma and the neutral

medium. The ionization front tracks an intensity isocontour at the IIT, and therefore

also moves at vg. The ionization front propagates for another ZR past best focus,

where the intensity falls below the IIT and ionization ceases. Divergence of the

drive laser pulse away from the optical axis, caused by refraction from the plasma

being generated, can further reduce the propagation distance of the ionization front

[57, 58, 66].

Such laser-driven ionization waves are fundamental to several laser-plasma-

based applications including high-order harmonic generation, THz generation,

photon acceleration and Raman amplification [66]. These applications generally

share two requirements, which demand precise control over the ionization wave

dynamics: 1) The velocity of the ionization wave should be matched to the under-

lying process being driven. For example, the ionization wave should move at the

velocity at which the secondary radiation generated in the interaction propagates.

2) The velocity matching must be maintained over a long distance to maximize
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the interaction length between the ionization wave and the generated radiation. A

typical laser-driven ionization wave generally fails to meet the above criteria for

applications because the focal spot size is coupled to the focusing range (ZR ∝ w2
0),

and the ionization front velocity is equal to vg.

A CFF pulse can be used to drive an ionization wave of arbitrary velocity

(IWAV), which travels at v f over a distance much greater than ZR. Ionization will

occur at each time and position for which the CFF intensity reaches above the IIT

within the unionized medium, beginning and ending at the first and last position

within the CFF extended focal region at which the IIT is exceeded. For a CFF

pulse where each spectral slice of the bandwidth has the same power (i.e. for a

pulse with a power spectral density that is flat across the entire bandwidth), with

a focused intensity that just exceeds the IIT, the ionization wave propagates at v f

through the entire length of the extended focal region, tracking the motion of the

intensity isocontour at the peak CFF intensity [Fig. 2.4].

A computational model incorporating a modified paraxial wave equation to

calculate the CFF propagation, and an ionization package that captured OFI and

CI was used by Palastro et.al. to simulate IWAVs driven by CFF pulses [66].

Simulations, which accounted for the feedback of the ionization process on the

laser pulse through depletion and refraction, confirmed that for v f < 0 and v f > vg

a self-similar intensity profile was produced on the optical axis, resulting in IWAVs

being driven at the expected vIWAV = v f .

Space-time plots of the on-axis intensity and electron density are shown for v f =

−c/2 and v f = c/2 in Figs. 2.5(a) and (b) respectively. Figure 2.5(a) corresponds
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Figure 2.4: Simulated intensity isocontours of a flying focus pulse with v f =−c/3
in the laboratory frame at three times, increasing from top to bottom. The peak
intensity, represented by the dark orange contours, counterpropagates with
respect to the direction of vg [66].

to the ST shaping shown in Fig. 2.1(b), where a long, negative chirp was used. In

this case the leading edge of the pulse comes to focus first at the end of the extended

focal region furthest from the focusing optic. Ionization occurs at the blue-edge of

the focal region, then proceeds from right to left, such that each spectral-slice of

the bandwidth that comes to focus does not have to propagate through any plasma

before it reaches its focal position. All slices that come to focus are only affected by

the plasma generated by another slice after they have reached their respective focal

position. In other words, each focus within the extended focal region is formed

independently of all other foci, resulting in a self-similar ionization front driven by

a self-similar intensity peak.
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Figure 2.5: Intensity and electron density created by a CFF pulse for (a)
v f =−c/2 and (b) v f =+c/2. The negative velocity in (a) mitigates ionization
refraction, leading to a continuous intensity and ionization front trajectory at
constant velocity. The positive-subluminal velocity in (b) creates a discontinuous
intensity and ionization front trajectory since the CFF pulse suffers from ionization
refraction. ne is the electron density of the plasma and ng0 is the initial neutral gas
density [66].

Figure 2.5(b) corresponds to the ST shaping shown in Fig. 2.1(a), where a

positive chirp leads to a focus with 0 < v f < vg. In this case the leading edge of

the pulse comes to focus first on the left edge of the extended focal region, creating

a plasma. Each subsequent slice of the pulse must pass through this plasma before

it reaches its respective focus. The refractive index gradients supported by the

plasma affect the focusing of the later time slices in the pulse, causing them to

focus at a further position, or causing them to diverge completely from the optical

axis, not forming a focus at all. The resulting ionization front does not propagate

continuously across the extended focal region, leaving a fragmented plasma channel

after the interaction.
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2.3 Experimental demonstration of IWAVs

2.3.1 Multi-Terawatt laser

An experiment to produce and measure IWAVs driven by CFF pulses derived from

the MTW laser [Fig. 2.6 (a)] at the LLE was designed and executed. MTW is

a hybrid Nd:glass-optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) laser

system [68], with central wavelength λ0 = 1053nm. Low energy (∼ 2.5nJ), ul-

trashort (∼ 250fs) pulses from the modelocked master oscillator were stretched

and amplified twice to ∼ 1.8ns and ∼ 100mJ, using two diffraction grating-based

pulse stretchers and two nonlinear amplification stages based on optical parametric

amplification in Nd:YLF and BBO crystals. At this stage, pulses were suitable

for use in experiments without further amplification and could be delivered to the

target at 5Hz repetition rate (“OPCPA mode”) after temporal recompression.

For higher energies, the pulse could be amplified up to ∼ 5J in a Nd:glass

rod amplifier (“rod amp mode”) every ∼ 2 minutes, or up to ∼ 120J with use

of an additional Nd:glass disk amplifier (“disk amp mode”) every ∼ 15 minutes.

After final amplification to the desired energy level the pulse was temporally

recompressed in a the grating compressor chamber (GCC), which uses a pair

of diffraction gratings to remove nearly all of the spectral phase introduced at

the beginning of the laser chain by the pulse stretchers and subsequent optical

components. By changing the relative position of the gratings in the second

stretcher stage (“stretcher”), the residual quadratic spectral phase (linear chirp) of

the pulse after passing through the GCC could be controlled, producing pulses of
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Figure 2.6: (a) A schematic of the MTW laser where a combination of
conventional laser amplification and nonlinear amplification can produce a variety
of pulse energies and durations. (b) The UDP chamber where MTW laser pulses
interacted with gas targets [69].

near FTL duration (“best compression”, ∼ 500fs ) up to hundreds of ps. Integrated

diagnostics allow the duration, spectrum and energy of the pulses delivered to the

target to be reliably measured on each shot.

MTW can deliver pulses to one of several target chambers, including the under-

dense plasma (UDP) chamber [Fig. 2.6(b)]. The UDP chamber is a 2m×1m×

0.5m rectangular vacuum chamber that can be pumped to a minimum pressure

of ∼ 10−5 Torr. The chamber houses beam transport optics for MTW pulses and

diagnostic beams, and gas-jet or gas-cell style targets, with up to 21 ports for

diagnostic access. Optical tables surrounding the chamber can support a variety of

diagnostics and auxiliary beam transport.
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2.3.2 Far-field IWAV experiment

A pump-probe style experiment was designed to measure IWAVs driven by CFF

pulses derived from the MTW laser [Fig. 2.7]. MTW delivered low energy pulses

in OPCPA mode to the UDP chamber. The pulses had a central wavelength of λ0 =

1053nm with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of ∆λ = 8.7nm.

The power spectral density (power spectrum) of the pulses was measured with a

spectrometer on every shot and found to be very flat when the pulses were chirped

to a duration much greater than the FTL duration, with an approximately 8th order

super-Gaussian (SG8) profile.

The pulse duration was controlled by introducing a linear chirp in the stretcher

at the MTW front-end, such that pulses were either over-compressed (negatively

chirped final pulse) or under-compressed (positively chirped final pulse) relative

to the FTL duration in the GCC just before being delivered to the UDP chamber.

Pulse durations at the GCC output were measured on every shot using TESSA, a

single shot autocorrelator diagnostic.

A beamsplitter reflected 85% of the energy for the pump, transmitting 15% for

use as a probe. The pump beam, with a radius of R = 35mm at the lens plane, was

focused through a diffractive lens with f0 = 511mm, creating a focal spot with

diameter of approximately 15 µm, which is better than 2× the diffraction limit.

The length of the extended focal range was L ≃ f0
∆λ

λ0
= 4.2mm, which is 75×

larger than the Rayleigh length of ZR ≃ f 2
0 λ0
4R2 = 56 µm [50]. Pump pulse energies

were maintained at 25.5±0.3mJ, which was sufficient to produce a plasma at best

focus for pulse durations used in the experiment (500fs−40ps).
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Figure 2.7: A schematic of the experiment to measure IWAVs. MTW pulses were
split into a pump, which drove the IWAVs in air, and a frequency doubled probe.
The probe passed through a delay line, then through the interaction region
orthogonal to the pump beam. The probe light was then collected with a spectrally
resolved Schlieren diagnostic [62].

A conventional estimate of the intensity at best focus for a E = 25mJ, τ = 25ps

pulse focused to a radius of r = 8 µm gives I = E
πr2τ

= 5×1014 Wcm−2. This value

is approximately an order of magnitude higher than the IIT quoted in the literature

for atmospheric air in the ps pulse duration regime of ∼ 2×1013 Wcm−2 [70, 71].

Due to the strong dependence of the IIT on the pulse duration in the ps regime, and

the additional complications presented by the CFF pulse in terms of estimating the

correct spatial and temporal parameters to use in this calculation, no attempt was

made to reconcile these values during the experiment. Furthermore, no attempt

was made during the experiment to minimize the pulse energy to find the IIT
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empirically.

The pulse energy transmitted through the beamsplitter was down-collimated

and converted to 2ω (527nm) in a second harmonic generation crystal. This probe

pulse passed through a variable optical delay line, which was used to adjust the

relative timing between the pump and probe pulses. The probe then passed through

the volume of space in which the pump drove the ionization waves (interaction

volume) perpendicular to the pump propagation direction.

The interaction volume was image-relayed along probe path onto the entrance

slit of a 0.3-m imaging spectrometer, such that the pump direction lay along the

slit. The spectrometer used a 1200grooves/mm diffraction grating, allowing the

entire probe spectrum to be resolved with the grating set to disperse in first order

onto the spectrometer output plane. A Finger Lakes Instrumentation (FLI) CCD

camera captured images at the output plane of the spectrometer.

A knife-edge schlieren stop was inserted into an image plane in the probe

path just before the spectrometer, with the blade oriented parallel to the pump

axis (horizontally). This stop orientation causes the schlieren imaging device to

be sensitive to refractive index gradients in the vertical direction, i.e. along the

direction perpendicular to the pump axis, since vertical gradients cause refraction

around the stop. The schlieren stop, therefore, probed the electron density gradients

formed at the transverse edges of the plasma channel formed by the pump pulse.

Initially, the stop was oriented in the vertical direction, so as to probe gradients

along the pump axis, on the leading edge of the ionization front, however due to

the small transverse size of the ionization front, very little signal was observed in
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this case, so the orientation was changed.

Three different types of data were taken with this “spectrally resolved schlieren”

diagnostic. Adjusting the probe delay such that it arrived late at the interaction

volume, opening the spectrometer slit, setting the grating to zero order mode

and removing the stop allowed 2-D shadowgraphs to be obtained [Fig. 2.8 right

column]. In this case the fully-formed plasma channel partially or fully prevents

the probe light from reaching the detector, such that higher density plasma appears

darker in the image. With all other parameters the same, inserting the schlieren

stop allows 2-D schlieren images to be be obtained [Fig. 2.8 left column]. Here,

areas of large, line-integrated refractive index gradient appear bright. These two

types of images allow the qualitative spatial characteristics of the plasma channel

formed by the pump pulse to be observed, but quantitative information about the

electron density is difficult or impossible to extract.

With the diagnostic in 2-D Schlieren mode, the spectrometer slit was centered

on the channel edge, which is roughly the position of maximum signal in the image,

and the slit was closed. The spectrometer grating was set to disperse the probe

spectrum in the direction orthogonal to the pump axis and the optical delay line

was set to a predetermined position that co-timed the passage of the probe and the

pump through the interaction volume.

Examples of data obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 2.9. The horizontal

axis shows the position at which refraction of the probe pulse occurred, and the

vertical axis shows the wavelengths that were refracted at those positions. Since

the spectrum and pulse duration were measured on every shot, and the chirp was
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Figure 2.8: 2-D shadowgraphs and schlieren images of plasma channels formed
by IWAVs. (a) A highly superluminal, or instantaneous line focus produces a
uniform channel over the entire 4mm extended focal range. (b)-(c)
Positive-subluminal and v f = vg IWAVs produce disjointed plasma channels due to
ionization refraction [62].

known to be large and linear, the wavelength was directly correlated to the time

at which that part of the probe spectrum passed through the interaction volume

relative to other spectral components.

The early-time edge of the signal represents the trajectory of the IWAV, where

the slope is related to the IWAV velocity. The expected slope of the signal is

dλ

dz
=

dt
dz

dλ

dt
=

−∆λ

2

(
1
L
± 1

cτ

)
, (2.13)

since dz/dt = v f from Eq. 2.6, with vg → c, and dλ/dt =−∆λ/2τ is the measured

pulse bandwidth divided by the measured pulse duration, where the extra factor

of 1/2 comes from frequency doubling the probe. Equation 2.13 is plotted in Fig.
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Figure 2.9: Spectrally resolved schlieren data for four different pump pulse
durations, corresponding to four different IWAV velocities. The IWAV velocity can
be inferred from the slope of the early-time edge of the signal, as indicated by the
linear fit (dashed red line) to the edge points (red circles) [62]

.

2.10(b) for the experimental parameters, with measurements of the signal slope

shown as circles. The slope measurements show excellent agreement with the

theoretical prediction. Figure 2.10(a) shows the focal velocities corresponding

to the experimental measurements. The inferred velocities include subluminal
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Figure 2.10: (a) Equation 2.6 is plotted, showing the expected CFF focal velocity
for the experimental parameters. The four velocity regimes of interested are
demarcated by vertical dashed lines. (b) Equation 2.13 is plotted (solid black line)
for the experimental parameters, showing the expected spectrally resolved
schlieren signal slope over the range of pulse durations used in the experiment.
Measured slopes (circles) agree closely with the theory over all four velocity
regimes [62].

and superluminal IWAV velocities in both the forward and backward direction,

demonstrating that the IWAV velocity can be predictably tuned to any specific

value by changing the chirp of the pump pulse.

The slope values shown in Fig. 2.10(b) were obtained from the spectrally
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resolved schlieren images by taking an average image of 5-10 shots and dividing by

an average of several reference spectra, which were obtained by blocking the pump

beam and removing the schlieren stop. The signal was then averaged over ≈ 30 µm

bins in the z direction, and a signal threshold of typically 10% was specified to

mark the edge position for each spectral lineout. A linear least squares fit to the

edge positions was used to determine the signal slope. The edge points and best

fits are overlaid on the signal data in Fig. 2.9.

In Figs. 2.9(a)-(c) the IWAV velocity is either negative, or forward, but su-

perluminal. In these cases the IWAV propagated over the entire extended focal

region in one continuous trajectory, as evidenced by the unbroken edge data. As

discussed in Sec. 2.2, the backward and forward-superluminal regimes are facili-

tated by negatively chirped pump pulses, which results in new foci being formed

ahead of the IWAV, mitigating ionization refraction. In all of these cases the 2D

shadowgraphy and 2D Schlieren data showed continuous plasma channels formed

over the entire extended focal region [Fig. 2.8(a)]. In the forward-subluminal case

[Figs 2.8(b) and 2.9(d)), longer wavelengths, which focus at shorter distances lead

in time within the pulse envelope. The resulting channels and IWAV trajectories

were discontinuous, as predicted in [66]. For completeness, Fig. 2.8(c) shows the

case of “best compression,” i.e. no chirp, corresponding to v f = vg. In this case

severe ionization refraction completely disrupted the IWAV propagation.
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2.4 IWAVs in the quasi-far-field

The experimental results presented in Ref. [62] demonstrated that IWAVs could be

predictably formed, propagating at a constant velocity over the entire length of the

extended focal region under the correct conditions. Most importantly, the very flat

and stable power spectrum of MTW pulses delivered in OPCPA mode caused all

wavelengths in the pump pulse bandwidth to ionize in the same cross sectional area,

such that the theory developed in Ref. [50] could be applied to predict the IWAV

velocity without any modification. While the unprecedented velocity control and

extended propagation length enabled by these IWAVs could be useful for certain

applications as demonstrated in Ref. [62], many of the proposed applications would

benefit from larger IWAV diameters. For example, the 10 µm diameter channels

would be of limited usefulness due to the difficulty of coupling a second beam

into the IWAV, the small cross sectional area available for interaction, and strong

refraction due to the short transverse electron density scale lengths. Additionally,

applications that require an appreciable laser intensity to exist behind the ionization

front, such as flying focus-driven plasma-Raman amplification, would benefit from

the IIT being reached in the leading edge of the laser intensity profile, as opposed

to the peak intensity [59, 60]. For these reasons a second experiment was designed

to explore the possibility of driving IWAVs of large diameter in a defocused CFF

laser pulse.

In this section the first experimental demonstration of large diameter IWAVs

(∼ 10× larger than in previous experiments) driven in a defocused CFF beam
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is presented. An analytic model of IWAV propagation when the CFF power

spectrum is non-uniform was developed, and used to demonstrate the possibility

of enhanced control of IWAV characteristics through spectral shaping. A novel,

spectrally resolved interferometry diagnostic that allows for the inference of IWAV

characteristics such as velocity, radius and temporal electron density gradients was

used to both quantitatively and qualitatively compare experimental measurements

to the proposed theory.

2.4.1 Quasi-far-field IWAV theory

It is possible to increase the diffraction-limited minimum spot size by increasing the

f# so that larger IWAVs can be driven in the laser far field. It may be experimentally

favorable, however, to simply increase the total pulse power so that all wavelengths

ionize before they reach their minimum spot size. Operation in this so called

quasi-far-field (QFF) regime provides control of the IWAV radius without changing

the focusing geometry. Here we define QFF to include all axial positions for which

ZR < z << f , where z is the distance away from the beam waist for frequency ω ,

and ZR and f are the Rayleigh length and focal length that also correspond to ω .

Furthermore, it offers the possibility of using non-uniform power spectra to control

the dynamic behavior of the IWAVs. QFF IWAVs may be the only path forward for

applications that require a significant pump intensity to exist behind the ionization

front, such as flying focus driven plasma-Raman amplification [59, 60].

Increasing the laser pulse power makes it possible to ionize a larger area

transverse to the propagation axis, since a particular IIT can be reached prior to
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best focus. For a Gaussian beam focused by a doublet consisting of a diffractive

lens that focuses the frequency ω0 at a distance f0 and an ideal refractive lens that

focuses all frequencies at a distance fR, the beam radius for a single frequency ω

evolves according to

rω

(
zω ,ω

)
= R

{(
2czω

ωR2

)2

+

[
1−
(

ω0

ω f0
+

1
fR

)
zω

]2
}1/2

(2.14)

where zω is the distance away from the lens pair along the beam propagation axis

and R is the beam radius at the lens plane. The refractive optic is included in this

calculation for generality and easier comparison with experimental data. Equation

2.14 is easily obtained from the standard monochromatic equation for Gaussian

beam radius by letting 1/ f → ω0/ω f0 +1/ fR.

The electric field evolves in space (x) and time (t) according to

E(x, t) = A(x, t)exp
[
− i(ω0t +φ(t))

]
, (2.15)

where φ(t) is an arbitrary phase function. In vacuum, the temporal and spectral

energy densities are given by

ε(t) =
ε0

2

∫
|E(x, t)|2d3x and ε(ω) =

ε0

2

∫
|Ẽ(x,ω)|2d3x (2.16)

respectively, where Ẽ(x,ω)=F [E(x, t)], F denotes the Fourier transform and d3x

indicates integration over all spatial coordinates. We can write the time dependent
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part of the electric field as a product of an envelope function A(t) = A0 exp[−a(t)],

and a phase function Θ(t) = exp[−iθ(t)] (where we have assumed that A(t) can

be written as an exponential and that θ(t) and a(t) are real quantities), such that

E(t) = A(t)Θ(t). For |ä(t)| ≪ |θ̈(t)| a simple relationship between ε(t) and ε(ω)

can be derived using the stationary phase approximation:

ε(t)∼=
|φ̈(t)|

2π
ε
(
ω(t)

)
, (2.17)

where the double dots indicate a second derivative with respect to time. In the

special case of a linear chirp considered in this derivation
(
φ(t) = ∆ω

2τ
t2), Eq. 2.17

reduces to

ε(t) =
1

2π

∣∣∣∣∆ω

τ

∣∣∣∣ε(ω(t)
)
, (2.18)

where ∆ω and τ are the pulse bandwidth and the pulse duration respectively. If

we consider a Gaussian envelope function, the condition |ä(t)| ≪ |θ̈(t)| reduces

to ∆ωτ ≫ 1, which implies that the pulse duration must be much greater than the

FTL duration. In other words, the pulse must have a large chirp for the stationary

phase approximation to be used. The notation ω(t) will henceforth be omitted,

with the time dependence of ω implied when any calculation is performed in the

rest of this section.

The axial position at which a particular frequency ω will ionize can be found

by solving the ionization condition,

Ii =
2ε(t)
πr2

ω

, (2.19)
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for zω . Here, Ii is the IIT of the background material, and the transverse intensity

profile is assumed to be Gaussian. The IWAV radius at this position is assumed to

be the beam radius, rω(zω ,ω).

Finally, the time that it takes for a specific frequency to reach the axial distance

at which it will ionize is given by

tω =
zω

c
± τ

∆ω

(
ω −ω0

)
, (2.20)

where the first term is simply the time that it takes for frequency ω to propagate

from the lens plane to its ionization position zω , and the second term accounts

for the time delay due to the chirp, with the ± taking the same sign as the chirp.

Three parametric equations in ω are obtained that describe the axial distance zω ,

the radius rω and the time tω at which ionization occurs, which can be solved for

all values of ω . In this way the IWAV trajectory zω(tω), radial profile rω(zω) and

velocity żω can be determined numerically.

Figure 2.11 shows the results of this model assuming three different spectral

energy densities, ε(ω). The spectral energy densities are shown in Fig. 2.11(a).

The IWAV radial profiles produced by each ε(ω) are shown in Fig. 2.11(b) and

the the corresponding IWAV velocities are shown in Figs. 3.11(c)-(d). The color

scale of the lines in all plots in Fig. 2.11 directly corresponds to the wavelength

on the horizontal axis of Fig 2.11(a). The focusing geometry (R = 25.5mm, f0 =

0.51m, fR =−1.49m), bandwidth (∆λ ∼= 5.5nm) and central wavelength (λ0 =

1053 nm) are the same for all three calculations.
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Figure 2.11: Calculations of the IWAV radius (b) and velocity (c) and (d) are
shown for the spectral energy densities in (a). Cases 1) and 2) show the simple
far-field and QFF IWAV propagation respectively. Case 3) shows that the spectrum
can be adjusted to change the IWAV radius as it propagates so that the f# of a
separate beam ((b), black line) can be matched, but still maintain a constant
velocity. Single frequency radii for the edges (blue and red) and center (green) of
the bandwidth are shown as solid-color dashed lines in (b). The rainbow color
scale shown in all plots directly corresponds to the wavelength axis in (a). Note
that the laser pulse propagates from left to right in (b)-(d), but since vIWAV =−c,
the IWAV propagates from right to left. fω0 is where ω0 comes to focus.
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These parameters were chosen for consistency with the experimental parameters

described in Sec. 2.4.2. In all cases the chirp was chosen such that the IWAV

velocity is żω = vIWAV =−c.

In case 1), ε(ω) is flat, and the power in each frequency slice of the bandwidth

is just high enough to induce ionization at the minimum spot size for all frequen-

cies. We obtain an IWAV that moves across a distance equal to the length of the

extended focal region L at the expected focal velocity v f . This case was previously

demonstrated in Refs. [62, 66]. In case 2) ε(ω) is also flat and the chirp is the

same, but the total pulse energy is increased such that each frequency can ionize

in a larger spot size. The IWAV still moves across a distance L at v f , however the

ionized region is shifted closer to the focusing optic and the radius of the IWAV

is increased to ∼ 30× its original radius. This case is the simplest QFF IWAV

propagation, where all properties of the far field IWAV are retained except that

the radius is increased. Cases 1) and 2) were verified using the pseudo-spectral

split-step Fourier propagation algorithm described in Ref. [66], which simulates

the propagation of a flying focus pulse through an ionizable gas.

Case 3) represents an extension of IWAV theory from the direct correspondence

to flying focus theory. A quadratic ε(ω) was chosen to show that the IWAV radius

can be matched to the f# of a separate, achromatic beam (shown in black in Fig.

2.11(b), with f# = 25.5 ), while maintaining a constant velocity. Far outside of

the Rayleigh length for each frequency the radius of the beam is approximately

proportional to the propagation distance, therefore the area changes quadratically

with propagation distance. Selecting the chirp and the curvature of the quadratic
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spectrum appropriately produces an IWAV that has a linearly increasing radius,

at any nearly constant velocity. Notably, this allows for the IWAV propagation

distance to greatly exceed the length of the already extended focal region L.

Spectral shaping can also be used to accelerate the IWAV and produce more

complex trajectories, since a non-zero slope in ε(ω) will lead to spreading or

bunching of the positions, zω , at which adjacent frequencies in the pulse ionize. If

the shape of the spectrum is not chosen to be a quadratic with the correct curvature

in the QFF, as described above, then this non-linear spreading of zω will lead

to a change in vIWAV . This effect can be seen on the far right side of case 3) in

Fig. 2.11(d). In the far-field the spot area does not change quadractically with

propagation distance, so the variation in beam intensity due to the quadratically

shaped spectrum improperly compensates for the variation in beam intensity due

to the changing beam radius, which results in acceleration. This change in velocity

is always related to a change in radius for linear chirps.

2.4.2 Experimental setup

QFF IWAVs were measured experimentally using the setup shown in Fig. 2.12.

Pulses from the MTW laser, with energies ranging from ∼ 100mJ− 5J, λ0 =

1053nm, ∆λ ∼= 5.5nm and τ = 10− 60ps (FWHM), were split into pump and

probe beams. Spectra and autocorrelation traces were collected for the initial

beam, allowing for direct measurement of the pulse duration and bandwidth on

every shot. The pump was incident on a diffractive optic with f0 = 0.51m and

an achromatic refractive optic with fR = −1.414m, which together focused the
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Figure 2.12: Pulses from the MTW laser were split into a 1ω pump beam that
drove IWAVs in a hydrogen gas jet and a 2ω probe beam that passed through the
interaction region perpendicular to the IWAV propagation with variable timing
allowing conventional 2-D (a) and 1-D spectrally resolved (b) interferograms of the
IWAV propagation to be collected.

beam into a hydrogen gas jet of length 5mm capable of producing molecular H2

densities of ∼ 1.75×1019 cm−3.

The probe beam was frequency doubled and passed through a variable delay

stage that allowed its timing to be adjusted relative to when the pump interacted

with the gas jet. The probe passed through the interaction region perpendicular

to the pump axis of propagation, then through an interferometer with the output

incident on the slit of a spectrometer that imaged the plane of the interaction and

had its slit aligned parallel to the pump axis of propagation. The pump focal

position with respect to the gas jet was changed by moving the position of the

focusing lenses with a linear translation stage. This allowed for control over how

far into the QFF the beam was when interacting with the gas jet.
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The interferometer used a Nomarski prism to split the probe beam into two

beams after traversal of the interaction region. The two beams were overlapped

such that the part of one beam containing the image of the plasma coincided on the

spectrometer slit at a slight angle with the part of the other beam not containing the

plasma. This caused interference fringes in the overlapped region. Two different

kinds of interferograms were collected, with at least one of each collected at the

same laser settings (chirp, energy and focal position) for all settings investigated.

With the probe beam delayed such that it passed through the interaction region

just after the pump beam had completely passed, the spectrometer slit was fully

opened and the grating was set to not spectrally disperse the signal (zero order

mode). This produced conventional interferograms (2-D data) of the plasma

channel immediately after it was formed. An example of raw 2-D data is shown in

Fig. 2.12(a) . Both axes represent space, with the vertical axis transverse to the

pump propagation and the horizontal axis parallel.

To spectrally resolve the probe wavelengths, the spectrometer slit was closed

to ∼ 10 µm around the image of the pump axis and the grating was set to disperse

at the probe wavelength. The probe beam was then co-timed with the pump

beam. This produced interferograms like the one shown in Fig. 2.12(b), where

the horizontal axis is still distance parallel to the pump axis, but the vertical axis

corresponds to the probe wavelength. Since the probe beam had a known, linear

chirp, the spectral resolution on the vertical axis could be converted to temporal

resolution by scaling the spectral axis by the ratio of the probe pulse duration to

the bandwidth, τ/∆λ . These spectrally resolved interferograms (1-D data) give
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a time history of the accumulated probe phase at every point along the pump

axis with ∼ ps resolution since the relative time at which each probe wavelength

passed through the interaction region is directly proportional to the instantaneous

wavelength.

The magnitude of fringe shifts observed in the interferograms are proportional

to the integral of the refractive index along the path traversed by the probe beam.

The extracted phase can be converted to plasma electron density after making

some assumptions about its radial distribution. This measurement technique is

in contrast to the one presented in Sec. 2.3.2 and Ref. [62], where a schlieren

imaging technique was used. In that case no quantitative information about the

electron density could be extracted from the data. Furthermore, the interferometric

technique used here is, in principle, more sensitive to refractive index variations.

Further differences between this setup and the one used in Sec. 2.3.2 and

Ref. [62] are as follows: 1) These experiments were performed in vacuum with a

hydrogen gas jet target, whereas the previous experiments were performed in air.

2) Pulse energies were scanned over a large range in these experiments, whereas

all data in Ref. [62] were collected for pulse energies of ∼ 25mJ. 3) Additional

amplification stages in this setup led to a smaller bandwidth and pronounced

spectral non-uniformity. 4) The focusing geometry was changed to maintain a

similar extended focal range, L, even with the smaller bandwidth.
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2.4.3 Data analysis and results

Probe beam phase was deduced from the interferograms using a typical Fourier

phase extraction algorithm for both 1-D and 2-D data. The electron density

distribution was assumed to be radially uniform within the channel, so that the

electron density could be extracted from the phase by simply dividing out the

chord length traversed by the probe. With this assumption, electron densities for

all 2-D interferograms were obtained that are consistent with full ionization of the

expected neutral gas density, with small fluctuations about that value [Fig. 2.13(b)].

The transverse sizes of channels observed were much larger than those previously

produced by a CFF pulse in the laser far field [62]. As expected, increasing the

laser energy by about 100× produced channels with radii about 10× larger.

Analysis of the 1-D data relied on the chord lengths at each position along

the closed spectrometer slit that were extracted from 2-D data with the same laser

settings. The electron density was found to rise in time from zero to values near

the densities extracted from the 2-D data for all axial positions, which can be seen

in Fig. 2.13(c). This provides a self-consistency check on the analysis technique.

Shot-to-shot variations in laser parameters are likely the main contribution to the

small differences observed between densities extracted from the 2-D data and

the final (late time) densities obtained in the 1-D data. Agreement between 2-D

densities and final 1-D densities were consistent over the entire range of parameters

investigated and in general standard deviations from the 2-D mean density and 1-D

mean final density within each data set were small (⪅ 10−15 %).
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Figure 2.13: The experimental spectral energy density (a) was used to calculate
an expected radial profile ((b) rainbow line) and trajectory ((c) rainbow line) which
are overlaid on the electron density data extracted from 2-D interferometry ((b)
colorbar) and 1-D spectrally resolved interferometry ((c) colorbar) respectively.
The FWHM bandwidth is shown in rainbow in (a), with the rest of the spectral
energy density shown as dashed black lines that extend out from the rainbow
section.
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The measured experimental spectral energy densities were used to calculate the

expected radial profile and trajectory using the method described in Sec. 2.4.1 for

all data sets. Note that ∆ωτ = 93.4 ≫ 1 for the shortest pulse duration used in the

experiments, so the model is valid for all experimental pulse durations. In contrast

to the highly uniform spectra observed in previous experiments, the additional

amplification stages used to obtain higher laser pulse energies lead to exaggerated

spectral non-uniformity [62].

Calculations using the spectral energy density shown in Fig. 2.13(a) are overlaid

on the electron density data in Figs. 2.13(b)-(c). The rainbow portion of Fig. 2.13(a)

corresponds to the FWHM bandwidth, which represents the main contribution to

the IWAV formation and propagation observed in the data. Only this portion of the

spectrum was used in the calculations shown in rainbow in Figs. 2.13(b)-(c), but

the rest of the spectrum is shown as dashed black lines extending away from the

FWHM section in Fig. 2.13(a) for completeness. The rainbow color scale shown

in all plots in Fig. 2.13 corresponds to the wavelength axis shown in Fig 2.13(a).

Although perfect agreement is not reached, the analytic calculations reproduce

the overall behavior of the data well. Spectral non-uniformity causes variations in

IWAV radius and trajectory observed in the data. Smaller scale variations in both

kinds of data could be due to a non-uniform transverse beam profile, which is not

accounted for in the model.

The small shift in ionization position between the radial profile in Fig. 2.13(b)

and the trajectory in Fig. 2.13(c) occurred because the measured pulse energy

and duration were slightly different for the two shots. The spectrum was almost
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identical, but the shot shown Fig. 2.13(b) was lower energy and longer duration

(this amounts to simply scaling the vertical axis of Fig 2.13(a) slightly before

performing the calculation), which caused the expected ionization positions to shift

towards the far-field.

The velocity of an IWAV driven by a “flat” part of the spectrum is expected

to agree with the flying focus velocity, which is demonstrated in Fig. 2.13. This

flat part of the spectrum, where dε(ω)/dω ∼= 0, with the overbar indicating an

average over ω , and the portion of the trajectory driven by it are demarcated by

vertical, dashed black lines in Figs. 2.13(a) and (c) respectively. A linear fit to this

section of the 1-D electron density data, gives a velocity (−0.71c) consistent with

the analytic CFF velocity calculated using Eq. 2.6 (−0.75c). The average velocity

predicted by the IWAV model (−0.73c) in this region is in agreement with both

values, so consistency between both theories and the data is obtained.

An estimate of the temporal gradient of the electron density (ionization rate)

is easily obtained from the 1-D data by taking a numerical derivative along the

time axis. The results of this calculation are compared to simulation results in

Fig. 2.14. The simulation used a pseudo-spectral split-step Fourier algorithm to

solve the paraxial wave equation in a frame moving at the speed of light with a

CFF laser pulse [66]. Rates of OFI, CI, radiative recombination and three body

recombination were calculated to update the electron density, which in turn caused

refraction and absorption of the laser pulse due to the resulting plasma. Inverse

bremsstrahlung, atomic absorption and collisional cooling contributed to the loss of

laser energy. The experimental spectral energy density measured for the shot shown
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Figure 2.14: The measured temporal density gradient (ionization rate) (a) has
values and trajectory that are close to those predicted by simulations of ionization
due to CFF pulse propagation (b). An outline of the simulated data is shown in
both (a) and (b) as a green line.

in Fig. 2.14(a) was directly used in the simulation shown in Fig. 2.14(b). These

results demonstrate the power of the spectrally resolved interferometry diagnostic

to make novel measurements of the electron density with relative experimental

ease. They also lend experimental validation to recent theoretical predictions of

the extreme frequency up-shifts achievable by co-propagating a witness laser pulse

with a CFF driven IWAV [57].

The values of the maximum ionization rates observed in the data are remark-
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ably similar to those obtained from the simulation (∼ 6×1018 cm−3/ps), and the

trajectory is comparable. The ionization rate, which is closely related to the IWAV

axial density scale length, is a critical parameter that dictates the rate at which

photons co-propagating with the IWAV are up-shifted in frequency. This data helps

to further experimentally validate the code used to simulate the ionization rates

that are presented in Fig. 2.14(b). This code was used recently to simulate IWAV

electron density profiles, which were then used in a computational study of photon

acceleration in Ref. [57]. The close agreement between ionization rates in this

experiment and the simulation further increase our confidence in the accuracy of

results presented in Ref. [57], and lay an experimental groundwork for possible

future experiments aimed at producing high frequency, coherent, table top radiation

sources based on IWAV photon acceleration and related techniques.

Discrepancies between the data and the simulation are likely due to non-

uniformity in the transverse beam profile. The code allows the beam profile

to be specified in the near field, where an ideal super-Gaussian beam profile was

used. Intensity hot-spots in the experiment, which are not accounted for in this

model, could cause ionization to occur at different positions and times in the data,

leading to different observed trajectories. Furthermore, this could change the ion-

ization rates at different axial positions due to different rates of intensity-dependent

OFI, ionization induced refraction and absorption. Another possible explanation is

that the spectrometer slit sampled transverse positions off the IWAV axis, which

could have led to changes in the ionization rates and trajectory observed in the

data.
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2.5 Conclusion

The enhanced control of laser intensity afforded by the CFF has the potential to

address several issues with proposed laser-based applications, including eliminating

dephasing in a photon accelerator [57], better controlling the plasma conditions

in a Raman amplifier [59, 60] and accelerating electrons in vacuum [72]. The

decoupling of the intensity velocity from the laser group velocity allows the

trajectory of the laser intensity to be better matched to the underlying physical

process in a relatively simple way, opening larger design spaces for proposed

applications. The decoupling of the focal range from the Rayleigh length allows

interaction lengths to be increased, while maintaining high laser intensities and

small focal spot sizes.

The CFF was proposed and experimentally demonstrated to produce con-

trollable focal velocities over many Rayleigh lengths, with measured velocities

agreeing closely with theoretical predictions. CFF pulses derived from the MTW

laser were subsequently used to drive IWAVs in atmospheric gas. Measurements

obtained with a spectrally resolved schlieren diagnostic showed broadly tunable

ionization front velocities over several millimeters of propagation length. These

IWAVs mitigated ionization refraction of the pump pulse when focal velocities

were either negative or positive-superluminal, generating uniform plasma channels

with lengths of several millimeters and ∼ 10 µm diameters.

The need for larger IWAV diameters and higher laser intensities behind the

ionization front motivated the design and execution of a second experimental cam-
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paign. IWAVs with diameters of > 200 µm were driven in the laser QFF, and their

spatial and temporal electron density characteristics were inferred using a spec-

trally resolved interferometry diagnostic. Measurements agreed with the previous

theory where this simple flying focus theory was valid. A theoretical IWAV model

was developed that reproduced the variations in the IWAV diameter and trajectory

caused by spectral nonuniformity. The theoretical model was used to explore

the use of spectral shaping as an approach to more fully controlling the IWAV

characteristics, which could prove useful for the proposed applications. Finally

measured ionization rates were compared to simulations, with both quantitative

and qualitative agreement being reached.

A major drawback of the CFF approach to spatiotemporal pulse shaping is

summarized in Eq. 2.11 and Fig 2.3. The intentional spreading of the laser band-

width in time and space allows for a conveniently tunable focal velocity, but the

effective duration of the intensity peak is practically limited to greater than 1ps.

This effective duration is suitable for several proposed applications, for example

some approaches to photon acceleration and Raman amplification, but significantly

shorter durations are desirable for other applications, e.g., laser wakefield accel-

eration of electrons and more exotic photon acceleration schemes. With these

ultrashort applications in mind, other spatiotemporal pulse shaping techniques

were explored theoretically since the results in this section were obtained [52, 53,

56].
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3. Photon Acceleration

Photon acceleration describes the continuous increase in frequency experienced

by a photon in a time-decreasing refractive index. While this process can occur

in dielectric media, photon acceleration typically refers to the specific case where

refractive index gradients are supported in a plasma. Here, photon acceleration

arises in two general cases: 1) Photons interact with density perturbations in an

already ionized plasma, for example in the electron density gradients produced by

a ponderomotively driven wake [73]. 2) Photons interact with an ionization front,

which can be a plasma-neutral medium interface or the interface between two

plasmas of different ionization state. This chapter begins with the basic analytic

theory of photon acceleration in ionization fronts (case 2). Extensions to the

traditional photon accelerator concept facilitated by ST pulse shaping are explored

theoretically and computationally, illuminating new paths towards the generation

of coherent extreme ultraviolet radiation and attosecond pulses.
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3.1 Theory of photon acceleration

Here, we review several key results of a basic analytic description of photon

acceleration in an ionization front, and their implications. Full derivations can

be found in Chs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [26]. An electromagnetic plane wave can be

described by the equation for the electric field

E(r, t) = E0 exp
[
i(k ·x−ωt)

]
, (3.1)

where E0 is the electric field amplitude, x is the position, t is time, k is the

wavevector, and ω is the temporal angular frequency. The dispersion relation for

high-frequency electromagnetic waves in a cold, unmagnetized plasma can be

written as,

ω
2 = k2c2 +ω

2
p, (3.2)

where k is the magnitude of k, and ω2
p = e2ne/ε0me is the plasma frequency, with

e the electron charge, ne the plasma electron density, ε0 the permittivity of free

space, me the electron mass, and c the vacuum speed of light. The refractive index

of the plasma is given by

N =
√

1−ω2
p/ω2, (3.3)

the wave phase velocity is

vp = c/N (3.4)
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and the group velocity is

vg = Nc. (3.5)

From Eq. 3.3, the refractive index becomes imaginary for ω <ωp, such that ωp acts

as a cutoff frequency, below which electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in the

plasma. From Eqs. 3.3-3.5, N and vg decrease with increasing ne and vp increases

with increasing ne, therefore in an ionizing plasma a negative temporal refractive

index gradient is established. Furthermore, as ω → ωp from the high frequency

side, vp → ∞ and vg → 0. Therefore, an electromagnetic wave of frequency ω

propagating into a time-stationary, but spatially increasing electron density gradient,

will be reflected when the critical plasma density nc = ε0meω2/e2 is reached, or in

other words when ω = ωp. The plasma frequency corresponding to nc is referred

to as the critical frequency ωc.

For an electron density gradient moving along the negative z-axis with velocity

vi, and assuming a one dimensional interaction, the wave-packet that interacts with

the density gradient, or “witness pulse,” can initially either counter-propagate [Fig.

3.1(a), vg anti-parallel to vi] or co-propagate [Fig. 3.1(b), vg parallel to vi] with

respect to vi. In the counter-propagating case, three classes of trajectories exist

for individual photons within the wave-packet, which are more easily understood

by considering the interaction in a frame moving at vi (moving frame). From

this perspective the photon-refractive index scattering problem can be solved for

a stationary density gradient in the moving frame, then transformed back the

laboratory frame to obtain the frequency shift that the witness pulse accrues over
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Figure 3.1: One-dimensional schematics of the initial conditions for (a)
counter-propagating and (b) co-propagating photon acceleration schemes. Here
vg is the group velocity of the incident witness pulse, vi is the velocity of the
ionization front, ls is the density scale length, E is the electric field amplitude (red)
and ne/nc is the ratio of the electron density to the critical density in the lab frame
(black).

the entire course of the interaction.

The three counter-propagating trajectory types occur for different incident

photon frequencies ω0 as compared to the maximum plasma frequency ωp0 attained

by the ionization front. For low incident photon frequencies, or high maximum

plasma frequencies,

ω0 <

(
1−β

1+β

)1/2

ωp0, (3.6)

incident photons are fully reflected by the ionization front. Here β = |vi/c|, so as

the ionization front velocity approaches the vacuum speed of light (β → 1) only

very low incident photon frequencies, or very large maximum electron densities

(ωp ∝
√

ne) can result in reflection. This modification of the critical density in

the case of a moving ionization front can be understood as incident photons being

Doppler-shifted to higher frequencies when they are transformed into the moving

frame, and therefore requiring a higher density as observed in the lab frame to be
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reflected.

The other two types of trajectories occur at higher incident photon frequencies,

or lower densities. At moderate frequencies,

(
1−β

1+β

)1/2

ωp0 < ω0 <
1

1+β
ωp0 (3.7)

photons are transmitted through the front, but the direction of propagation reverses,

and at high frequencies,

ω0 >
1

1+β
ωp0, (3.8)

photons are transmitted through the front, and continue to propagate in the +z-

direction. These latter two cases result in smaller frequency shifts than the first

case, and will not be discussed in detail.

In the “full reflection” case, stipulated by Eq. 3.6, the photon will increase to a

final frequency of

ω f =
1+β

1−β
ω0, (3.9)

undergoing a so-called “double-Doppler” shift. This frequency shift is analogous to

the case of inverse-Compton scattering by an electron moving at a velocity v = βc.

It is important to note once again, that while the increase in frequency calculated

from Eq. 3.9 can be large for β ≲ 1, Eq. 3.6 must be satisfied, and therefore larger

maximum plasma frequencies must be achieved in the lab frame. To illustrate this

more clearly, β can be eliminated, combining Eqs. 3.6 and 3.9 to determine the
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maximum allowable reflected frequency for a given maximum plasma frequency,

ω f ,max =
ω2

p0

ω0
. (3.10)

Interestingly, we note from Eq. 3.10 that not only does the maximum final fre-

quency ω f ,max increase with higher plasma densities, but it also increases for lower

frequency incident photons.

In the co-propagating case [Fig. 3.1(b)], the rate of frequency increase is

dictated by the axial density scale length, ls = ne/∂zne, where ∂zne is the partial

derivative of the electron density with respect to z. The total frequency increase

accrued is related to the distance over which the photon interacts with the density

gradient. The final frequency of a photon of initial frequency ω0 that has interacted

with a constant density scale length over a distance z is given by,

ω = ω0

(
1+

ω2
p

ω2
0

z
ls

)1/2

. (3.11)

Clearly large increases in frequency result from incident photons co-propagating

with sharp density gradients (small ls) over long interaction lengths (large z).

Although all four cases discussed so far are simply different manifestations of

the same overarching photon acceleration process, we will henceforth refer to the

full reflection case as relativistic reflection and the co-propagating case as photon

acceleration for brevity.

From a purely optical perspective, in the case of relativistic reflection, a moving
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mirror is a useful mental model for understanding the frequency increase. Phase

fronts within the witness pulse separated by one wavelength in space will be

reflected at different axial positions by the moving mirror. As the mirror velocity

approaches c, the phase fronts get closer together since the lagging phase front

has to travel a shorter distance than the leading phase front before being reflected.

In the co-propagating case, from Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4, we see that the phase velocity

increases with electron density. Therefore phase fronts propagating in higher

densities within the ionization front catch up to phase fronts propagating in lower

densities, effectively shrinking the distance between phase fronts, leading to a

frequency increase. Sharper density gradients result in a larger velocity difference

between adjacent phase fronts, leading to faster frequency shifting.

In both the relativistic reflection and photon acceleration cases, the free elec-

trons within the ionization front are on average “born” at rest. In other words,

regardless of the specific process by which ionization occurs, at the instant of

ionization the electrons have no net momentum. Once they are born however, the

electrons begin to respond to the electric field of the witness pulse by accelerating,

producing organized current densities within the ionization front. These transient

current densities radiate electromagnetic waves, which when taken in aggregate

with the incident radiation, form the frequency shifted pulse. From this perspective

photon acceleration is an inherently multi-photon, or collective interaction. Some

subset of the witness photons must deposit energy into the ionization front by

converting their energy into electron kinetic energy for the frequency conversion of

other photons to occur. In contrast to the case of inverse-Compton scattering, where
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the momentum of the moving electrons is directly transferred to the individual

scattered photons, here the total energy of the witness pulse must decrease. For an

initial pulse energy U0, the final energy is

U f =
ω0

ω f
U0, (3.12)

where ω0/ω f is the ratio of the initial to final frequencies. Finally, in the case

where ls << λ0 the initial pulse duration τ0 is expected to decrease by the same

factor,

τ f =
ω0

ω f
τ0, (3.13)

such that the intensity of the witness pulse remains unchanged, and the pulse

bandwidth must transform accordingly. However, in the more realistic situation

where ls > λ0 the pulse duration is expected to increase with larger frequency shifts

[74].

3.2 Relativistic reflection in practice

All of the equations and mental models presented in Sec. 3.1 give a general under-

standing of the photon acceleration process, but the interaction of real laser pulses

with real ionizing plasmas is far more complex. As an example, we will briefly

consider the implications of using a relativistic reflection from an ionization front

as a basis for a high-frequency photon source. This approach was investigated
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using a combination of one-dimensional and two-dimensional finite-difference

time-domain codes (1-D FDTD and 2-D FDTD, Appendix B), and a newly devel-

oped theory following the analytic treatment of electron acceleration in vacuum in

Ref. [72].

Simple calculations using realistic laser parameters in Eqs. 3.10 and 3.13

demonstrate the initial appeal of this approach. Assume a witness pulse derived

from a state-of-the-art CO2 laser with central wavelength 10 µm and pulse duration

3ps [75] is reflected from an ionization front with maximum plasma density

corresponding to the critical density for a frequency tripled ND:YLF laser, which

has a wavelength of 351nm corresponding to a peak electron density of 9 ×

1021 cm−3. From Eq. 3.10 an output wavelength of 12nm and pulse duration of

3.6fs could be achieved. Such a spatially coherent, ultrashort, extreme ultraviolet

(EUV, wavelengths ∼ 10nm−100nm) pulse would have myriad applications.

The specific characteristics of the ionization front and the laser pulse are

important to understand the true output duration and spectrum, and the interaction

length required to achieve the full frequency shift. For example, for the large

bandwidth required in an ultrashort witness pulse and a realistically finite density

scale length, different frequencies will be reflected at different positions on the

ionization front. Some frequencies within the initial bandwidth can even be lost

in transmission through the front if they do not individually satisfy Eq. 3.6. This

effect was found in 1-D FDTD simulations to increase the real output duration

by orders of magnitude compared to the expectation from Eq. 3.13, due to a

combination of bandwidth truncation and nonlinear spectral phase added by the
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differential reflection point. In practice this also means that the front velocity must

be at least slow enough for the highest frequency in the witness spectrum to satisfy

Eq. 3.6, leading to smaller overall frequency shifts.

Furthermore, the full frequency shift predicted by Eq. 3.9 requires that the

witness photons be reflected near the peak density, then propagate across the front

in the negative z-direction to zero density. For large frequency shifts (β ≈ 1), the

reflected photons only travel at very slightly larger velocities than the ionization

front, so the interaction length becomes prohibitively long for conversion from

optical to EUV frequencies (e.g., mm to cm). Finally, the high peak electron

densities required would likely need to be produced in a liquid or solid-density

transparent material such as a liquid jet, glass or crystal, which presents many

practical problems including strong absorption of high frequency light and the

potential need to replace targets on every shot.

In an attempt to reduce the electron densities required for a reflection to occur,

accelerated fronts were considered. In this case, the ionization front starts off

slow enough to reflect witness photons, then accelerates to match their now co-

propagating speed. An analytic solution for the ideal ionization front trajectory was

derived by D. Ramsey with the same method used in Ref. [72] to determine the ideal

accelerated ponderomotive potential trajectory with which to accelerate electrons

in vacuum. In the photon acceleration case, the electron energy and momentum

are replaced with the photon frequency and wavevector, and the ponderomotive

potential with the refractive index. The ideal trajectory occurs when the ionization

front moves at the group velocity of the witness photons after reflection and is
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given by,

βg(t) =

√√√√√√ ω2
p,cβiγ

2
i − ct

∂ω2
p

∂ z

∣∣∣
ωp=ωp,c

ω2
p,c
(
1+βiγ

2
i
)
− ct

∂ω2
p

∂ z

∣∣∣
ωp=ωp,c

(3.14)

where βg(t) is the velocity of the ionization front for all times later than the time

after reflection at which the witness group velocity is equal to the initial ionization

front velocity. Here, βi is the initial ionization front velocity normalized to c, γi

is the Lorentz factor corresponding to βi and ωp,c is the plasma frequency at the

point of reflection. Intuitively, with Eq. 3.11 in mind, the point of reflection should

be set at the point of largest density gradient on the ionization front, such that

photon acceleration is maximized after reflection, and βi should be set to the fastest

velocity for which the central frequency in the witness pulse is reflected at that

position on the front.

This “trajectory locked” acceleration was implemented numerically in the 1-

D FDTD code. The 2-D FDTD code was used to simulate the ionization front

generated by a flying focus pulse with v f = −c, and central wavelength 351nm

in a liquid hydrogen target with neutral density 5×1021 cm−3. The jet [76] was

cylindrically symmetric about the optical axis of the pulse with radius 500nm.

The flying focus pulse had a guiding profile produced by overlapping Laguerre-

Gaussian modes. The details of this guiding scheme, and the rationale for its use

are discussed in Sec. 3.3-3.4 and Appendix B.

The on-axis density profile generated by the 2-D code was found to be self-

similar on the leading edge with propagation length [Fig. 3.2, inset black line].
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Figure 3.2: The normalized group velocity of the witness pulse (black) was
calculated as the derivative of the centroid position of the simulated witness pulse
intensity as a function of time. The group velocity begins in the positive z-direction,
while the ionization front travels at a constant velocity in the negative z-direction.
Once reflection occurs (β = 0) the pulse accelerates from rest up β = βi, now
traveling with the ionization front in the negative z-direction. At this point the
ionization front accelerates to match the group velocity of the witness pulse for all
subsequent times, following the path shown in red. The inset shows the on-axis
plasma frequency (density) profile generated from 2-D simulations (black), which
was fit with an analytic model (red) for use in subsequent 1-D simulations.

This allowed the leading edge of the profile used in the 1-D code to have the same

form everywhere, just changing position as a function of time. A function of the

form ne(z) = 0.5np0 [1+ tanh(kbz)] was fit to the density profile generated from the

2D code [Fig. 3.2, inset dashed red line], then the position of this density gradient

was simply changed on each time step in the 1-D code according to Eq. 3.14.

Figure 3.2 shows an example trajectory. An estimate of the simulated wit-

ness pulse group velocity (black) as a function of time, and the analytic velocity
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calculated from Eq. 3.14 (red) are plotted as a function of simulation time. The

black line was truncated around t = 310fs because the numerical calculation of the

witness group velocity after this point no longer tracks the velocity of the initial

central frequency. The discontinuity around 310fs was later found to be an error in

the post-simulation calculation of the velocities that did not change the results.

A series of simulations were performed for different interaction lengths using

the trajectory locking approach, and the output spectrum was obtained by Fourier

transform of the electric field exiting the simulation domain after the interaction

as a function of time [Fig. 3.3]. Here, the Gaussian witness pulse had a central

wavelength of λ0 = 1054nm, and an intensity full-width at half-maximum duration

of 75fs, corresponding to a bandwidth of 22nm. The ionization front had an initial

velocity βi = 0.67, a minimum density scale length of ls = 3 µm and a peak density

of 5×1021 cm−3, which is 5× the lab frame critical density for λ0.

The black dashed line in Fig 3.3 is Eq. 3.11 plotted in terms of wavelength for

the simulated parameters, assuming that the density scale length is the minimum

achieved on the simulated ionization front. This result is striking in that the shortest

wavelength achieved for the relativistic reflection case using the trajectory locking

approach in simulations is exactly equal to the expected analytic result in the

co-propagating photon acceleration case. Note that the ideal trajectory locking

occurs only for a specific incident frequency, and therefore all other frequencies

within the initial bandwidth of the witness pulse accrue a sub-optimal frequency

shift. This results in a very large final bandwidth, with lower wavelength limit

equal to the expected ideal result.
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Figure 3.3: Post-interaction witness pulse spectra are shown for different
interaction lengths (colorbar). The electric field amplitude as a function of time at
the negative z boundary of the simulation domain was Fourier transformed for
each individual simulation, which differed only in the length of the simulation
domain in z. The wavelength within the spectrum is shown on the vertical axis, and
the position of the spectrum on the horizontal axis indicates the length over which
the witness pulse and ionization front were allowed to interact in that particular
simulation. The dashed black line is Eq. 3.11 plotted in terms of wavelength.

The conclusion of this study was that even in an idealized, accelerated front

with realistic density scale lengths, the reflection itself contributes a vanishingly

small frequency shift to the witness pulse, whereas the photon acceleration after

the reflection accounts for all of it. In other words, the requirement that photons be

reflected from the front imposes many prohibitive constraints (e.g., complicated

targets, high densities, short driver wavelengths, the need for accelerated fronts),

but does not add any substantial benefit. With this in mind, all subsequent work

presented will focus on photon acceleration, rather than relativistic reflection.
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3.3 Photon acceleration in practice

Sources of electromagnetic radiation based on photon acceleration have a poten-

tially unique combination of characteristics such as high spatial coherence, spectral

tunability, high efficiency and modest drive-laser requirements [58]. Thus far

photon acceleration from optical and infrared (wavelengths ∼ 400nm−10 µm) to

EUV frequencies has met with limited experimental success [27, 28, 77]. With the

recent demonstration of modern ST pulse shaping techniques, and in particular the

demonstration of IWAVs driven by these pulses, interest in photon acceleration has

been renewed.

A typical photon accelerator uses a laser pulse focused by conventional optics to

drive an axial electron density gradient that moves at the group velocity of the pulse

vg < c. Witness photons injected into the gradient undergo a frequency up-shift,

increasing their group velocity to faster than the drive pulse group velocity. The

resulting group velocity mismatch causes witness photons to outrun, or dephase

from the density gradient, terminating their frequency increase [Fig 3.4]. This

dephasing effect limits the interaction length between the witness photons and the

density gradient, and therefore limits the maximum frequency shift achievable in

the accelerator [74].

For conventionally focused pulses, diffraction causes both the drive and witness

pulses to diverge from the optical axis over a distance comparable to the Rayleigh

length. Plasma-refraction results in further divergence when a laser pulse with a

transverse intensity profile that is highest on the optical axis and falls off at larger
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Figure 3.4: In a conventional photon accelerator the ionization front moves at the
subluminal group velocity of the drive laser pulse (vi). Since the witness pulse
continually increases in frequency, its group velocity (vg) also increases, causing it
to outrun the ionization front over time in a process called dephasing.

radii (e.g., a Gaussian profile) produces a plasma with higher on-axis density that

acts like a diverging lens. These effects together reduce the sharpness of the gradient

and the accelerator length, further limiting the maximum frequency shift. Since

the frequency shift is maximized for sharp gradients and long interaction lengths

[Eq. 3.11], mitigating these problems would lead to larger output frequencies.

One approach that entirely eliminates the problem of dephasing was explored

in Ref. [57]. Here a CFF pulse drove an IWAV at v f =−c in a hydrogen gas target

[Fig. 3.5]. A separate witness pulse was injected into the IWAV so that it counter-

propagated with respect to the drive laser pulse group velocity, but co-propagated

with the IWAV. Since any photon, regardless of frequency, is constrained to move

at a velocity equal to or less than c, the accelerated photons were never able to

outrun the density gradient, and the dephasing problem was effectively solved.

Furthermore, the v f =−c CFF pulse mitigated some of the effects of diffraction

and plasma-refraction as discussed in Ch. 2, allowing self-similar IWAVs to be
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Figure 3.5: In flying focus driven photon acceleration, a CFF drive pulse (rainbow)
generates an IWAV (density indicated by grayscale) that counter-propagates with
respect to its group velocity (vd) at v f =−c. A witness pulse (purple) is injected
into the IWAV counter-propagating with vd but co-propagating with v f . As the
witness photons increase in frequency and group velocity, they cannot dephase
from the ionization front since they are constrained to move at vg < c [57].

driven over ∼ 1cm.

This approach was demonstrated computationally by using the Fourier-propagation

algorithm discussed in Ch. 2 and Ref. [66] to generate a realistic ionization front

driven by a CFF pulse in a shaped gas target. The target gas shaping was necessary

to prevent the diffraction and refraction of the witness pulse off of the optical

axis, and had no appreciable effect on the focusing of the CFF drive pulse. As the

CFF pulse reached above the IIT of the background gas, the fully ionized plasma

that was produced had a guiding radial density profile since off-axis neutral gas

densities were higher.

The one-dimensional axial density profile generated on the optical axis in the

Fourier-propagation code was saved for every time step. The density profile was
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then fed into a one-dimensional photon kinetics code to calculate the frequency

evolution of a packet of test photons, representing the witness pulse, as it co-

propagated with the simulated IWAV. The witness pulse photons all had an initial

wavelength of 400nm, and were initially spread out in space to model an 87fs

pulse duration.

The most optimal test photon in the photon kinetics simulation shifted from

an initial wavelength of 400nm to a wavelength of 92nm over 1cm of interaction

length [Fig. 3.6]. This shift is consistent with Eq. 3.11 for the simulated parameters

[Fig. 3.6(a) dashed black line]. Interestingly, although the witness pulse begins

with zero effective bandwidth, the final bandwidth spans the range from 92nm

on the leading edge of the pulse to 150nm on the trailing edge of the pulse.

Furthermore, the duration increases to ∼ 190fs due to a nonlinear chirp [Fig. 4.6

(right)], whereas for a constant density gradient the expected increase would be

much larger, up to 380fs [74].

This scheme largely eliminates the major limitations of a conventional photon

accelerator that aims to accelerate optical photons into the EUV. A successful

experimental demonstration could represent a substantial advance over previous

experimental result [27, 28, 77], but it suffers from several drawbacks. Most

importantly, photon acceleration is inherently efficient when compared to some

other high-frequency conversion schemes such as high-harmonic generation in

gases and inverse-Compton scattering. For example, the nominal energy efficiency

(output witness pulse energy divided by incident witness pulse energy) for con-

verting a 400nm witness pulse to 100nm is 25%. However, including the CFF
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Figure 3.6: Results from photon kinetics simulations show the wavelength
evolution with interaction distance (left) and the final temporally-resolved spectrum.
The witness spectrum broadens and shifts from 400nm to a minimum wavelength
of 92nm over 1cm. The color bar indicates the initial relative timing of the test
photons within the simulated witness pulse [57].

drive pulse energy in this calculation dramatically decreases the efficiency to 10−5

which, while still favorable when compared to some other schemes, is far less

attractive. Furthermore, most of the output pulse energy is attributable to photons

of wavelength greater than 100nm, so the optical to EUV efficiency is even lower

than 10−5. The analysis presented assumes that the witness pulse remains at an

intensity low enough to not participate in the ionization process throughout the

interaction, which would require low energy witness pulses, limiting the maxi-

mum output energy. To confidently increase the witness pulse energy, a more

complete analysis would have to be undertaken to investigate the participation of

high intensity witness pulses in the ionization process.

Another drawback is that the witness pulse increases in duration during the

course of the interaction. An ideal accelerator would limit temporal broadening,
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or even compress the pulse. The bandwidth increases substantially, but the com-

plicated spectral phase of the frequency-up-shifted witness pulse prevents a short

pulse from being formed in this case. It could be possible to post-compress the

output pulse, or pre-chirp the input pulse to mitigate some of the broadening.

Finally, the scheme is complex and an experiment would be difficult to execute.

Although shaped neutral gas targets have been proposed and computationally

demonstrated [78], they have yet to be developed experimentally, which represents

a challenge in and of itself. The witness and drive laser pulses, which must be

precisely timed and aligned, have dramatically different characteristics and would

likely need to be derived from separate laser systems, further complicating an

experimental realization.

3.4 Optical shock-enhanced self-photon

acceleration

Broadband sources of coherent radiation find utility across diverse scientific disci-

plines as experimental drivers and diagnostic tools. State-of-the-art supercontin-

uum sources, which primarily achieve spectral broadening through Kerr-induced

self-phase modulation of ultrashort laser pulses in either gas-filled fibers [79] or

self-guided filaments [80], routinely generate multi-octave spectra in the infrared

to ultraviolet wavelength range (15 µm−100nm) [81–85]. Such sources have thus

far been limited to wavelengths > 100nm, due to a lack of dispersion control and

strong absorption in the EUV (λ = 10nm−100nm). Extending coherent broad-
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band sources into the extreme ultraviolet would open new wavelength regimes for

spectroscopy and increase the achievable spatial and temporal resolution for appli-

cations including single-shot spectral interferometry [86], transient spectroscopy

[87], and coherence tomography [88].

As previously discussed, a typical photon accelerator uses a laser pulse focused

by conventional optics to drive an axial electron density gradient that moves at

the group velocity of the pulse vg < c [Fig 3.7(a)]. Witness photons injected into

the gradient undergo a frequency up-shift, increasing their group velocity. The

resulting group velocity mismatch causes witness photons to outrun, or dephase

from the gradient, terminating their frequency increase. Diffraction and plasma-

refraction cause the drive pulse to diverge from the optical axis, reducing the

sharpness of the gradient and the accelerator length, further limiting the maximum

frequency shift.

Here, we introduce a scheme [Fig. 3.7(b)], which largely eliminates the adverse

effects of diffraction, plasma-refraction and dephasing by combining spatiotem-

poral [50–55] and transverse intensity profile shaping of the laser pulse [89–91].

This structured flying focus (SFF) pulse has a shaped spatiotemporal profile that

creates a far-field intensity peak propagating at a tunable velocity, v f , over an

extended focal range much greater than a Rayleigh length, ZR. This flying focus

effect results from different time slices within the pulse focusing to different posi-

tions in the far-field. The cylindrically symmetric transverse intensity profile of

the SFF increases from a moderate value on the optical axis to a peak at larger

radii before falling to zero, so that higher off-axis optical field ionization creates a
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Figure 3.7: (a) A Gaussian beam drives a (gray) radially convex ionization front
at the group velocity of light over approximately a Rayleigh length. Photons
diverge from the optical axis due to diffraction and plasma-refraction. Frequency
up-shifted photons dephase from the ionization front due to group velocity walk-off
(dephasing), limiting the system to relatively small frequency shifts. (b) A SFF
pulse drives a concave ionization front at a tunable focal velocity v f ≳ vg0 over a
distance much greater than a Rayleigh length. Photons are concentrated near the
optical axis and stay in phase with the ionization front, resulting in many photons
undergoing a large frequency shift. Transverse intensity profiles of a typical (c)
Gaussian pulse and (d) SFF pulse used in 2-D simulations.

guiding plasma density profile moving at v f . This transverse intensity structure is

achieved by combining two Laguerre-Gaussian modes in orthogonal polarizations

[Fig. 3.7(d)].

When propagating in a homogeneous partially-ionized plasma, a SFF pulse

designed such that vg0 < v f < c, where vg0 is the initial group velocity of the

pulse, creates an intensity peak that moves forward within the pulse temporal

envelope. The last time slice in the pulse envelope comes to focus first in time,

ionizing the background medium. Photons in this initial focus self-accelerate,

increasing in frequency and group velocity. These accelerated photons catch up to
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and remain in phase with the intensity peak formed by the un-shifted, downstream

photons that are coming into focus later in time. The SFF creates a guiding, radial

electron density gradient that dynamically forms just ahead of the central axial

density gradient responsible for the photon acceleration. Accelerated photons,

thus confined near the optical axis, overlap temporally and spatially with other

photons of varying frequency. This local increase in bandwidth and photon density

leads to dramatic self-steepening and elevated amplitude of the main intensity peak.

The resulting sharpened axial electron density gradient causes faster frequency

shifting and more sharpening, which in turn causes even faster frequency shifting.

Eventually, optical wavebreaking terminates the self-steepening and limits the

maximum extent of spectral broadening.

We discover that this novel self-shocked photon acceleration can generate fully

coherent, isolated, 700as pulses with continuous, multi-octave spectra extending

from the 400nm central wavelength of the incident pulse to < 60nm over < 100 µm

of interaction length without the need for post compression. A simple short-pass

spectral filter, such as an appropriate metal-film [92], can isolate even shorter

350as pulses with ideal properties, including near-transform-limited duration and

high-focusability. Under the conditions simulated, only moderate drive pulse

energies of 53 µJ and focused intensities of < 5× 1016 W cm−2 were required,

which would enable the use of a high-repetition rate, table-top driver with existing

laser technology in an experimental realization.

The combination of modest drive laser requirements, relatively high conversion

efficiency of 0.12% into < 100nm wavelengths, and the production of isolated
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attosecond pulses with continuous bandwidths would set a SFF-photon acceleration

based source apart from both gas-based and surface-based high harmonic gener-

ation. Such sources typically produce trains of pulses and discrete bandwidths

with low efficiency, unless some combination of high pulse energies (mJ-J), high

intensities (> 1019 W cm−2) or complicated gating techniques are used [92–94].

The performance of this scheme is also in contrast to the scheme presented in

Sec. 3.3 and Ref. [57], in which photon acceleration driven by a flying focus

pulse was successfully used to limit dephasing of the upshifted photons from the

ionization front, but was still limited to low efficiencies (.001% ), accounting for

all of the light at the accelerator output [57]. Since the spectrum inferred from

photon kinetics simulations in that case showed a minimum wavelength of > 90nm,

the efficiency to generate EUV light would be significantly less. The previous

scheme required the use of two, couterpropagating pulses with dramatically dif-

ferent characteristics that needed to be carefully synchronized and injected into a

pre-formed gas target, further complicating an experimental realization. With the

current scheme we obtain 100× the energy efficiency, over an accelerator length

100× shorter, and demonstrate broadband, high intensity sub-femtosecond output

pulses in a less demanding experimental configuration.

3.4.1 Results

Self-photon acceleration of SFF pulses propagating in preionized, underdense

nitrogen gas was simulated using a 2-D finite-difference time-domain method.

Simulation parameters used to obtain all results are shown in Table 3.1. Calcula-
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tions were limited to the x− z plane, with ẑ the pulse propagation direction. The

3-D transverse structure of the SFF is a sum of orthogonally polarized Laguerre-

Gaussian modes (LGl,p), LG00 x̂ + LG10 ŷ, where l and p are the azimuthal and

radial indices respectively. LG00 is a typical Gaussian mode, with peak intensity

on the optical axis; LG10 has zero intensity on axis that symmetrically increases to

a peak off axis in the radial direction. A detailed description of the SFF pulses and

their representation in 2-D is included in Appendix B. The ŷ component (outside

pulse) has higher intensity than the x̂ component (inside pulse), such that the opti-

cal field ionization rate was high on the optical axis, but increased with absolute

transverse coordinate, |x|, before falling to zero for large |x|.

The SFF was spatiotemporally shaped according to the desired ionization front

velocity, taking into account the nominal laser group velocity. Each time-slice

within the temporal pulse envelope had a slightly different electric field radius

of curvature and transverse size, such that adjacent time-slices of the pulse were

focused in succession at adjacent focal positions in the far field with the same

diffraction limited spot size and focused intensity. The initial and final focal lengths

within the pulse envelope, and the rate of change between them, were adjusted

to produce a focal spot moving at the desired velocity across the extended focal

region.

The target gas (neutral atomic density n0 = 1020−1021 cm−3) was preionized to

Z = 3, such that the initial electron density of the target was ne0 = 3n0. This partial

preionization serves three purposes: 1) it reduces absorption of high-frequency

light, 2) it reduces the nominal laser group velocity to vg0 < c, and 3) it provides a
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Fig. v f /vg0 τ τe f f Iin, Iout n0 Energy
(fs) (fs) (×1016 W cm−2) (×1020 cm−3) (µ J)

3.8 1.015 12 3.3 1.2, 4.0 1.5 32
3.9 1.015 12 3.3 4.0, 4.8 1.5 53

3.10 (a)-(d) 1.015 12 3.3 4.0, 4.8 1.5 53
3.10(e) 1.030 30 7.3 4.0, 4.8 6.5 153
3.10(f) NA 8.4 NA 4.0, NA 6.5 2.3

Table 3.1: Parameters for simulations shown in each figure. τ is the total full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) duration of the pulse, τe f f is the FWHM duration of the
far-field intensity peak formed by the flying focus. Iin and Iout are the peak
intensities of the inside and outside pulse respectively and Energy is the total
input energy including both the inside and outside pulse. For all simulations
λ0 = 400nm, and f# = 6.

significant level of anomalous (negative) group velocity dispersion. The ionization

energies for the third and fourth valence electrons of nitrogen are 47.4eV and

77.5eV, corresponding to wavelengths of 26nm and 16nm. Ionization rates were

calculated for 77.5eV, and Fourier filtering on each time step of the simulation

removed wavelengths less than 26nm to simulate single photon absorption by

triply ionized nitrogen. The maximum ionization state allowed by the model was

Z=4. Extending the model to include multi-level ionization could improve results

by allowing sharper density gradients to develop and long-distance guiding to be

maintained at higher intensities.

The outer pulse of the SFF forms a co-located plasma channel, dynamically

guiding the inside pulse [Fig. 3.8]. The outside pulse [Fig. 3.8(a)-(c)] and the inside

pulse [Fig. 3.8(d)-(f)] have the same spatiotemporal shaping and their temporal

envelopes have zero delay. Since the outside pulse is more intense, as it comes into

focus it reaches the ionization intensity threshold of the background
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Figure 3.8: The outside pulse intensity profiles (colorbar) at (a) 96 fs, (b) 192 fs
and (c) 288 fs are shown with the corresponding transverse intensity profile (black)
at the maximum intensity in each frame. The inside pulse intensity profiles
(colorbar) at (d) 96 fs, (e) 192 fs and (f) 288 fs are shown with the corresponding
on-axis electron density (red) and intensity (black) profiles. The color scales were
normalized to the peak intensity at each time. (g) The electron density driven by
the full SFF pulse after propagating for 288 fs. A guiding channel has formed over
5ZR.

plasma earlier in time and further along the accelerator than the inside pulse.

Optical field ionization creates higher off-axis electron density, corresponding to

a negative refractive index gradient in the transverse direction. Each slice of the
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inside pulse comes to focus just inside of the leading edge of this continuously

forming optical waveguide. As a result, the guiding structure does not interfere

with the propagation of the inside pulse before it comes to focus. Each slice of

the inside pulse is prevented from diffracting or refracting from its self-generated

plasma only after it reaches focus. This confines the slice to a diffraction limited

transverse size over the remaining length of the channel created by the outside

pulse. The piece of the outside pulse that is in focus retains roughly the same

shape throughout the entire extent of its propagation, such that the final guiding

plasma channel extends over the entire extended focal region of the SFF—nearly

five Rayleigh lengths (ZR = 18 µm) [Fig. 3.8(g)].

The inside pulse begins with high intensity at the back of the pulse envelope

[Fig. 3.8(d)], where notably, the focal spot size was compressed to 60% of the

diffraction limit due to additional focusing by the plasma waveguide. As the high

intensity light at the back of the pulse propagates with a small diameter, the on-axis

intensity and electron density increase and steepen [Fig. 3.8(e)-(f)]. The effective

on-axis duration of the pulse decreased by a factor of 1.6, from 3.3 fs to 2 fs over

only 90 µm. At higher incident intensities, the spot size was only compressed to

80-100% of the diffraction limit, but the duration was compressed 4.7× to 700 as.

The spectrum of the inside pulse evolves rapidly as it propagates along the

optical axis [Fig. 3.9(a)]. Significant broadening about the fundamental frequency

was observed within the first 15 µm of interaction length. The spectral width at the

10−4 level more than doubled within only 45 µm, and nearly quadrupled within

90 µm. At this point, almost all of the light was shifted to the high-frequency side
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Figure 3.9: (a) Evolution of the power spectral density (PSD) on the optical axis
with interaction length z where ω0 is the frequency corresponding to the peak
wavelength of the incident pulse, λ0 = 400nm. The black line indicates the position
of the short-pass filter applied to all light passing through z = 90 µm to obtain the
pulse shown in (c). (b) The inside pulse at the output of the accelerator
(z = 90 µm) with no filtering. (c) The inside pulse at z = 90 µm after filtering out all
wavelengths > 124nm.

of the spectrum. Although some ionization-induced odd-harmonic generation was

observed [95], comparisons with photon-kinetics simulations, which do not include

nonlinear effects [26, 96], indicate that it did not play a role in the overall spectral

broadening. The spectrum of the inside pulse was radially homogeneous within

the diffraction limited spot (r0 = 1.5 µm), but changed further out due to imperfect

guiding at these larger radii.

At high intensities the total duration of the pulse was compressed considerably

during the interaction, such that an isolated 700as pulse was obtained at the accel-

erator output (z = 90 µm) [Fig. 3.9(b)]. This pulse could be useful due to its short

duration, high intensity and broad bandwidth, however it has complicated spatial,

spectral, and temporal correlations that could make it unsuitable for certain appli-
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cations. Applying a simple short-pass filter to the output of the photon accelerator

isolates a spatially coherent, extreme ultraviolet pulse [Fig. 3.9(c)]. The pulse,

containing only wavelengths shorter than 124nm and 0.21% of the total incident

pulse energy has a duration of 1.5 optical cycles, or 350as intensity full-width at

half-maximum — 1.3 times the transform limit for the filtered bandwidth. With a

nearly flat quadratic phase in the transverse direction, the pulse has ideal focusabil-

ity. Spectral filtering could be achieved by allowing the output pulse to naturally

diffract out of the end of the accelerator, collimating it with an appropriate curved

reflector [97], and then allowing it to pass through a 200nm thick magnesium foil

[92]. Finally the pulse could be refocused through another curved reflector for use

in an experiment. The outside pulse undergoes less spectral broadening than the

inside pulse, but there is still significant spectral overlap between them. For longer

wavelength spectral filter cutoffs (≳ 150nm) a pinhole spatial filter or polarization

filter could be used to remove the outside pulse.

The formation of an optical shock drives the extreme refractive index gradients

that are responsible for the rapid spectral broadening and temporal compression

of the pulse [Fig. 3.10]. The intensity of the incident pulse peaks at the back of

the pulse envelope where the first focus occurs [Fig. 3.10(a)], and the electron

density gradient created by this peak induces a frequency up-shift of the photons

in the initial focus. These photons experience an increase in group velocity due

to the anomalous (negative) group velocity dispersion in a plasma, i.e., vg =

c(1−ω2
p/ω2)1/2. Higher frequencies, initially generated at the back of the pulse,

catch up to the un-shifted downstream photons, causing a local increase in the
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Figure 3.10: Spectrograms obtained by wavelet transform of the inside pulse
electric field on the optical axis for a SFF pulse at (a) the source input plane, (b)
15 µm, (c) 45 µm, and (d) 90 µm. For comparison, the spectrograms at higher
density (n0 = 6.5×1020 cm−3) are shown for (e) a SFF pulse with
v f = 1.030vg0 = 0.8740c and (f) a standard Gaussian pulse. The color scale in
each plot is normalized to the peak intensity. On-axis intensity profiles (black) are
normalized to 1017 W cm−2.

intensity and bandwidth, which creates the observed self-steepening and temporal

compression.

After 15 µm [Fig. 3.10(b)], the bandwidth temporally overlapped with the

intensity peak at the fundamental frequency has increased. The peak intensity has

steepened on the leading edge and moved forward within the pulse envelope. By

45 µm [Fig. 3.10(c)], significant local spectral broadening and self-steepening
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has doubled the peak intensity. At 90 µm [Fig. 3.10(d)], a temporally-localized,

extremely broadband signal has developed. Notably the intensity increases from

near zero to its peak in half an optical cycle, indicating that a strong optical

shock has formed on the leading edge of the pulse. This time-localized spectral

broadening is a unique feature of the self-shocked photon acceleration regime

that facilitates attosecond pulse generation without any post-accelerator phase

compensation.

For an initial density 4.3× larger than in the previously discussed simulations,

the shock catastrophically collapsed over less than 60 µm [Fig. 3.10(e)]. The

spectrogram can be considered a time-velocity phase space representation, and

the observed “folding" of the spectrogram, such that non-adjacent frequencies

(velocities) overlap in time indicates optical wavebreaking [98, 99]. A strongly

modulated intensity profile developed on the leading edge of the pulse, and distinct

peaks emerged in the spectrum due to nonlinear four wave mixing. These two

effects terminate the self-steepening and spectral broadening of the main intensity

peak by extracting energy and causing deleterious plasma formation.

Figure 3.10(f) demonstrates the limitations of a standard 8.4 fs Gaussian pulse

that was focused at z = 10 µm. After 40 µm, the leading edge of the pulse shifted

from 400 nm to 370 nm, but the trailing edge completely diverged from the optical

axis due to plasma-refraction and diffraction. Refraction and diffraction reduced

the peak intensity by > 4×, such that ionization and photon acceleration ceased.

Self-steepening of Gaussian pulses was observed in simulations, but the effect

was weak compared to the SFF pulse. As photons frequency shifted at the peak of
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the Gaussian envelope, their increase in group velocity caused them to temporally

overlap with the lower intensity time-slices ahead, which were already diffracting

out of the focus. This resulted in a small increase in local bandwidth, but no

increase in the intensity, such that self-steepening was negligible. For the SFF

pulse, photons accelerated in the initial focus were immediately injected into a

new high-intensity focus. Each subsequent time slice that came to focus had the

original intensity and bandwidth of the pulse, in addition to the accelerated photons,

leading to a coherent buildup of intensity and bandwidth. The accelerating gradient

was continually pumped by a higher, sharper intensity peak until it collapsed due

to wavebreaking.

3.4.2 Discussion and Conclusion

The exact combination of density and flying focus velocity must be optimized to

deliver the greatest bandwidth increase [Fig. 3.11]. Clearly, v f ≳ vg0 is optimal for

all densities. For v f < vg0, photons focused to shorter focal lengths are contained

in earlier time slices of the pulse envelope, and plasma formation prevents the

ionization front from propagating continuously over a long distance as discussed

in Ch. 2 and Refs. [62, 63, 66]. For v f ≫ vg0, photons up-shifted at the start of

the accelerator do not obtain a large enough group velocity to catch up to the main

intensity peak, so a strong shock cannot form.

A target with higher initial density has the potential to reach a higher maxi-

mum electron density, in principle supporting sharper density gradients and faster

frequency shifting. However, a correspondingly larger initial electron density also
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Figure 3.11: Parameter scaling of focal velocity v f and initial density n0 for a
90 µm accelerator. η is the energy efficiency to produce all light at frequencies
above the frequency indicated on the horizontal axis. For all data shown
Iin = 4.0×1016 W cm−2 and Iout = 4.8×1016 W cm−2.

.

yields greater group velocity dispersion and a smaller nominal group velocity,

which leads to a shorter wave-breaking distance. At large initial electron density,

for the observed optimum v f ≳ vg0, the initial intensity peak forms a sharp density

gradient, and dispersion is strong, quickly accelerating photons to vg ≫ v f . A

shock forms and collapses over a short distance since even a small increase in

frequency results in a large increase in group velocity, and the initial v f ≪ c is easy

to overtake for a photon of higher frequency.

At smaller initial densities, a shallower initial density gradient formed, and

dispersion was weak, so the shock was formed and sustained over a longer distance.

Here, a large increase in frequency resulted in a much smaller increase in group

velocity, and since v f ≲ c, the shifted photons took longer to catch up to, and then

dephase from the intensity peak at the fundamental frequency. The low initial

density case leads to larger overall spectral broadening because the shock can build
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up a density profile with a sharper scale length, sustain its propagation over a longer

distance and remain in phase with accelerated photons over a longer distance than

in the high density case. Notably, the spectrum was less sensitive to the exact v f at

higher densities, since initial frequency shifts were larger and dispersion was more

significant.

Experimentally, a separate laser pulse could be used to preionize the target

through optical field ionization, or alternatively the plasma could be heated to

achieve the desired average ionization state, Z. For the 90 µm accelerator presented

here, a longer plasma could be generated, with the interaction only occurring in the

first section. Excess energy used in ionizing the unused plasma would decrease the

overall energy efficiency by a small factor. An optimal accelerator would require

plasmas longer than 90 µm, since lower densities and longer acceleration lengths

are required for larger frequency shifts. Although small density fluctuations in the

target would not appreciably affect the interaction, larger fluctuations could affect

the focusing of the pulse leading to a degradation of the guiding channel driven by

the outside beam, and ultimately to a lower quality output pulse.

In summary, a new approach to coherent, broadband radiation generation

in the extreme ultraviolet, enabled by the combination of state-of-the-art pulse

shaping methods, was proposed and demonstrated computationally. Optical shock-

enhanced self-photon acceleration resulted in coherent spectral broadening to

extreme ultraviolet frequencies over a fraction of the distance required in a typical

Kerr-based supercontinuum source. Self-compression of the incident pulse was

significant, and ideal attosecond pulses could be isolated with a simple short-
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pass filter. Such a pulse could be useful for enabling a single-shot version of the

coherence tomography application discussed in Ref. [88] and providing sub-fs time

resolution to observe transient effects. A photon accelerator based on SFF driven

plasma could be optimized further to deliver higher frequencies, shorter pulses and

better efficiency. By tailoring the initial axial density profile of the target gas and

the spatiotemporal shaping together, a shock could be generated at higher densities,

accelerating and then stabilizing over long-distances at lower densities [72, 100],

which could enable the generation of shorter extreme ultraviolet wavelengths, and

possibly a table top-source of coherent soft x-rays.
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4. Ultrashort Flying Focus

The general class of spatiotemporal shaping techniques that allow the velocity

of the intensity peak to be tuned independent of the laser group velocity, and

significantly extend the focal range have many applications. However, certain

applications require the effective duration of the intensity peak to be ultrashort,

which cannot be facilitated by the CFF technique discussed in Ch. 2. One example

already presented is the optical shock-enhanced self-photon acceleration introduced

in Sec. 3.4. This process could occur with moderate pulse durations, for example

the ∼ ps durations achievable with the CFF, however beginning with an ultrashort

duration will ultimately lead to the most favorable results. This application could

be approached in practice with the “flying focus X” technique presented in Ref.

[56], which simultaneously admits ultrashort effective durations and transverse

intensity profile shaping, but is most useful at low to moderate laser intensities.

Another application that requires ultrashort effective durations, but at very high

laser intensities is laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) of electrons. The maximum

electron energy in a traditional LWFA is limited by diffraction and depletion of

the drive laser pulse, and dephasing of the accelerated electrons from the wake.
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These issues are largely analogous to those encountered in photon acceleration,

and the possibility of solving them motivated the development of the ultrashort

flying focus (UFF) presented in this chapter.

Chapter 4 begins by describing several issues encountered in LWFA that could

be mitigated by the application of spatiotemporal pulse shaping. The UFF is

presented conceptually, and then applied in theory and simulations to demonstrate

a dephasingless laser wakefield accelerator. Finally, an experiment designed to

measure the salient characteristics of the UFF and preliminary results are presented.

4.1 Traditional LWFA

High energy electrons have important applications across many scientific fields

such as high energy physics, materials science and medicine to name only a few.

The utility of high energy electron beams is underscored by massive investments

in infrastructure to generate them across the world, such as the Stanford linear

accelerator, which is 3.2km long and based on radio-frequency (RF) cavity ac-

celeration of electrons up to 50GeV. State of the art RF cavities are limited to

maximum accelerating gradients of ∼ 100MV/m (in practice this number is closer

to ∼ 10MV/m) due to vacuum breakdown at these high voltages, which is largely

responsible for the high cost and large footprint of these facilities [101].

In contrast, plasma can support nearly arbitrarily high electric fields. A high

intensity laser pulse propagating in a plasma will poderomotively drive an elec-

trostatic plasma wave that can have electric field amplitudes of several hundred
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GV/m up to 1TV/m [101, 102]. LWFA occurs when electrons are injected into

the accelerating phase of the laser-driven wake structure. The extreme accelerat-

ing gradients achievable in a LWFA have enabled a new generation of compact

electron accelerators, which have greatly reduced cost and size when compared

to conventional RF cavity-based accelerators. Ultra-relativistic energies can be

achieved in facilities that encompass a large room, as opposed to a multi-km

long accelerator hall. For example, recent experimental results have demonstrated

LWFA of electrons to energies of 7.8GeV over 20cm of acceleration length using

a petawatt-class laser [103]. The advent of laser-driven, table-top accelerators

promises democratized access to research tools based on high energy electrons

across the broader scientific community.

In a traditional LWFA, an ultrashort laser pulse (10s to 100s of fs) is injected

into a preionized low density (1017 − 1018 cm−3) plasma. The laser pulse must

either propagate in a preformed plasma waveguide, or satisfy a self-guiding condi-

tion that balances diffraction with self-focusing to maintain high intensity over the

long distances required for significant electron acceleration to be achieved. The

need to combat diffraction in either of these schemes places constraints on the

drive laser pulse and target plasma characteristics.

As the pulse propagates, it transfers energy into the wake. The pulse energy

is eventually depleted enough that it’s intensity is too low to effectively drive the

wake. This depletion effect places additional constraints on the pulse and plasma

characteristics.

The wake phase velocity is equal to the laser pulse group velocity in the plasma.
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This velocity is necessarily slower than the speed of light in vacuum, c. High

energy electrons accelerated in the wake field can achieve velocities close to the

vacuum speed of light, eventually outrunning the accelerating phase of the wake

in a process called dephasing. Assuming that diffraction can be overcome with

appropriate guiding techniques and depletion can be overcome with sufficiently

energetic pulses, dephasing will always limit the maximum energy achievable in

traditional LWFA.

The electron energy gain of a traditional LWFA in the linear regime (a0 < 3) is

∆ET

mec2 =
π2

8
k2

0
k2

p
a2

0, (4.1)

where ∆ET is the energy gain, k0 = 2π/λ0 is the laser wave number, a0 = eE0/ω0mec

is the normalized vector potential of the laser pulse with electric field amplitude

E0 and frequency ω0, kp =
√

e2ne/mec2ε0 is the plasma wave number, ε0 is the

permittivity of free space and me and e are the electron mass and charge. The

energy gain scales with n−1
e , because the dephasing length scales with n−3/2

e and

the accelerating gradient of the wake scales with n1/2
e . In the nonlinear regime

(a0 > 3) the energy gain scales with a0, instead of a2
0, but still scales with n−1

e due

to dephasing.

For higher electron energies to be reached, lower plasma densities are required,

but with lower densities come lower accelerating gradients, so the length of the

accelerator and the laser pulse energy required to drive it increases dramatically.

For example, a single-stage 1TeV accelerator based on this scheme would require
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a density of 10−15 cm−3, a laser pulse energy of 10kJ and an accelerator length of

1km. Due to the impracticality of this single-stage approach, the current paradigm

for reaching into > 10GeV−TeV range is to use many separate 10GeV stages of

moderate density driven by separate moderate energy laser pulses [104].

4.2 The UFF technique

The UFF uses a combination of spherical aberration and radial group delay to

extend the focal range and control the intensity peak velocity. The spherical

aberration is imparted by an axiparabola [105], which is a reflective optic that takes

a laser pulse with flat-top transverse intensity profile and focuses anulii of different

radius at the optic plane to different axial positions in the focal region, such that

the peak intensity is nearly constant across the extended focal region in the axial

direction [Fig. 4.1]. The “sag function” or optic height as a function of radius r for

the axiparabola is approximately given by,

zaxi(r) =
1

4 f0
r2 − L

8 f 2
0 R2 r4 +O(r6), (4.2)

where R is the optic aperture edge radius, f0 is the nominal focal length (distance

from the optic to the nearest edge of the extended focal range), and L is the length

of the extended focal range.

The focal dynamics of the axiparabola were simulated using the Fourier propa-

gation code discussed in Ch 2. Figures 4.1(b)-(c) show results using an axiparabola

with f0 = 0.5m, R = 0.05m and L = 0.01m, and a laser pulse with central wave-
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Figure 4.1: (a) A schematic of the axiparabola and extended focal region
produced by the addition of spherical aberration. (b) The simulated intensity
trajectory in the moving frame for an axiparabola. (c) The simulated peak intensity
profile in the axial direction.

length λ0 = 1054nm and duration 20fs. The peak laser intensity on the optical

axis remained approximately constant over 1cm (∼ 300ZR), aside from some

< 30% oscillations caused by interference between rays from different radii [Fig.

4.1(c)]. Crucially, the effective duration remained ultrashort (comparable to the

20fs transform limited duration of the input pulse) because at every given position

within the extended focal range all components of the initial laser pulse bandwidth

come to focus in phase with one another [Fig. 4.1(b)].

The moving frame coordinate ξ = t − z/c shown on the vertical axis in Fig.

4.1(b) is useful for comparing the intensity peak trajectory produced by the ax-

iparabola to the speed of light. In this “speed of light” frame, a trajectory with

constant velocity c would be horizontal, indicating that the trajectory accumulates

neither an advance (decrease in ξ ) or a delay (increase in ξ ) when compared to a

trajectory with velocity c. The trajectory produced by the axiparabola accelerates,

accumulating an increasing advance with respect to c as a function of axial position.

This occurs because the axiparabola imparts an advance to rays incident at larger
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Figure 4.2: (a) A schematic of the axiparabola-echelon pair and extended focal
region produced by the addition of spherical aberration. (b) The simulated
intensity trajectory in the moving frame for an axiparabola-echelon pair. (c) The
simulated peak intensity profile in the axial direction.

radii on the optic, which focus to larger focal distances.

The intensity peak trajectory can be controlled by introducing a radially varying

pulse front delay, or radial group delay (RGD) to the input pulse. Several schemes

to impart the RGD required to control the focal velocity have been investigated

including the use of refractive optics and a deformable mirror in conjunction with a

spatial light modulator [106–109]. An approach that requires only reflective optics

was proposed and demonstrated in simulations in Ref. [53]. Here a “radial echelon”

optic (echelon), which is a series concentric, reflective, flat annular surfaces of

varying height, imparts the required RGD [Fig. 4.2].

The echelon is locally flat everywhere, such that it imparts no phase front

curvature to the pulse. In this way, the focusing phase imparted by the axiparabola is

not modified by the echelon, and rays incident at a specific radius on the axiparabola

will be focused to the same axial position with or without the echelon. The echelon

only affects the relative timing between when rays incident at different radii are
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focused. The RGD, δ (r), that must be imparted by the echelon for a constant focal

velocity v f can be calculated by using a ray optics approach to first calculate the

derivative,

δr(r) =

[
c
v f

−

(
1− z2

axi,r

1+ z2
axi,r

)]
2Lr
cR2 , (4.3)

where the subscript r indicates differentiation with respect to r. Numerically

integrating Eq. 4.3 in r, yields δ (r). Multiplying the resulting function by c, and

dividing by two (a difference in optic height results in twice that height being

accrued in path length difference after reflection), and negating the result (larger

delay corresponds to smaller optic height) converts the delay to an optic height.

The resulting continuous echelon sag function, zc(r) can be discretized as,

zech(r) =−λ0

2
{ceil [zc(r)/λ0]+floor [zc(r)/λ0]}. (4.4)

The step heights are chosen to be half of the central wavelength of the input pulse

deep (λ0/2) so that upon reflection each annular slice of the pulse has phase fronts

staggered by an integer number of wavelengths compared to all other annuli, and

all slices remain coherent with one another.

Figure 4.2(b)-(c) shows simulation results with the same parameters as Fig.

4.1(b)-(c), but with the echelon delay for v f = c added. The peak intensity as a

function of axial distance was nearly identical to the no-echelon case [Fig. 4.2(c)],

and the intensity velocity was equal to c across the entire extended focal range [Fig.

4.2(b)]. Most importantly the effective duration remained nearly transform limited,
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indicating that the addition of the echelon caused no significant modification to the

ultrashort duration of the intensity peak.

4.3 Dephasingless LWFA

Spatiotemporal shaping of the drive laser pulse using the UFF technique can

eliminate dephasing in a LWFA by driving a wake at the vacuum speed of light

[53]. This dephasingless LWFA (DLWFA) presents a more favorable energy gain

scaling compared to traditional LWFA, producing higher electron energies over the

same accelerator length, or reaching comparable energies in a fraction of the length.

The UFF also mitigates some of the issues associated with depletion and diffraction.

Since distinct rays are focused to each axial position along the arbitrarily long

extended focal range, no guiding mechanism is required, and fresh rays drive the

wake at every point along the accelerator limiting the depletion effect.

Eliminating the dephasing constraint in the derivation of Eq. 4.1 yields the

energy gain for the DLWFA in the linear regime,

∆ED

mec2 =
π2

8
a2

0kpLa, (4.5)

where La is the arbitrarily long accelerator length. The DLWFA energy gain scales

with n1/2
e . This new scaling with density is the same in the nonlinear regime.

Without the constraint of dephasing, the larger accelerating gradients supported in

a higher density plasma can be exploited, increasing the energy gain as a function

of accelerator length.
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Figure 4.3: Energy gain scaling of conventional RF cavity acceleration (blue
dotted), traditional LWFA (red dashed) and DLWFA (green) in the (a) linear regime
(laser pulse with a0 = 0.5, duration 30fs and wavelength 1 µm) and (b) nonlinear
regime (laser pulse with a0 = 4, duration 15fs and wavelength 1 µm). Simulations
in the linear regime (dots) closely agree with the theoretical scaling [53].

Equations 4.1 and 4.5 are plotted in Fig. 4.3(a), and the scaling laws in

the nonlinear regime are plotted in Fig. 4.3(b) demonstrating the advantage of

DLWFA over traditional LWFA and the conventional RF cavity based approach.

For example DLWFA can reach an energy of 10GeV in 10× less distance than

traditional LWFA in the linear regime. In the nonlinear regime, a single stage

DLWFA could accelerate electrons to 1TeV in 4.5m, which is a distance 40×

shorter than the traditional LWFA approach. The theoretical scaling in the linear
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regime was confirmed by using propagation code simulations to generated an

intensity profile for the axiparabola-echelon pair, using the profile in a 2-D Greens-

function solver to generate the axial and radial plasma wakefields, then evolving

test particles in those fields to determine the maximum energy gain.

4.4 Measurements of the UFF

The possibility of using the UFF as a driver for a DLWFA motivated development

of the echelon optic discussed in Sec. 4.2 and the design of an experiment to

test the UFF. The experiment is ongoing, but preliminary results are promising.

The following sections present an overview of the experimental design and results

obtained thus far.

4.4.1 The echelon

Two techniques were explored to fabricate the echelon: 1) Diamond turning, which

uses a diamond tipped lathe-like tool to cut the substrate surface and 2) Vapor

coating (coating), which uses a mask to control the deposition thickness of a

vaporized coating material onto the substrate surface. Diamond turning was only

briefly explored, leading to a lack of development in this process, and only a

few low-quality echelons being fabricated. Given enough investment of time and

resources, diamond turning could be explored further to determine its viability for

producing echelon optics.

To date, approximately ten echelons have been made, at various stages of
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Figure 4.4: Full aperture measurements of the echelon surface profile were made
by stitching together many high resolution surface profile patches acquired with a
white light interferometer. (a) A full aperture surface profile map consisting of a
12×12 grid of stitched images shows that the general form of the echelon is
aberration free. (b)-(c) Zooming in on individual steps shows that they are flat and
that the edge between adjacent steps is sharp.

coating process development at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics. Fused silica

substrates were coated using silica vapor deposition through a stationary mask,

while the substrate was rotated behind it in a configuration similar to the one

discussed in Ref. [110]. Continuous improvements to the coating process produced

echelons of increasing quality, eventually conforming closely to design parameters.

Measurements of the echelon surfaces were made using a Zygo NexView scan-

ning coherence (white light) interferometer [Fig 4.4]. Several key surface profile

metrics were quantified and found to be acceptable for use in an experiment after

improvements to the coating process were made. Measured echelon profiles were

simulated in the Fourier propagation code at various points during the development

of the coating process to determine the quality of the echelon performance, and

to understand how the different metrics affected the performance. The overall
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form of the optic, which can generally be quantified through Zernike polynomial

analysis, can be affected by alignment tolerances between the mask and substrate,

by warping of the optic due to coating induced stress and the initial quality of the

substrate surface. Form errors can introduce aberrations or additional, unwanted

focusing power into the UFF pulse. The sharpness of the edges between adjacent

steps can be affected by the vapor-source size, the distance between the mask and

substrate and the mask thickness. Long transitions between steps can scatter light

out of the system, reducing the energy throughput and focused intensities. The

accuracy of the step heights is largely controlled by the coating time, but variations

in height around the mean step height can be affected by several of the previously

discussed factors. The step height variance must be minimized to ensure that the

integer-wavelength phase relationship between adjacent steps is preserved. Large

step height variances lead to large and unpredictable jumps in the peak intensity as

a function of axial distance in the focal region.

4.4.2 Spectral interferometry

Spectral interferometry (SI), referring to the interference between two electromag-

netic waves of different spectral phase in the wavelength or frequency domain, is a

technique commonly used to measure the properties of ultrashort laser pulses or

to measure very short time differences. Consider two electric fields represented

in the frequency domain called the reference field Ẽr(ω) = F [Er(t)] and the test

field Ẽt(ω) = F [Et(t)], where F denotes Fourier transformation. The Fourier

transform takes an electric field in the time domain of the form,
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E(t) =
√

I(t)exp [iφ(t)] , (4.6)

where
√

I(t) is the temporal amplitude, which is the square root of the intensity,

and φ(t) is the temporal phase, and returns a frequency domain representation of

the field,

Ẽ(ω) =
√

S(ω)exp [iφ(ω)] , (4.7)

where
√

S(ω) is the spectral amplitude, which is the square root of the spectral

intensity (spectrum), and φ(ω) is the spectral phase. The frequency domain

reference field is

Ẽr(ω) =
√

Sr(ω)exp [iφr(ω)] , (4.8)

and the test field is

Ẽt(ω) =
√

St(ω)exp [iφt(ω)− iωτg] , (4.9)

where we have written the first order spectral phase of the test field separately from

the second and higher orders, and the zeroth order for mathematical convenience.

The term τg is the group delay between the reference and test fields.

If we allow the test and reference fields to overlap in a spectrometer, such that

they interfere in the frequency (wavelength) domain, the signal obtained is

S(ω) = Sr(ω)+St(ω)+2
√

Sr(ω)St(ω)cos [φt(ω)−φr(ω)− iωτg] , (4.10)
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which appears as a fringe pattern with nominal fringe spacing 2π/τg. Inverse

Fourier transformation of the fringe pattern yields a time domain signal that appears

as peaks centered at delays of zero and ±τ . This signal can be filtered to isolate

only the +τg component, then transformed back to the frequency domain, obtaining

S(ω) =
√

Sr(ω)St(ω)exp [iφt(ω)− iφr(ω)− iωτg] . (4.11)

The argument of the exponential in Eq. 4.11 can be extracted and fit with a

linear model with independent variable ω . The slope of the fit is τg, or the total

group delay between the test and reference fields. If the reference field phase is

known, (i.e., it has been independently measured with some other technique), then

the test field can be exactly reconstructed. The test phase is the argument of the

exponential in Eq. 4.11, minus the known reference phase φr(ω) and ωτg, and

the test spectral amplitude can be measured by blocking the reference arm of the

interferometer [111, 112].

If the reference field is not known, then the frequency response H̃(ω) can be

calculated, which characterizes how an electric field is transformed through the

linear system consisting of all optical path length difference between the test and

reference fields. For an input pulse Ẽin(ω) = F [Ein(t)], the output pulse in the

time domain will be

Eout(t) = h(t)⋆Ein(t) = F
[
H̃(ω)Ẽin(ω)

]
, (4.12)

where the impulse response h(t) =F−1 [H̃(ω)
]

is the inverse Fourier transform of
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the frequency response and ⋆ denotes convolution [113]. The frequency response

of the system must be characterized over a spectral domain that fully contains

Ẽin(ω). The frequency response is

H̃(ω) =
S(ω)

Sr(ω)
exp(iωτg), (4.13)

where S(ω) is Eq. 4.11. SI measurements allow the calculation of the frequency

response using Eq. 4.13, then Eq. 4.12 can be used to determine how short an

input pulse will remain after propagating through the system.

4.4.3 Experimental setup

A scanning spectral interferometer was designed and built to measure the focal

velocity and frequency response characteristics of the UFF. A schematic of the

beam transport system is shown in Fig. 4.5. A superluminescent diode (SLED)

served as a continuous wave (CW) source of photons with a bandwidth of ∼ 100nm

centered at ∼ 1020nm, which was coupled to an off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror

with polarization maintaining fiber. The OAP produced a collimated Gaussian

beam in free-space with FWHM diameter of 2.6mm, which was up-collimated by

a refractive telescope to 6mm in diameter. A refractive beam shaper (π-shaper)

transformed the Gaussian intensity profile to a flat-top intensity profile with 6mm

diameter.

The beam was incident on a 50/50 pellicle beamsplitter, with transmitted light

propagating into the “test arm” and reflected light propagating into the “reference
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Figure 4.5: A schematic of the beam transport system used to measure the
characteristics of the axiparabola-echelon pair. BS-Beamsplitter.

arm” of the interferometer. The transmitted beam was up-collimated to a diam-

eter of 100mm by a refractive telescope consisting of two achromatic doublets.

The beam was reflected from an echelon at normal incidence, which could be re-

moved and replaced with a flat mirror, then propagated back through the telescope,

reflecting from the back surface of the beamsplitter.

After reflection from the beamsplitter, the beam was up-collimated to 100mm

by an identical telescope and reflected by a flat mirror with a 20mm diameter

hole in the center, angled at 15◦ off normal incidence. An axiparabola at normal

incidence focused the beam back through the hole in the mirror. The axiparabola

could be removed and replaced by a conventional parabolic mirror of similar focal

length. The π-shaper output plane was image relayed to the echelon plane, then

to the axiparabola plane to ensure that the flat-top beam profile and the phase

imparted by the echelon were preserved at the axiparabola plane.
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Figure 4.6: The experimental setup showing the test, reference and common
beam paths (right). The 3-axis scanner stage with the test fiber holder mounted
on it (left). The black optic mount on the left of the image is the flat mirror with
central hole that the test beam is focused through.

After the final focusing optic, the test beam was collected with a polarization

maintaining optical fiber [Fig. 4.7]. The fiber holder was mounted on a 3-axis

linear translation stage (z along the optical axis, y in the vertical direction and x

in the horizontal direction). The positions of all three axes could be adjusted by

piezoelectric actuators on the < 1 µm distance scale, allowing the spatial position

at which the test data was collected to be scanned over any position within the focal

volume. The actuators were computer controlled, allowing an automated scanning

procedure to be carried out.

After reflection from the front surface of the beamsplitter, the reference beam

was reflected by several mirrors along a path with optical path length nearly equal

to the length of the test arm. An achromatic lens coupled the reference beam into a

polarization maintaining fiber [Fig. 4.7]. Both the lens and the fiber holder were

mounted on a manually actuated linear translation, allowing the reference arm
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Figure 4.7: A polarization maintaining (PM) fiber-based system transported the
test and reference signals from the collection points to the spectrometer. Not
shown: After the fiber coupler, the combined beam exited the fiber into free-space,
was collimated by an OAP and focused onto the spectrometer slit with an
achromatic doublet. FLI-Finger Lakes Instrumentation CCD camera.

optical path length to be fine-tuned.

Both test and reference fiber inputs were on rotational mounts, which were

adjusted to ensure that both signals were injected with the same polarization along

the slow principle axis of the fiber. These conditions minimize polarization mixing

in the fiber, and maximize the contrast of the interference signal observed on

the spectrometer. The reference fiber passed through a manual variable optical

attenuator, so that the reference signal level could be matched to the test signal

level to optimize fringe contrast. The test fiber passed through an electronically

controlled variable optical delay line, which could lengthen the test arm free-space

optical path length by ∼ 300ps. Once the reference stage was set to an acceptable

position, the delay line on the test arm could be used to adjust the fringe spacing
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without needing to re-align the beams.

After the attenuator and delay line, the reference and test signals were recom-

bined in a fiber coupler (2 inputs with one output). The total fiber length on each

arm was matched, such that both test and reference signals propagated through

3m of fiber each before being combined in the same fiber. The combined signal

was transported in a single fiber to a separate table with a spectrometer. The beam

was collimated into free-space with another OAP, then focused onto the input slit

of the spectrometer with an achromatic doublet. The spectrometer grating had

150grooves/mm, was blazed at 300nm and was centered at 1020nm. The spectral

field of view extended from 945nm to 1071nm. The spectrometer output plane

was imaged with a CCD camera.

The step sizes of the piezoelectric actuators were initially calibrated using

a magnetic distance gauge. The step sizes were found to vary by up to 30%

away from the calibrated distance over the course of many steps. This lack of

repeatability yielded unreliable position data, and therefore unreliable focal velocity

data during intial testing of the system. A Michelson interferometer was built to

precisely measure the z-position of the test fiber input [Fig. 4.8]. Since the fiber

core diameter and diffraction limited beam diameter of the focused test beam

were the same size (6 µm), the x and y actuators were moved to a position at the

beginning of a data acquisition run, then were not scanned, so only z-position data

was collected.

The Michelson interferometer used a green helium-neon laser with wavelength

λHeNe = 543nm, which was split on a wedged-glass plate with front surface at a
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Figure 4.8: A Michelson interferometer was built to measure the distance traveled
by the test arm fiber input between SI acquisitions (left). The intensity of the
Michelson signal as a function of time was converted into voltage using a
photodiode and oscilloscope (right). The distance traveled by the test stage (∆z)
could be calculated with the laser wavelength (λ ) and the number of voltage
oscillations on the oscilloscope.

45◦ angle of incidence. The transmitted beam was reflected at normal incidence

from a flat, stationary mirror back onto the beamsplitter. The beam reflected from

the front surface of the beamsplitter was reflected at normal incidence from a flat

mirror mounted on the linear translation stage holding the test fiber input back

onto the same position on the beamsplitter surface. Both beams, now overlapped

spatially, were incident on a photodiode with no wavevector difference between

them, such that the entire overlapped beam profile changed in intensity depending

on the relative phases of the two beams. The photodiode was connected to an

oscilloscope, where the voltage as a function of time produced by the photodiode

could be collected.
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When the test fiber stage was moved, the overlapped intensity of the two beams

oscillated in time as they alternately constructively and destructively interfered.

This produced an oscilloscope trace with oscillating voltage in time, which could

be analyzed to determine the distance traveled during the acquisition window.

After Fourier filtering the voltage signal to remove high-frequency noise, the local

voltage maxima and minima could be identified and counted, allowing the distance

traveled to be calculated to within <±100nm (ideally λHeNe/8 = 70nm).

4.4.4 Data acquisition

Before beginning a data acquisition run, the entire beam transport system alignment

was checked up to the fiber inputs with a series of irises and beam fiducials. The

test arm z-stage direction was carefully aligned to be parallel with the optical axis

of the axiparabola by either placing a mirror in the fiber-holder to reflect the test

beam back through the system, or by inserting a light source into the fiber holder

and back-propagating that beam through the test arm. The reference and test arm

signals were maximized on a power meter by translating the fiber tips individually

in all three directions. This ensured that the test fiber tip was aligned in x and y to

the optical axis, and that it was near the best focus position in z.

The relative timing between the test and reference arms was adjusted with

the optical delay line such that the fringes observed on the spectrometer had

a spacing that was easily resolved given the CCD camera pixel size, and such

that many fringes were visible within the spectral window. A maximum group

delay difference of ∼ 5ps and a minimum difference of ∼ 300fs was resolvable,
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corresponding to high and low frequency fringes respectively.

An automated data acquisition system was developed using Python. With the

test z-stage position at the starting point, and with both electronic shutters closed a

background image was acquired on the spectrometer. Then the reference shutter

was opened and another image was taken to acquire the reference spectrum alone.

Next the test shutter was opened, and the interference pattern produced by the

two signals together was acquired. The reference shutter was closed, and the test

spectrum at the initial position was acquired, then both shutters were closed.

Once all of the data at the initial position was collected, the oscilloscope was set

to acquire data from the Michelson interferometer photodiode, and the test arm z-

direction actuator was moved to a new position. After the new position was reached,

the oscilloscope stopped acquiring and saved the data, which could be analyzed

later to determine how far the actuator had moved between the initial position

and the second position. At the new position, a test spectrum and interference

pattern were acquired. The reference spectrum and background did not change

from position to position, so these data acquired at the initial position were used

for all subsequent analysis. The process was repeated, acquiring test spectra and

interference patterns at each new position, and oscilloscope data during actuator

moves, until the actuator had traveled a predetermined distance.

For very long travel distances on the actuator (e.g., for the axiparabola data,

where the scanned distance could exceed 10mm), several data runs were stitched

together. For a single run, the optical delay line was set such that the test signal ar-

rived ∼ 3.5ps ahead of the reference signal, which gave resolvable, high-frequency
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fringes on the spectrometer. The data acquisition process was initiated with a scan

distance of ∼ 2mm, which corresponds to ∼ 7ps of delay difference for a test focal

velocity of c. The data run therefore scanned from the test arm being advanced

by ∼ 3.5ps to being delayed by ∼ 3.5ps. The points within ±300fs of zero delay

were ignored since the fringes were of a frequency too low to get a reliable group

delay in this region. Since the measurement and analysis technique is blind to

the sign of the delay, this resulted in a test signal that appeared to decrease in

its advancement with respect to the reference, then at zero the advance increased

again. Since the true direction of the delays was known, the sign of the second half

of the data could be inverted to acquire the full set of true delay data over nearly

the entire 2mm or 7ps window. Once an individual data run was completed, an

individual data point was acquired at the end position to mark the relative delay

there. The optical delay line was then advanced by 7ps, where a new individual

data point was taken. Then a new data run was begun over the next 2mm section

of the focal region. The datasets could be stitched together later since the relative

delay between them was measured.

4.4.5 Preliminary Results

The analysis technique presented in Sec. 4.4.2 was implemented numerically to

determine the group delay at each axial position within the focal region produced by

different combinations of optics. Frequency response calculations are ongoing, and

will therefore not be presented in this dissertation. As a proof of the measurement

technique, several datasets were acquired for a flat mirror instead of the echelon,
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Figure 4.9: Group delays measured with SI every 10 µm along the optical axis in
the focal region of the parabola-flat mirror pair (black circles) were fit with a linear
model (blue line), with slope equal to the group velocity. The relative fluence along
the optical axis (red) was calculated by integrating the test spectrum at every
position.

and a conventional parabolic mirror instead of the axiparabola. In this parabola-flat

mirror pair case, the intensity peak is expected to move through a distance ∼ 2ZR

at a velocity of c.

The group trajectory, consisting of group delay data as a function of axial

position for the parabola-flat mirror pair was measured for a parabola with focal

length f0 = 444.5mm [Fig. 4.9]. A linear fit to the group trajectory allows the

group velocity to be extracted as the slope of the fit. Group velocities were

consistently within < ±1% of c over 4 consecutive data runs. For example, the

velocity extracted from the data in Fig. 4.9 is 1.004c.

The relative fluence of the test beam along the optical axis was calculated by

integrating the entire test spectrum at each axial position. The measured fluence
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Figure 4.10: The measured peak test wavelength changed as a function of axial
distance (black), indicating the presence of longitudinal chromatism. A ray-tracing
model of the test transport optics agreed with the measured focal length shift with
wavelength (green). The test fluence is shown for reference, and is the same as
the one plotted in Fig. 4.9 (red).

profile was wider than expected by almost 3×, corresponding to a measured ZR =

69 µm versus the expected ZR = 25 µm. The broadened focal region results from

the unexpected addition of longitudinal chromatism, or a wavelength dependent

shift in the focal length [Fig. 4.10].

A model of the test arm transport optics using OSLO ray tracing software

showed that the observed focal shift of 96nm/mm was almost entirely due to

improper design of the large achromats in the refractive telescopes used to expand

the flat-top beam from 6mm to 100mm. The focal shift extracted from the model

agreed closely with the measured focal shift. An improved test arm beam transport

system was subsequently designed to minimized the longitudinal focal shift by

replacing all four achromats in the current design with new ones. From OSLO
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modeling, the focal shift will be reduced by 50× to 1.9nm/mm when the new

design is implemented.

Measurements of the group trajectory and axial fluence profile were made for

the axiparabola-flat mirror pair, and for the axiparabola-echelon pair. In all cases,

the axiparabola focal length was f0 = 0.5m, aperture radius was R = 0.05m and

focal range L = 0.01m. Although these measurements did not directly demonstrate

the desired outcomes, they illuminated several improvements and corrections that

must be made to demonstrate the UFF going forward. Measurements were com-

pared to propagation code simulations that included the longitudinal chromatism

(chromatism) observed in the experiment and OSLO modeling for a more full

interpretation of the experimental results.

The chromatism resulted in a smoother axial fluence profile in simulations [Fig.

4.11]. The individual axial fluence oscillations produced by the axiparabola were

broadened to the point of being unresolvable because different wavelengths within

the bandwidth generated oscillations that were axially-offset from one another.

Measurements with the axiparabola-flat mirror pair and the axiparabola-echelon

pair exhibited low frequency fluence oscillations. A small angular deviation

between the optical axis of the axiparabola and the scanning direction could

account for these oscillations. The axiparabola creates a Bessel-like transverse

beam profile, with intensity maximum on the optical axis that oscillates and decays

in the transverse direction [105]. Calculating the fluence along a path at an angle

of one to several milliradians off of the axis of symmetry of the fluence profile

produced in simulations resulted in low-frequency oscillation patterns similar to
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Figure 4.11: Measured axial fluence profiles extend over nearly the entire
expected 1cm length of extended focal region, but exhibit low-frequency
oscillations, whereas simulations including chromatism exhibit no oscillations.

the ones observed in experiments. This suggests that further experimental progress

using the current measurement technique will likely require more precise alignment,

or an adaptive scanning technique to ensure that the scanner stays on the optical

axis.

The group trajectory was measured using the stitching approach discussed in

Sec. 4.4.4 for the axiparabola-flat mirror pair and the axiparabola-echelon pair [Fig.

4.12]. Without chromatism included, simulations show that the axiparabola-flat

mirror trajectory accelerates, reaching a moving frame delay of ∼−100fs over the

length of the extended focal region. The measured axiparabola-alone trajectory

accelerated more than expected, reaching ∼−400fs. Adding chromatism to the

simulation resulted in a trajectory that reached ∼−300fs, which was qualitatively

more similar to the measurements. The additional discrepancy could be due to a

number of experimental factors including misalignments affecting the scanning
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Figure 4.12: Measured group trajectories in the speed of light frame exhibit large
discrepancies when compared to simulations with no chromatism, but agree more
closely when chromatism is included. The "Chromatism Echelon Sim" used an
inverted echelon, to compare to the inverted echelon used in experiments. The
sudden spikes in group delay in the measured data occured when the group delay
was within ±300fs of zero delay, where fringes were of a frequency too low to
obtain reliable group delay calculations.

direction and the transport of the flat-top beam phase to the axiparabola plane.

The addition of chromatism in the system caused a modification to the RGD,

even in the absence of the echelon [114]. The effect on the trajectory was similar,

but opposite in sign, to that caused by a properly designed echelon. Here, the

energy incident at a large radius (long axial distances) is advanced with respect to

small radius rays (short axial distances), resulting in a further accelerated trajectory.

This qualitatively validates the proposals to use refractive elements to control the

intensity peak trajectory, as opposed to an echelon [106, 107].

The measured trajectory for the axiparabola-echelon pair helped to expose

a miscalculation in the echelon design. The echelon is supposed to correct the

accelerating trajectory of the axiparabola, producing a trajectory with constant
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velocity c. The addition of the echelon in this case caused an even further acceler-

ating trajectory, leading to the realization that the echelon sag function had been

inadvertently inverted. Fabrication of an echelon with the correct sag function is

underway, and the new optic will be included in the experiment once it is finished.

Several improvements to the experiment will allow measurements to be made

with high confidence. Most importantly, the chromatism will be dramatically

reduced. The residual chromatism in the improved transport design was simulated

with the propagation code, and found to be acceptable to make measurements in the

future. Image relay along the test arm will be improved to ensure that the flat-top

beam profile and the phase imparted by the echelon are preserved as faithfully as

possible at the axiparabola plane. The improved transport design will yield better

imaging quality, but the distances between optics and relevant image planes must

also be set to a higher degree of precision than they are currently. Finally, the

alignment of the test arm will be improved with high precision optic mounts where

possible, and better alignment diagnostics and procedures. This will alleviate

experimental uncertainty related to alignment quality, and make a more precise

alignment of the scanning direction to the optical axis possible. The test fiber

could also be scanned in the transverse direction in addition to the axial direction

to ensure that the measurement position stays on the optical axis.
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5. Conclusion

This work theoretically covered two novel spatiotemporal (ST) laser pulse shaping

techniques in detail: the chromatic flying focus (CFF) [50, 51, 64] and the ultrashort

flying focus (UFF) [53]. Both techniques have at least three advantages in common:

1) laser pulse focusing is cylindrically symmetric, allowing high focused intensities

to be reached, 2) the focal range is decoupled from the spot size, allowing high

intensity to be maintained over long distances, and 3) the intensity peak velocity

(focal velocity, v f ) is decoupled from the laser group velocity, facilitating intensity

peaks with tunable velocity. These features are especially advantageous when

applied to laser-plasma based technologies in which the velocity of some underlying

process must be matched over a long distance by a high laser intensity.

The CFF uses a combination of longitudinal chromatism (linear focal shift

with wavelength) and quadratic spectral phase (linear wavelength chirp in time) to

achieve the flying focus effect. This technique benefits from being fairly straight-

forward to implement on laser systems that use chirped pulse amplification-based

architectures, which are very common. The CFF is highly tunable, in that the

focal velocity can be easily varied between v f =+∞ and v f =−∞ by changing
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the direction and magnitude of the chirp. This inherent tunability could be very

powerful in some circumstances. For example, at high pulse repetition rate, a

relatively simple active feedback program could be used to adjust the chirp to

optimize the output of a laser-plasma device based on CFF, such as the flying

focus-driven photon accelerator presented in Sec. 3.3 and Ref. [57]. On the other

hand, the CFF suffers from inherently long intensity peak duration (effective pulse

duration), which is limited to > 1ps. This long effective duration makes the CFF

unsuitable for several applications of interest.

The UFF, uses a combination of spherical aberration and radial group delay

(RGD) to achieve the flying focus effect. As presented here, the UFF uses a

reflective radial echelon (echelon) to achieve the RGD. Since an echelon must

be designed for each desired v f , the UFF suffers from poor velocity tunability.

This issue could be alleviated by using refractive optics to achieve the RGD, or by

manufacturing an echelon that can have a dynamic profile (e.g., many individual,

concentric reflective rings that can be changed in height). The major strength of

the UFF is that the effective duration can be ultrashort, and is in general equal

to the duration of the input laser pulse. This feature makes it more suitable for

applications requiring short intensity peak duration, such as the dephasingless laser

wakefield accelerator presented in Sec. 4.3 and Ref. [53].

The CFF was used to experimentally demonstrate ionization waves of arbitrary

velocity (IWAVs) using the Multi-Terawatt laser [62]. IWAVs were driven in

the laser far field in air, and measured velocities agreed with theory. Velocity

ranges shown computationally to mitigate ionization refraction were confirmed
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experimentally [66]. Later experiments demonstrated IWAVs of large diameter

using defocused laser pulses in a gas jet. The non-uniform power spectrum of

these higher energy pulses resulted in experimentally observable changes to the

IWAV diameter and trajectory. An analytic theory predicting the IWAV trajectory

and diameter for CFF pulses with non-uniform power spectra was developed, and

broadly agreed with the experimental observations. This theory was used to propose

the use of power spectrum shaping as a way to better tune the IWAV characteristics

[63]. IWAVs are a fundamental building block of the photon acceleration schemes

proposed in Ch. 3, and they could be useful for other other applications including

flying focus-driven Raman amplification [59, 60] and long, uniform plasma channel

generation.

The basic theory of photon acceleration was reviewed, and three new schemes

based on ST shaped pulses were presented. Although some novel theory and

useful insights were developed, relativistic reflection from IWAVs, as presented

in Sec. 3.2 was found to provide no benefit that photon acceleration could not,

while placing many additional constraints not required for a co-propagating photon

accelerator. A successful demonstration of the CFF-driven photon acceleration

scheme presented in Sec. 3.3 and Ref. [57] would significantly advance the

state of the art, generating coherent, ultrashort, extreme ultraviolet pulses with

efficiencies comparable to current sources based on high harmonic generation.

A new optical shock-enhanced self-photon acceleration regime was identified

using a finite-difference time-domain computational model. This regime, which is

characterized by rapid spectral broadening and temporal compression of the drive
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laser pulse could generate isolated attosecond pulses in the extreme ultraviolet with

high efficiency. An experimental realization would be difficult, but technologies

exist to address all of the key components of the scheme [58].

An experimental platform was developed to measure the UFF, and prototype

echelon optics were manufactured. The echelon optics were fabricated using vapor-

deposition through a rotating mask, and were measured to be suitable for initial

experiments. An automated scanning spectral interferometer was built and bench

marked, then used to make initial measurements of the UFF. The UFF was not

explicitly demonstrated, but several experimental shortcomings were identified,

illuminating a path toward an ultimate demonstration. A successful demonstration

of the UFF will immediately enable a series of experiments planned to study

dephasingless laser wakefield acceleration and related topics.
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A. Abbreviations and Symbols

A.1 Abbreviations

CCD Charge-coupled device

CFF Chromatic flying focus

CI Collisional ionization

CPA Chirped pulse amplification

DLWFA Dephasingless laser wakefield acceleration

EUV Extreme ultraviolet

FDTD Finite-difference time-domain

FTL Fourier transform limit(ed)

FWHM Full-width at half-maximum

GCC Grating compressor chamber

IIT Ionization intensity threshold

IWAV Ionization wave of arbitrary velocity

LWFA Laser wakefield acceleration

MTW Multi-Terawatt (laser)
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OAP Off-axis parabola

OFI Optical field ionization

OPCPA Optical parametric chirped pulse amplification

PM Polarization maintaining

QFF Quasi-far-field

RF Radio frequency

RGD Radial group delay

SFF Structured flying focus

SLED Superluminescent diode

ST Spatiotemporal

THz Terahertz (radiation)

UDP Underdense plasma (chamber)

UFF Ultrashort flying focus

A.2 Symbols

a0 Normalized vector potential eE
ω0mec

B Magnetic field

c Speed of light in vacuum

e Electron charge

E Electric field

E0 Peak electric field amplitude
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Ec Conventional pulse energy

E f CFF pulse energy

F Fourier transformation

f0 Diffractive optic focal length for λ0

fr Refractive optic focal length

fω0 Focal length for ω0

f# F-number f/2R

G Diffractive lens groove density r/ f0λ0

h(t) Impulse response

H̃(ω) Frequency response

I Intensity

Ii Ionization intensity threshold

k Wavenumber 2π

λ

k Wavevector

k0 Central wavenumber 2π

λ0

kp Plasma wavenumber
√

e2ne
ε0mec2

L Length of extended focal range

La Acceleration length of DLWFA

ls Density scale length ne/∂zne

LGl,p Laguerre-Gaussian mode

me Electron mass

mi Ion mass

N Refractive index
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nc Critical electron plasma density ε0meω2/e2

ne Electron number density

ni Ion number density

ng0,n0 Initial neutral atomic number density

r Radial coordinate

R Optic or near-field beam radius

v f Focal velocity

vg Group velocity

vg0 Initial central group velocity

vi Ionization front velocity

vIWAV IWAV velocity

vp Phase velocity

w0 Beam waist radius

X 3-dimensional coordinate

Z Ionization state

zc Echelon sag function

zech Discretized echelon sag function

ZR Rayleigh length πw2
0/λ0

β Normalized velocity v/c

γ Lorentz factor (1−β )−1/2

δ (r) Radial group delay

∆ED DLWFA energy gain

∆ET Traditional LWFA energy gain
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∆λ Wavelength bandwidth

∆ω Angular frequency bandwidth

ε(t) Temporal energy density

ε(ω) Spectral energy density

ε0 Permittivity of free space

λ Wavelength

λ0 Central wavelength

ξ Speed of light moving frame coordinate t − z/c

ξg Group velocity moving frame coordinate t − z/vg

τ Pulse duration

τe f f Effective duration

τg Group delay

τmin FTL pulse duration

φ Phase

ω Angular frequency

ωc Critical electron plasma frequency

ωp Plasma frequency
√

e2ne
ε0me

ωp0 Maximum electron plasma frequency

ω0 Central or initial angular frequency
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B. Photon Acceleration Simulations

B.1 1D FDTD

A one-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) code was used to sim-

ulate laser pulses interacting with plasma density gradients in the relativistic

reflection scheme. Electric (E) and magnetic (B) field evolution was simulated

by using Yee’s algorithm to solve Maxwell’s equations on a one dimensional grid.

The electron response was calculated using a fluid current model according to

dJ/dt = e2neE/me, where J is the current density, e < 0 is the electron charge,

me is the electron mass and ne is the electron density. Ions were assumed to be

immobile due to the short time scales relevant in the interaction.

A laser pulse was injected in vacuum traveling along the +z-axis (left to right)

using a total-field, scattered-field approach, and an ionization front was injected

traveling along the −z-axis (right to left). The laser pulse was specified by the

central wavelength and the width of its temporal Gaussian envelope, which also

set the bandwidth. The ionization front was specified by density scale length

(sharpness of the gradient), the maximum density and the initial velocity, and had
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a hyperbolic tangent profile. The laser pulse did not participate in the ionization

process. A perfectly absorbing layer was implemented at both boundaries of the

simulation domain to keep any scattered light from being reflected back into the

simulation domain.

Simulations that implemented the “trajectory locking” approach calculated the

laser pulse group velocity numerically. The group velocity was the difference of

the centroid position of the intensity of the pulse between two subsequent time

steps in the code. On every time step, this numerical group velocity was compared

to the initial velocity of the ionization front. When the group velocity was greater

than or equal to the the initial ionization front velocity in the same direction, the

ionization front was accelerated to follow the locked trajectory for all subsequent

time steps.

B.2 Structured flying focus model

A novel field injection scheme was used to simulate structured flying focus pulses

in a two-dimensional finite-difference time-domain code. The desired field ampli-

tude to be injected on each time step is calculated analytically using well known

equations of Gaussian optics and simple algebraic equations that govern the desired

spatiotemporal and transverse intensity profile characteristics. This calculation

method amounts to injecting a Laguerre-Gaussian beam at a single axial posi-

tion that has time varying focal length, but constant F/#. This model captures

the salient features of a flying focus-like pulse, without reference to a particular
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spatiotemporal shaping method [50–55].

The field is injected at an axial distance of z = 0. Different time slices in the

injected pulse are focused to different axial positions, where the shortest focal

position is defined as z = fs and the longest as z = fl . The length of the “extended

focal region," which defines the length over which the peak intensity of the pulse

will propagate in the far field, is therefore l = fl − fs. For a preionized target

the initial group velocity is calculated as vg0 = c
√

1−ne/nc(λ0), where ne is the

initial electron density of the target, nc(λ0) is the critical plasma density for the

initial, central wavelength of the injected field, λ0, and c is the vacuum speed of

light.

The field is injected in vacuum just outside the edge of the medium, so that

the free space propagation distance is negligible, and the first temporal slice of the

pulse is injected at time t = 0. The time for the field to propagate from the injection

point to z = fs is ts = fs/vg0. An inherent delay between field propagating to fs and

fl within the pulse is denoted ∆t, which can take either positive or negative sign,

such that the field focusing at fl arrives there at tl = fl/vg0 +∆t. For a constant

focal velocity

v f =
dz
dt

=
fl − fs

tl − ts
=

l
l

vg0
+∆t

. (B.1)

Solving for ∆t gives the time required to sweep between focal lengths fs and fl ,

∆t = l
vg0 − v f

vg0v f
. (B.2)

Since vg0 and l are positive, the sign of ∆t depends only on the choice of v f .
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Defining f0 as the focal length injected at t = 0,

f0 =


fl if ∆t < 0 (v f < 0 or v f > vg)

fs if 0 < ∆t (0 < v f < vg),

(B.3)

the focal length to be injected as a function of time is given by

f (t) = f0 +
l

∆t
t . (B.4)

The function f (t) can be used to calculate the full field to be injected at

every time step of the simulation for any field that is analytically expressable in

terms of the propagation distance, z. Here we limit the calculation to the family of

Laguerre-Gaussian modes, LGl,p, where l and p are the azimuthal and radial indices

respectively. For all LGl,p the far field beam waist radius and the Rayleigh length

are given by w0 = 2λ0(F/#)/π and ZR = πw2
0/λ0 respectively. We substitute f (t)

for the general focal length f in the well know equations for the field curvature

R(t) = f (t)[1+(ZR/ f (t))2], beam radius W (t) =w0[1+( f (t)/ZR)
2]1/2, and Gouy

phase ψ(t) = tan−1 ( f (t)/ZR) such that they are all parametric functions of time.

The full field to be injected as a function of time and transverse coordinates r
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and θ becomes,

E(r,θ , t) = E0
w0

W (t)
L|l|

p

[
2r2

W 2(t)

]
× exp

[
− r2

W 2(t)

]
exp
{
−i
[

ωt − k
r2

2R(t)

]}
× exp{i [lθ − (1+ |l|+2p)ψ(t)]}T (t), (B.5)

where L|l|
p is the generalized Laguerre polynomial of order |l| and p, E0 is the

electric field amplitude at focus, and ω and k are the vacuum frequency and

wavenumber for λ0. T (t) is a time envelope function, which was chosen to be a

super-Gaussian of order g = 8, centered at t = t0 and with width τ ,

T (t) = exp
{
−
[
(t − t0)2

2τ2

]g}
. (B.6)

where t0 = |∆t|/2 and τ =
√

8−1 log(2)−1/g |∆t|2. The total energy of the pulse

scales with the total pulse duration as P0|∆t| where P0 is the instantaneous power,

such that the incident energy depends on l, v f and vg0. The duration of the intensity

peak in the focal region is τe f f = 2ZR/|U | where U = vgv f /(vg−v f ), which in 2D

becomes τe f f = 2
√

3ZR/|U |.

For 2D simulations we set y = 0 in Eq. (5), and take the prefactor w0/W (t)→√
w0/W (t). The spatiotemporal characteristics defined by f (t) were the same for

the two polarization states. A mode with l = p = 0 was injected with x̂ polarization,

and a mode with l = 1 and p = 0 was injected with orthogonal ŷ polarization. Since

Laguerre-Gaussian modes of unequal order experience a different Gouy phase shift,
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injecting them in the same polarization yields a transverse intensity profile that

evolves with z. Therefore to maintain the desired guiding-intensity profile for all z,

the two modes are injected with orthogonal polarizations so that no interference

occurs between them.

In practice such a pulse could be produced by splitting the Gaussian output of

a master oscillator, rotating the polarization of one arm, allowing the other arm to

pass through a spiral phase plate [89–91], then recombining the two arms such that

the relative timing between the centers of the two pulse envelopes is zero. Such

splitting and recombining of a pulse from the same laser oscillator can be achieved

with small temporal uncertainty, as in a typical Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

Small deviations from this co-timing condition are not expected to significantly

impact the results. Finally, the recombined pulse could be spatiotemporally shaped

using one of the several methods discussed in references [50–55].

B.3 2D FDTD simulation details

Electric (E) and magnetic (B) field evolution was simulated by using Yee’s algo-

rithm to solve Maxwell’s equations on a two dimensional grid. Two independent

field calculations arise in this numerical scheme, which naturally handles the

injection of the orthogonally polarized fields used in the simulations presented.

The electron response was calculated using a fluid current model according to

dJ/dt = e2neE/me, where J is the current density, e < 0 is the electron charge,

me is the electron mass and ne is the electron density. Ions were assumed to be
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immobile due to the short time scales relevant in the interaction.

A cycle de-averaged quasi-static Keldysh model was used to calculate the

optical field ionization (OFI) rates for the ionization energies of nitrogen [67, 115].

Electromagnetic field depletion due to OFI was accounted for using an effective

current related to the OFI rate and ionization energy [116]. Collisional ionization,

recombination and Joule heating, and their effects on temperatures, currents and

densities were also included in the model.

Values of the spatial resolution (∆z = λ0/60 = 6.5nm and ∆x = λ0/30 = 13nm)

and temporal resolution
(

∆t = 0.99
(

c
√

∆x−2 +∆z−2
)−1

= 19.7as
)

were chosen

to resolve the highest frequencies and shortest wavelengths in the simulations,

while tightly satisfying the Courant condition to minimize numerical dispersion. A

perfectly matched layer at the edges of the simulation domain enforced absorbing

boundary conditions. The initial electron density and nitrogen density were linearly

increased from 0 to their initial value over 800nm at all four edges of the target.

B.4 1D FDTD Code
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start the timer
tic
clear all

Constants
cl = 2.997e8;                   % speed of light
mu0 = 4*pi*10^-7;               % permeability of free space
eps0 = 8.854e-12;               % permittivity of free space
Z0 = sqrt(mu0/eps0);            % impedance of free space
me = 9.109e-31;                 % electron mass
qe = 1.602e-19;                 % electron charge

USER INPUT PARAMETERS
write_dir = 'C:\Users\phili\Desktop\analytic_deadlock';      % where
 to write the data
run_name = 'beta=.67_0.1mm_super_hires';             % what to call
 the data
script_dir = pwd;               % save current directory to get input
 file to save with data
length = 100e-6;                  % simulation length (m)
duration = .85e-12;               % simulation duration (s)
lambda0 = 1.053e-6;                % vacuum wavelength of pulse (m)
numcycles = 60;                  % number of optical cycles in one
 pulse duration
dz = lambda0/400;               % spatial grid spacing
dt = .99*dz/cl;                  % temporal grid spacing, must satisfy
 CFL condition:
                                 % dt < dz/cl and be compatible with
                                 % perfectly absorbing boundary
 condition
beta = .67;                       % desired front velocity over cl
lb = 3e-6;                       % Density gradient scale length
denoffset = 140e-6;              % where to start the density gradient
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maxdenmult = 10;  % number of times critical the max density should be
denstop = 30e-6;                  % distance from left boundary to
 stop the density front
zsrc = 30e-6;                    % distance from left boundary to
 inject source
ksrc = floor(zsrc/dz);           % cell where the source will be
 injected: source will travel
                                 % from left to right

numsavet = 334;                  % how many time steps to skip when
 writing out
numsavez = 40;                  % how many space steps to skip when
 writing out

Derived Quantities
v_f = beta*cl;                  % ionization front velocity
f0 = cl/lambda0;                % vacuum frequency
tau0 = 1/f0;                    % vacuum period
tc = numcycles/2*tau0;          % center of gaussian envelope
sigma = tc/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));  % width of gaussian envelope
nc = (eps0*me/qe^2)*(2*pi*f0)^2;% critical density for central
 wavelength
wp0 = sqrt(maxdenmult*nc*(qe^2)/(me*eps0)); % max plasma frequency
% np0 = maxdenmult*nc;             % max plasma density
np0 = 1e28;
nz = ceil(length/dz);           % number of z points
nt = ceil(duration/dt);         % number of t points
savez = ceil(nz/numsavez);     % saved variable size in time
savet = floor(nt/numsavet);     % saved variable size in space
duration = nt*dt;               % corrected duration, snapped to grid
length = nz*dz;                 % corrected length, snapped to grid
sourcelag = ceil(6*sigma/dt); % ammount of time steps to wait before
 recording
                                % time signal at the left boundary
n_f = v_f*dt/dz;                % number of cells that the front moves
 in one
                                % time step
kb = 1/lb;                      % spatial frequency of density
 gradient

Initialize total field/scattered field source
sourcedelay = (dz/2/cl-dt/2)/dt;
timepts = linspace(1,nt,nt);
htimepts = linspace(1+sourcedelay,nt+sourcedelay,nt);
source = 1/(sigma*sqrt(2*pi)).*sin(2*pi*f0.*timepts.*dt).*exp(-
(timepts.*dt-1.1*tc).^2./(2*sigma^2));
source = source./max(source);
hsource = 1/(sigma*sqrt(2*pi)).*sin(2*pi*f0.*htimepts.*dt).*exp(-
(htimepts.*dt-1.1*tc).^2./(2*sigma^2));
hsource = hsource./max(hsource);
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Initialize arrays
% for all e(z,t), h(z,t), j(z,t) and wp(z,t)
efield = zeros(savet,savez);        % stores all E field values
hfield = zeros(savet,savez);        % stores all H field values
current = zeros(savet,savez);       % stores all j values
plasw = zeros(savet,savez);       % stores plasma frequency, but you
 can
                                    % just remake this from the
 tanh_wp
                                    % function so you don't need to
 save it

vg = zeros(nt+1,1);                   % pulse group velocity
 calculated for
                                    % each timestep
zg = zeros(nt+1,1);                   % position of pulse "center of
 amplitude"
w = ones(1000,1);                     % filter for velocity update
w = w./sum(w);
f_vel = zeros(nt+1,1);                % store instantaneous front
 velocity
f_vel(1) = v_f;
tacc = 0;
accel = .08*cl/250e-15;
ziwav = denoffset;                  % track where the IWAV is...
% stores e(t) at the left boundary
scattered_t = zeros(nt,1);

Hy(1:nz)=0;                             % initalize all H field points
 to zero
Ex(1:nz)=0;                             % initalize all E field points
 to zero
j(1:nz) = 0;                            % initalize all j points to
 zero
wp = zeros(1,nz);                       % initialize zero density
 everywhere
z = linspace(dz,length,nz);              % initialize the spatial grid
 points for density

h1=0; h2=0; h3=0; e1=0; e2=0; e3=0;     % initialize perfect absorbing
 layer boundary values
saveflag = 0;                           % counts up in the loop to
 save data properly

source = zeros(1,nt);
if v_f==0
    nend = 1;
end
stopflag = 0;
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Analytic trajectory-locking calculations
om0 = 2*pi*f0;      % central angular frequency
wpc2 = (1+beta)/(1-beta)*om0^2;   % squared critical plasma frequency
 for central frequency and intial beta
gam = 1/sqrt(1-beta^2);           % lorentz factor for initial beta

zc = lb*atanh(2*me*eps0/np0/qe^2*wpc2-1);   % position on density
 profile where om0 is reflected
dwpc2dz = qe^2*np0/2/me/eps0*sech(zc/lb)^2/lb;    % gradient of wp2 at
 zc
% t_turn = 0;                                     % time counter that
 starts after the turning point
anflag = 0;                                 % flag when to begin
 accelerated trajectory

% time = linspace(1e-15,1e-13,1000);
% b_test = sqrt(  (wpc2*beta*gam^2+cl.*time*dwpc2dz)...
%             ./(wpc2*(1+beta*gam^2)+cl.*time*dwpc2dz)  );
% p_test = b_test./sqrt(1-b_test.^2);
% figure(1)
% plot(b_test)

Main loop
for n=1:nt
     n/nt
%     Ex(ksrc) = Ex(ksrc) + source(n);
%     if denoffset-v_f*n*dt>=denstop
    if ziwav>=denstop
        wp = tanh_wp(np0,z,kb,ziwav);
    nend = n;
    else
        wp = tanh_wp(np0,z,kb,denstop);
        stopflag = 1;
        vf = 0;
    end

    j = j + dt*eps0.*(wp.^2).*Ex;

    Hy(1:nz-1)=Hy(1:nz-1)-dt./mu0.*diff(Ex(1:nz))/dz;
    Hy(nz)=Hy(nz)-(dt/(dz*mu0))*(e2-Ex(nz));
    if n<sourcelag
    Hy(ksrc-1) = Hy(ksrc-1)+dt./mu0./dz.*Ex(ksrc);
    end
    h3=h2; h2=h1; h1=Hy(1);
    modn = mod(n,numsavet);
    if modn==1
        hfield(saveflag+1,:) = Hy(:,1:numsavez:end);
        current(saveflag+1,:) = j(:,1:numsavez:end);
        efield(saveflag+1,:) = Ex(:,1:numsavez:end);
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        plasw(saveflag+1,:) = wp(:,1:numsavez:end);
        saveflag = saveflag+1;
    end

    Ex(1)=Ex(1)-(dt/(eps0*dz))*(Hy(1)-h2);
    Ex(2:nz)=Ex(2:nz)-dt./eps0.*diff(Hy)/dz-dt/eps0*j(2:nz);
    if n<sourcelag
    Ex(ksrc) = Ex(ksrc)+dt./dz./mu0.*hsource(n);
    source(n) = Ex(ksrc);
    end
    e3=e2; e2=e1; e1=Ex(nz);
    scattered_t(n) = Ex(1);
    ziwav = ziwav-v_f*dt;

if anflag == 0
    [pks,locs] = findpeaks(abs(Ex).^4);
    zpks = z(locs);
    zg(n+1) = sum(zpks.*pks)./sum(pks);
    zgg = filter(w,1,zg);
    vg(n+1) = (-zgg(n)+zgg(n+1))/dt;

    if vg(n+1)<-beta*cl
        anflag = 1;
    end

end
if stopflag ==0
    if anflag == 1
        tacc = tacc + dt;
        v_f = cl*sqrt(  (wpc2*beta*gam^2+cl*tacc*dwpc2dz)...
            /(wpc2*(1+beta*gam^2)+cl*tacc*dwpc2dz)  );
    end
end

f_vel(n+1) = v_f;
end

zsave = z(:,1:numsavez:end);
t = linspace(dt,duration,nt);
tsave = t(:,1:numsavet:end);
runtime = toc

Save data and this file to specified directory
cd(write_dir)

mkdir(run_name)
cd(run_name)
save('data','efield','hfield','current','plasw','zsave','tsave','runtime')
save('boundary_data','source','scattered_t','nt','dt','sourcelag')
save('trajectory','zg','vg','f_vel')
% copyfile 'C:\Users\phili\Desktop\analytic_deadlock
\FDTD_tanh_accel.m'
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%copyfile(strcat(script_dir,'\FDTD_tanh_v2.m'))

Published with MATLAB® R2019b
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function wp = tanh_wp(np0,z,kb,ziwav)

me = 9.109e-31;                 % electron mass
qe = 1.602e-19;                 % electron charge
eps0 = 8.854e-12;               % permittivity of free space

np = .5*np0*(1+tanh(kb.*(z-ziwav)));

wp = sqrt(np.*qe.^2./me./eps0);

Published with MATLAB® R2019b

1
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B.5 2D FDTD Code
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start the timer
fulltime = tic;

CONSTANTS
cl = 2.997e8;                   % speed of light
mu0 = 4*pi*10^-7;               % permeability of free space
eps0 = 8.854e-12;               % permittivity of free space
Z0 = sqrt(mu0/eps0);            % impedance of free space
hb = 1.055e-34;                 % reduced Planck const
me = 9.109e-31;                 % electron mass
qe = 1.602e-19;                 % electron charge
mp = 1.673e-17;                 % proton mass
M = 14*mp;                       % average ion mass

USER INPUT PARAMETERS
write_dir = 'C:\Users\phili\Desktop\Te_test\NEW2';      % where to
 write the data
run_name = 'n0=1.5e20cm-3_vf=1.015vg_60x93';             % what to
 call the data
script_dir = pwd;               % save current directory to get input
 file to save with data
ly = 60e-6;                  % simulation length in y direction (m)
 (transverse dir)
lx = 93e-6;                     % simulation length in x direction (m)
 (axial dir)
D_di = 59e-6;                 % transverse width of medium (y-dir)
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duration = 0.48e-12;               % simulation duration (s)
lambda0 = 400e-9;                % central vacuum wavelength of pulse
 (m)
numcycles = 10;                  % number of optical cycles in one
 pulse duration (this is the T.L. duration, the actual duration is
 different depending on the chirp)
dx = lambda0/60;               % spatial grid spacing in y direction
dy = lambda0/30;               % spatial grid spacing in x direction
dt = ( 1/cl/sqrt( 1/(dx^2) + 1/(dy^2) ) )*0.99;    % temporal grid
 spacing, must satisfy CFL condition:
                                 % dt < min[dx,dy]/cl
neutral_index = 1.001;                    % refractive index of
 neutral material
n_valence = .15e27;                       % neutral density of the
 dielectric[1/m]
nc = me*eps0*4*pi^2*cl^2/lambda0^2/qe^2;
nplas = sqrt(1-3*n_valence/nc);
% n_valence = 1.1*nc/3;                       % neutral density of the
 dielectric[1/m]
ne0 = 1e14;                      % density of electrons in the valence
 band [1/m]
% ne0=1e27;
Te0 = 15;                      % initial valence electron temp [ev]
% meff = .56*me;                   % electron effective mass in
 diamond
% meff = .86*me;                   % electron effective mass in SiO2
% meff = .6*me;                   % electron effective mass in CaF2
meff = 1.0*me;                      % Hydrogen

% tau_rec = 1.5e-10;               % electron recombination rate
ar_coef = (3)^2*2.7e-13*1e-6;         %radiative recombination rate
 coefficient, number () is Z so this currently only works for a
 preionized plasma, otherwise multiple rates need to be added
a3_coef = 8.75e-27*(1e-6)^2;               % 3-body recombination
 coefficient, non-Z specific. Both recomb coeffs come from NRL Plas.
 Phys. Formulary (ne [cm^-3], Te [eV])
%Bandgap energies are for Nitrogen, these can be changed to other
 materials
dg1 = 14.53;                     % bandgap energy 1 [eV]
dg2 = 29.60;                     % bandgap energy 2 [eV]
dg3 = 47.45;                     % bandgap energy 3 [eV]
dg4 = 77.47;                     % bandgap energy 4 [eV]
%OFI parameters are calculated for the above BG energies using the
 code:
%Keldysh_new_inst.m, fit w_inst_fit(field_fit) between
%field=[1e11V/m,1e12V/m] using the model a*x^c*exp(-b*x)
a_ofi1 = 1.743;               % OFI rate parameters for dg1
b_ofi1 = 0.06322;
c_ofi1 = 3.909;

a_ofi2 = 0.01758;               % OFI rate parameters for dg2
b_ofi2 = 0.1603;
c_ofi2 = 5.448;
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a_ofi3 = 6.056e-05;               % OFI rate parameters for dg3
b_ofi3 = 0.288;
c_ofi3 = 7.647;

a_ofi4 = 1.927e-07;               % OFI rate parameters for dg4
b_ofi4 = 0.05685;
c_ofi4 = 7.847;

nxhi = ceil(3*lambda0/dx);                      % widths of PML
 boundaries in # of cells
nxlo = ceil(1*lambda0/dx);
nyhi = ceil(1*lambda0/dy);
nylo = ceil(1*lambda0/dy);
pml_mult = .1;                 % sets the magnitude of the PML
 conductivity, the conductivity also changes based on the step size

Specify the super gaussian source
vf = 1.015*nplas*cl;            % focal velocity
gauss_order = 8;  % order of gaussian time profile
f_long = 220e-6/nplas;       % long end of focal region
fnum = 6;           % desired f number, this will be maintained for
 the duration of pulse even for the changing focal length
ez_field_amp = 6e11;    % maximum field amplidtude of H10 mode
bz_field_amp = 5.5e11;    % maximum field amplidtude of H20+H00 mode
sg_order = 1;       % sg order of the transverse profile ie exp(-
(x^2)^sg_order)
hg2_ratio = .0000001;        % ratio of H20 to H00 modes in Bz mode

frequency diagnostic parameters
axial positions to take E(y,t) and n(y,t) data

f_width = 40e-6;
fpos1 = 15e-6;
fpos2 = 30e-6;
fpos3 = 45e-6;
fpos4 = 60e-6;
fpos5 = 75e-6;
fpos6 = 90e-6;
% snap E(x,y) and n(x,y) images at nd_snap different times
nd_snap = 4; % how many density snapshots to take
stop_wave = 27e-9;  % Fourier filter out all wavelengths shorter than
 this to simulate absorption

DERIVED QUANTITIES
numsavet = 80;                  % how many time steps to skip when
 writing out to make videos
numsavex = 46;                  % how many x steps to skip when
 writing out to make videos
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numsavey = 15;                  % how many y steps to skip when
 writing out to make videos
nsavexdi = 3*numsavex;
nsaveydi = 3*numsavey;

ny = ceil(ly/dy);           % number of y points
nx = ceil(lx/dx);           % number of x points
nt = ceil(duration/dt);         % number of t points
savey = ceil(ny/numsavey);     % saved variable size in y space
savex = ceil(nx/numsavex);     % saved variable size in x space
savet = floor(nt/numsavet);     % saved variable size in time
duration = nt*dt;               % corrected duration, snapped to grid
lx = nx*dx;                 % corrected lengths, snapped to grid
ly = ny*dy;

Frequency filter
% set up spatial frequency axis in x dir
fxmax = 1/(2*dx);
fx = linspace(-fxmax,fxmax,nx);
% set up spatial frequency axis in y dir
fymax = 1/(2*dy);
fy = linspace(-fymax,fymax,ny);
f_filt = 1/stop_wave;
[Fx,Fy] = meshgrid(fx,fy);
% make a spectral filter function centered at FX=0, with width=1/
stop_wave
filter = exp(-(.5.*(Fx).^2./f_filt.^2).^10);
filter = ifftshift(filter,2)';
% filter = 1;

w_di = floor((ny-nyhi-nylo-D_di/dy)/2); %number of cells to set the
 dielectric edges in for the desired transverse material width
% (plug in to diylo and diyhi for as long as the medium is centered on
 the optical axis)
dixlo = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                      % how far to set the
 dielectric inside the PML boundary, except dixlo which is off set
 from kxsrc (field injection point in x)
dixhi = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);
diylo = ceil(2*lambda0/dy);
diyhi = ceil(2*lambda0/dy);

% THESE NEED TO BE THE SAME NUMBER!!!! UNLESS YOU WANT TO REWRITE
 IT...
ntaperxlo = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                 % number of cells to
 taper off the neutral density and refractive index etc.
ntaperxhi = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                   % number of cells to
 taper off the neutral density and refractive index etc.
ntaperylo = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                   % number of cells to
 taper off the neutral density and refractive index etc.
ntaperyhi = ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                   % number of cells to
 taper off the neutral density and refractive index etc.
nrefl = 0;        % front reflective layer depth in number of cells
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Nrefl = 100;           % index jump between each cell in reflective
 layer

f0 = cl/lambda0;                % vacuum frequency Hz
om0 = 2*pi*f0;                  % vacuum angular frequency rad/s

vg = nplas*cl;  % group velocity in the pre-plasma

w0 = 2*lambda0*fnum/pi; % diffraction limited beam width

zr = pi*w0^2/lambda0; %Rayleigh length
 % initial beam radius of curvaure
R0 = f_long*(1+(zr/f_long)^2);
opt_ax = ((ny+1)*dy/2);                     % y position of the
 optical axis
z0 = f_long; % position of first focus to be formed by the pulse
r0 = w0*sqrt(1+(z0/zr)^2);  % starting beam width
tramp = z0*((vf-vg)/(vf*vg)); % time to ramp between flong and fshort

tau_pulse = 1.1*tramp; %make the pulse slightly longer than it takes
 to ramp from one focus to the other
sigmat = sqrt(.5*((log(2))^(-1/gauss_order))*(tau_pulse/2)^2); % 1/e
 pulse width
t0 = 1.3*tau_pulse/2;                 % where to center the pulse in
 time

%This condition just allows vf=0 to be no ramp...otherwise there are
%problems...
rampflag = 1;
if vf == 0
   rampflag = 0;
   tramp = 1;
end

kxsrc = nxlo+ceil(2*lambda0/dx);                   % inject the source
 just outide of the left pml boundary

dixbot = kxsrc+1+dixlo;            % edge coordinates of the medium
dixtop = nx-nxhi-dixhi;
diybot = nylo+1+diylo;
diytop = ny-nyhi-diyhi;

PML sigma grid initialization on 2x grid
nx2 = 2*nx;
ny2 = 2*ny;
sigx = zeros(nx2,ny2);
sigy = zeros(nx2,ny2);

for i = 1:2*nxlo
    sigx(2*nxlo-i+1,:) = (pml_mult*eps0/dt)*(i/2/nxlo)^3;
end
for i = 1:2*nxhi
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    sigx(nx2-2*nxhi+i,:) = (pml_mult*eps0/dt)*(i/2/nxhi)^3;
end
for i = 1:2*nylo
    sigy(:,2*nylo-i+1) = (pml_mult*eps0/dt)*(i/2/nylo)^3;
end
for i = 1:2*nyhi
    sigy(:,ny2-2*nyhi+i) = (pml_mult*eps0/dt)*(i/2/nyhi)^3;
end

% PML update coeffs for Bz field
sighx = sigx(2:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);
sighy = sigy(2:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);

mhz0 = 1/dt + (sighx+sighy)./(2*eps0) + (sighx.*sighy)./
(4*eps0^2).*dt;
mhz1 = 1/dt - (sighx+sighy)./(2*eps0) - (sighx.*sighy)./
(4*eps0^2).*dt;
mhz1 = mhz1./mhz0;
mhz2 = -cl./mhz0;
mhz4 = -(dt/eps0^2)*sighx.*sighy./mhz0;

% PML update coeffs for Ez field
sigex = sigx(1:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);
sigey = sigy(1:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);

mez0 = 1/dt + (sigex+sigey)./(2*eps0) + (sigex.*sigey)./
(4*eps0^2).*dt;
mez1 = 1/dt - (sigex+sigey)./(2*eps0) - (sigex.*sigey)./
(4*eps0^2).*dt;
mez1 = mez1./mez0;
mez2 = cl./mez0;
mez4 = -(dt/eps0^2)*sigex.*sigey./mez0;

% PML update coeffs for Bx field
sighx = sigx(1:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);
sighy = sigy(1:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);

mhx0 = (1/dt + sighy./(2*eps0));
mhx1 = ((1/dt - sighy./(2*eps0))./mhx0);
mhx2 = -(cl./mhx0);
mhx3 = -((cl*dt/eps0).*sighx./mhx0);

% PML update coeffs for Ex field
sigex = sigx(2:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);
sigey = sigy(2:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);

mex0 = (1/dt + sigey./(2*eps0));
mex1 = ((1/dt - sigey./(2*eps0))./mex0);
mex2 = (cl./mex0);
mex3 = ((cl*dt/eps0).*sigex./mex0);

% PML update coeffs for By field
sighx = sigx(2:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);
sighy = sigy(2:2:nx2,1:2:ny2);
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mhy0 = (1/dt + sighx./(2*eps0));
mhy1 = ((1/dt - sighx./(2*eps0))./mhy0);
mhy2 = -(cl./mhy0);
mhy3 = -((cl*dt/eps0).*sighy./mhy0);

% PML update coeffs for Ey field
sigex = sigx(1:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);
sigey = sigy(1:2:nx2,2:2:ny2);

mey0 = (1/dt + sigex./(2*eps0));
mey1 = ((1/dt - sigex./(2*eps0))./mey0);
mey2 = (cl./mey0);
mey3 = ((cl*dt/eps0).*sigey./mey0);

%%Initialize PML integration terms
% Bz mode
ihz = zeros(nx,ny);
ichx = zeros(nx,ny);
ichy = zeros(nx,ny);

% Ez mode
iez = zeros(nx,ny);
icex = zeros(nx,ny);
icey = zeros(nx,ny);
%clear auxiliary variables
clear sigx sigy sighx sighy sigex sigey mhz0 mex0 mey0

% Ez mode
ezfield = zeros(savet,savex,savey);        % stores all Ez field
 values

% Bz mode
exfield = zeros(savet,savex,savey);        % stores all Ex field
 values
eyfield = zeros(savet,savex,savey);        % stores all Ey field
 values

% common to both modes
den = zeros(savet,savex,savey);            % stores density write out
 for videos
temp = zeros(savet,savex,savey);            % stores temperature write
 out for videos
saveyf = ceil((diytop-diybot+1)/nsaveydi);     % saved variable size
 in y space
savexf = ceil((dixtop-dixbot+1)/nsavexdi);     % saved variable size
 in x space
f_den = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf);
f_field = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf); % stores entire ionizable
 region's electron density and field;
f_n0 = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf);
f_n1 = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf);
f_n2 = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf);
f_n3 = zeros(savet,savexf,saveyf);
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% Ez mode
Bx = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Bz
 field points to zero
By = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Ex
 field points to zero
Ez = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Ey
 field points to zero
jz = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jx points
 to zero
jofiz = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jofiz
 points to zero

% Bz mode
Bz = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Bz
 field points to zero
Ex = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Ex
 field points to zero
Ey = zeros(nx,ny);                             % initalize all Ey
 field points to zero
jx = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jx points
 to zero
jy = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jy points
 to zero
jofix = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jofiz
 points to zero
jofiy = zeros(nx,ny);                           % initalize all jofiz
 points to zero

% common to both modes
ne = zeros(nx,ny);                       % initialize zero electron
 density everywhere
Te = zeros(nx,ny);                          % initialize temperature
 to zero everwhere
n0 = ones(nx,ny);                           %initialize refractive
 index
N0 = zeros(nx,ny);                          % Initialize neutral
 density
N1 = zeros(nx,ny);                          % Initialize single
 ionized density
N2 = zeros(nx,ny);                          % Initialize double
 ionized density
N3 = zeros(nx,ny);                          % Initialize triple
 ionized density
N4 = zeros(nx,ny);                          % Initialize quadruple
 ionized density
n_val_mask = zeros(nx,ny);

omn = sqrt((2*n_valence-ne0)*qe^2/eps0/me);          %These two
 parameters adjust the "neutral" refractive index as ionization occurs
Om0 = sqrt(omn^2/(neutral_index^4-1));      % see Petrov and Davis
 paper

n0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
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    = neutral_index*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);  
  %initialize index in the dielectric to the neutral index
ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = 3.*n_valence.*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);  
  %initialize density in the dielectric to the valence density
Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = Te0.*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);    %initialize temp
 in the dielectric to the valence temp in eV
field = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);      % total field
 amplitude

N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);    %initialize neutral
 density in the dielectric
N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);    %initialize neutral
 density in the dielectric
N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);
N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = n_valence.*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);
N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = ne0*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);
n_val_mask(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    = n_valence*ones(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);
dn_rec = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-diybot+1);
    nep = ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n0p = N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n1p = N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n2p = N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n3p = N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n4p = N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);

% the for loops below intialize a density/ref index gradient at the
 edges of the
% medium
if ntaperxlo>0
for i = 1:ntaperxlo
    N3(dixtop-i+1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) = n_valence/
ntaperxlo*(i);
    ne(dixtop-i+1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) = 3*n_valence/
ntaperxlo*(i);
    n_val_mask(dixtop-i+1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) =
 n_valence/ntaperxlo*(i);
    n0(dixtop-i+1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)/ntaperxlo*(i-1);
end
for i = 1:ntaperxlo-1
    for j = 1:ntaperylo-1
        if i==j
            N3(dixtop-i+1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperxlo);
            ne(dixtop-i+1,diytop-j+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperxlo);
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            n_val_mask(dixtop-i+1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
            n0(dixtop-i+1,diytop-j+1)= 1 + (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/
ntaperxlo);
            for k = i+1:ntaperxlo
                N3(dixtop-k+1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperxlo);
                ne(dixtop-k+1,diytop-j+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperxlo);
                n_val_mask(dixtop-k+1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
                n0(dixtop-k+1,diytop-j+1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperxlo);
            end
            for l = j+1:ntaperylo
                N3(dixtop-i+1,diytop-l+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixtop-i+1,diytop-l+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixtop-i+1,diytop-l+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
                n0(dixtop-i+1,diytop-l+1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperxlo);
            end
        end
    end
end
end

if ntaperylo>0
for i = 1:ntaperylo
    N3(dixbot+ntaperylo:dixtop-ntaperyhi,diytop-i+1) = n_valence/
ntaperylo*(i);
    ne(dixbot+ntaperylo:dixtop-ntaperyhi,diytop-i+1) = 3*n_valence/
ntaperylo*(i);
    n_val_mask(dixbot+ntaperylo:dixtop-ntaperyhi,diytop-i+1) =
 n_valence/ntaperylo*(i);
    n0(dixbot+ntaperylo:dixtop-ntaperyhi,diytop-i+1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)/ntaperylo*(i-1);
end
for i = 1:ntaperxhi-1
    for j = 1:ntaperylo-1
        if i==j
            N3(dixbot+i-1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            ne(dixbot+i-1,diytop-j+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            n_val_mask(dixbot+i-1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
            n0(dixbot+i-1,diytop-j+1)= 1 + (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/
ntaperylo);
            for k = i+1:ntaperxhi
                N3(dixbot+k-1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixbot+k-1,diytop-j+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixbot+k-1,diytop-j+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
                n0(dixbot+k-1,diytop-j+1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperylo);
            end
            for l = j+1:ntaperylo
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                N3(dixbot+i-1,diytop-l+1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixbot+i-1,diytop-l+1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixbot+i-1,diytop-l+1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
                n0(dixbot+i-1,diytop-l+1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperxlo);
            end
        end
    end
end
end

if ntaperxhi>0
for i = 1:ntaperxhi
    N3(dixbot+i-1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) = n_valence*(i)/
ntaperxhi;
    ne(dixbot+i-1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) =
 3*n_valence*(i)/ntaperxhi;
    n_val_mask(dixbot+i-1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi) =
 n_valence*(i)/ntaperxhi;
    n0(dixbot+i-1,diybot+ntaperylo:diytop-ntaperyhi)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)/ntaperxlo*(i-1);
end
for i = 1:ntaperxhi-1
    for j = 1:ntaperyhi-1
        if i==j
            N3(dixbot+i-1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            ne(dixbot+i-1,diybot+j-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            n_val_mask(dixbot+i-1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
            n0(dixbot+i-1,diybot+j-1)= 1 + (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/
ntaperylo);
            for k = i+1:ntaperxhi
                N3(dixbot+k-1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixbot+k-1,diybot+j-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixbot+k-1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
                n0(dixbot+k-1,diybot+j-1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperylo);
            end
            for l = j+1:ntaperyhi
                N3(dixbot+i-1,diybot+l-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixbot+i-1,diybot+l-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixbot+i-1,diybot+l-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
                n0(dixbot+i-1,diybot+l-1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperxlo);
            end
        end
    end
end

end
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if ntaperyhi>0
for i = 1:ntaperyhi
    N3(dixbot+ntaperxlo:dixtop-ntaperxhi,diybot+i-1) = n_valence*(i)/
ntaperyhi;
    ne(dixbot+ntaperxlo:dixtop-ntaperxhi,diybot+i-1) =
 3*n_valence*(i)/ntaperyhi;
    n_val_mask(dixbot+ntaperxlo:dixtop-ntaperxhi,diybot+i-1) =
 n_valence*(i)/ntaperyhi;
    n0(dixbot+ntaperxlo:dixtop-ntaperxhi,diybot+i-1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)/ntaperylo*(i-1);
end
for i = 1:ntaperxhi-1
    for j = 1:ntaperyhi-1
        if i==j
            N3(dixtop-i+1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            ne(dixtop-i+1,diybot+j-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
            n_val_mask(dixtop-i+1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
            n0(dixtop-i+1,diybot+j-1)= 1 + (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/
ntaperylo);
            for k = i+1:ntaperxhi
                N3(dixtop-k+1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixtop-k+1,diybot+j-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixtop-k+1,diybot+j-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperylo);
                n0(dixtop-k+1,diybot+j-1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperylo);
            end
            for l = j+1:ntaperyhi
                N3(dixtop-i+1,diybot+l-1) = n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                ne(dixtop-i+1,diybot+l-1) = 3*n_valence*(i/ntaperylo);
                n_val_mask(dixtop-i+1,diybot+l-1) = n_valence*(i/
ntaperxlo);
                n0(dixtop-i+1,diybot+l-1)= 1 +
 (neutral_index-1)*((i-1)/ntaperxlo);
            end
        end
    end
end
end
% Initialize ionization rates to zero
%collisional ionization
nu_ci1 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ci2 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ci3 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ci4 = zeros(nx,ny);
%current correction due to CI
nu_te = zeros(nx,ny);
%field ionization
nu_ofi1 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ofi2 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ofi3 = zeros(nx,ny);
nu_ofi4 = zeros(nx,ny);
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saveflag = 0;                           % counts up in the loop to
 save data properly
%power dissipated to CI
P_ci = zeros(nx,ny);
%power dissipated to phonon scattering (only relevant for solid
 dielectrics not preionized gas...)
P_lo = zeros(nx,ny);

Bz mode curl terms
CEz = zeros(nx,ny);
CBx = zeros(nx,ny);
CBy = zeros(nx,ny);

Ez mode curl terms
CEx = zeros(nx,ny);
CEy = zeros(nx,ny);
CBz = zeros(nx,ny);
% total-field scattered-field delay calculation
tfsf_offset = 1*(dx/2/cl+dt/2);
axoff = 0; %axis offset of tfsf but keep this at zero typically

%initialize data storage structures
% calculate transverse width and axial positions to capture E(y,t)
fwcell = ceil(f_width/dy/2);
fp_c1 = ceil(fpos1/dx);
fp_c2 = ceil(fpos2/dx);
fp_c3 = ceil(fpos3/dx);
fp_c4 = ceil(fpos4/dx);
fp_c5 = ceil(fpos5/dx);
fp_c6 = ceil(fpos6/dx);
% initialize source readout E(y,t) to zero, this records just the
 source
% electric field in each polarization
src_ez = zeros(ny,nt);
src_bz = zeros(ny,nt);
%store inside field E(y,t) (Bz mode)
freq_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
freq_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
freq_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
freq_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
freq_t5 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
freq_t6 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
%store outside field E(y,t) (Ez mode)
frez_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
frez_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
frez_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
frez_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
frez_t5 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
frez_t6 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
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%store ne(y,t)
fden_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
fden_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
fden_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
fden_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
fden_t5 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
fden_t6 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nt);
%store ne(x,y) and E(x,y) in both polarizations as snapshots at
 specific
%times
dsnap_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
snt1 = 1*floor(nt/(nd_snap+1));
st1 = dt*snt1;
dsnap_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
snt2 = 2*floor(nt/(nd_snap+1));
st2 = dt*snt2;
dsnap_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
snt3 = 3*floor(nt/(nd_snap+1));
st3 = dt*snt3;
dsnap_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
snt4 = 4*floor(nt/(nd_snap+1));
st4 = dt*snt4;

ezsnap_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
ezsnap_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
ezsnap_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
ezsnap_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);

eysnap_t1 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
eysnap_t2 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
eysnap_t3 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);
eysnap_t4 = zeros(2*fwcell+1,nx);

Main loop--> execute all calculations at each
time step, everything inside of this loop is the
FDTD calculations etc

for n=1:nt

    it_time = tic; % start a timer
    n %print the current iteration
    nt %print the total number of iterations to be completed

Update source
    fcurrent = z0 - rampflag*z0*n*dt/tramp; % focal length to launch
 on this step
    tfsf_fcurrent = fcurrent;               % focal length to launch
 on this step TFSF calculation
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    rcurrent = w0*sqrt(1+(fcurrent/zr)^2);  % beam diameter to launch
 on this step
    tfsf_rcurrent = w0*sqrt(1+(tfsf_fcurrent/zr)^2); % beam diameter
 to launch on this step TFSF calculation
    Rcurrent = fcurrent*(1+(zr/fcurrent)^2); % radius of curvature to
 launch on this step
    tfsf_Rcurrent = tfsf_fcurrent*(1+(zr/tfsf_fcurrent)^2); % radius
 of curvature to launch on this step TFSF calculation
    % set all source storage to zero on each iteration
    %Ez
    src_hj_t = zeros(1,ny);
 tfsf_hj_t = zeros(1,ny);
    sourcein_ez = zeros(1,ny);
    tfsf_ez = zeros(1,ny);
    %Bz
    sourcein_bz = zeros(1,ny);
    tfsf_bz = zeros(1,ny);
    src_gj_t = zeros(1,ny);
 tfsf_gj_t = zeros(1,ny);
    src_hj2_t = zeros(1,ny);
    tfsf_hj2_t = zeros(1,ny);

    % calculate the source field for this iteration
    for j = nylo+1:ny-nyhi

        % Ez
        src_hj_t(1,j) = (ez_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-((((j-axoff)*dy-opt_ax)^2)/
((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order)...
            .*(2*(sqrt(2)*(((j-axoff)*dy-opt_ax))/((rcurrent))));

        tfsf_hj_t(1,j) = -(ez_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-((((j-axoff)*dy-opt_ax)^2)/
((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order)...
            .*(2*(sqrt(2)*(((j-axoff)*dy-opt_ax))/((rcurrent))));
        % Bz
        src_hj2_t(1,j) = (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-(((j*dy-opt_ax)^2)/((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order)...
            .*(4*(sqrt(2)*((j*dy-opt_ax))/((rcurrent))).^2-2);

        src_gj_t(1,j) = (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-(((j*dy-opt_ax)^2)/((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order);
         % gaussian transverse profile with dynamic spot size that
 maintains the correct focusing geometry

        tfsf_hj2_t(1,j) = -(bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-(((j*dy-opt_ax)^2)/((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order)...
            .*(4*(sqrt(2)*((j*dy-opt_ax))/((rcurrent))).^2-2);
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        tfsf_gj_t(1,j) = -(bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent))... %
 normalization*amplitude in this time slice
            .*exp(-(((j*dy-opt_ax)^2)/((rcurrent)^2)).^sg_order);
         % gaussian transverse profile with dynamic spot size that
 maintains the correct focusing geometry

    end
    % ensure that all fields are properly normalized to get the
    % energy/intensity consistent across all interations

    src_hj_t = src_hj_t./max(abs(src_hj_t));
    tfsf_hj_t = tfsf_hj_t./max(abs(tfsf_hj_t));

    src_hj2_t = hg2_ratio.*src_hj2_t./max(abs(src_hj2_t));
    src_gj_t = 1.0.*src_gj_t./max(abs(src_gj_t));
    src_env_t = abs(src_gj_t+ src_hj2_t);

    tfsf_hj2_t = hg2_ratio.*tfsf_hj2_t./max(abs(tfsf_hj2_t));
    tfsf_gj_t = 1.0.*tfsf_gj_t./max(abs(tfsf_gj_t));
    tfsf_env_t = abs(tfsf_gj_t + tfsf_hj2_t);

    for j = nylo+1:ny-nyhi
        sourcein_ez(1,j) = (ez_field_amp*sqrt(w0/
rcurrent)).*(src_hj_t(1,j).*cos(-om0*(n*dt)-(om0/cl)*(((j-
axoff)*dy-opt_ax)^2)/(2*(Rcurrent))+2.*atan(fcurrent/zr)))./
max(abs(src_hj_t(1,:)))...
            .*exp(-(((n*dt-t0).^2)./(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order); %
 super gaussian in time

        tfsf_ez(1,j) = (ez_field_amp*sqrt(w0/
rcurrent)).*(tfsf_hj_t(1,j).*cos(-om0*(n*dt+tfsf_offset)-(om0/
cl)*(((j-axoff)*dy-opt_ax)^2)/(2*(Rcurrent))+2.*atan(fcurrent/zr)))./
max(abs(tfsf_hj_t(1,:)))...
                        .*exp(-(((n*dt+tfsf_offset-t0).^2)./
(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order); % super gaussian in time

        sourcein_bz(1,j) = (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/
rcurrent)).*(src_gj_t(1,j).*cos(-om0*(n*dt)-(om0/
cl)*((dy*j-opt_ax)^2)/(2*(Rcurrent))+atan(fcurrent/zr)))./
max(abs(src_env_t(1,:)))...
                        .*exp(-(((n*dt-t0).^2)./
(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order)... % super gaussian in time
        + (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent)).*(src_hj2_t(1,j).*cos(-
om0*(n*dt)-(om0/cl)*((dy*j-opt_ax)^2)/(2*(Rcurrent))+3.*atan(fcurrent/
zr)+pi))./max(abs(src_env_t(1,:)))...
                    .*exp(-(((n*dt-t0).^2)./
(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order);

        tfsf_bz(1,j) = (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/
rcurrent)).*(tfsf_gj_t(1,j).*cos(-om0*(n*dt+tfsf_offset)-(om0/
cl)*((dy*j-opt_ax)^2)/(2*(Rcurrent))+atan(fcurrent/zr)))./
max(abs(tfsf_env_t(1,:)))...
                        .*exp(-(((n*dt+tfsf_offset-t0).^2)./
(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order)...
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        + (bz_field_amp*sqrt(w0/rcurrent)).*(tfsf_hj2_t(1,j).*cos(-
om0*(n*dt+tfsf_offset)-(om0/cl)*((dy*j-opt_ax)^2)/
(2*(Rcurrent))+3.*atan(fcurrent/zr)+pi))./max(abs(tfsf_env_t(1,:)))...
                    .*exp(-(((n*dt+tfsf_offset-t0).^2)./
(2*sigmat^2)).^gauss_order);
    end

Begin FDTD calculations
Calculate curl terms from last iteration Bz mode

    CEz(nx,ny) = -Ey(nx,ny)./dx + Ex(nx,ny)./dy;
    CEz(nx,1:ny-1) = -Ey(nx,1:ny-1)./dx - diff(Ex(nx,:),1,2)./dy;
    CEz(1:nx-1,ny) = diff(Ey(:,ny),1,1)./dx + Ex(1:nx-1,ny)./dy;
    CEz(1:nx-1,1:ny-1) = diff(Ey(:,1:ny-1),1,1)./dx -
 diff(Ex(1:nx-1,:),1,2)./dy;
    % Add source field for next iteration
    CEz(kxsrc,:) = CEz(kxsrc,:) - sourcein_bz./dx;

    ihz = ihz + Bz;

    Bz = mhz1.*Bz + mhz2.*CEz + mhz4.*ihz;
% save the fields at each appropriate iteration
    modn = mod(n,numsavet);
    if numsavet==1
        exfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ex(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        eyfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ey(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
    else
    if modn==1
        exfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ex(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        eyfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ey(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
    end
    end
    %more curl calculations
    CBx(:,1) = Bz(:,1)./dy;
    CBx(:,2:end) = (Bz(:,2:end) - Bz(:,1:end-1))./dy;
    CBy(1,:) = -Bz(1,:)./dx;
    CBy(2:end,:) = -(Bz(2:end,:) - Bz(1:end-1,:))./dx;
    % Add source field for next iteration in the tfsf offset field
    CBy(kxsrc+1,:) = CBy(kxsrc+1,:) - tfsf_bz./dx;
    %update PML integrals
    ichx = ichx + CBx;
    ichy = ichy + CBy;
    %calculate the fields to use for all subsequent calcs in this
 iteration
    Ex = mex1.*Ex + mex2.*(CBx)./(n0.^2) + mex3.*ichx - dt.*(jx
+jofix)./eps0./(n0.^2);
    Ey = mey1.*Ey + mey2.*(CBy)./(n0.^2) + mey3.*ichy - dt.*(jy
+jofiy)./eps0./(n0.^2);
    %apply the Fourier filter that simulates absorption
    Ex = real(ifft((fft(Ex,[],1).*filter),[],1));
    Ey = real(ifft((fft(Ey,[],1).*filter),[],1));
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    % Do exactly the same steps as above, but now for the Ez mode
    % Ez mode
    CEx(:,ny) = -Ez(:,ny)./dy;
    CEx(:,1:ny-1) = diff(Ez,1,2)./dy;

    CEy(nx,:) = Ez(nx,:)./dx;
    CEy(1:nx-1,:) = -diff(Ez,1,1)./dx;

    CEy(kxsrc,:) = CEy(kxsrc,:) + sourcein_ez./dx;

    icey = icey + CEy;
    icex = icex + CEx;

    By = mhy1.*By + mhy2.*CEy + mhy3.*icey;
    Bx = mhx1.*Bx + mhx2.*CEx + mhx3.*icex;

    if numsavet==1
        ezfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ez(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        den(saveflag+1,:,:) = ne(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        temp(saveflag+1,:,:) = Te(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        f_den(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 ne(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n0(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N0(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n1(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N1(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n2(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N2(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n3(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N3(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_field(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 field(1:nsavexdi:end,1:nsaveydi:end);
        saveflag = saveflag+1;
    else
    if modn==1
        ezfield(saveflag+1,:,:) = Ez(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        den(saveflag+1,:,:) = ne(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        temp(saveflag+1,:,:) = Te(1:numsavex:end,1:numsavey:end);
        f_den(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 ne(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n0(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N0(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n1(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N1(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n2(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N2(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_n3(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 N3(dixbot:nsavexdi:dixtop,diybot:nsaveydi:diytop);
        f_field(saveflag+1,:,:) =
 field(1:nsavexdi:end,1:nsaveydi:end);
        saveflag = saveflag+1;
    end
    end
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        CBz(1,1) = By(1,1)./dx - Bx(1,1)./dy;
        CBz(2:end,1) = (By(2:end,1) - By(1:end-1,1))./dx -
 Bx(2:end,1)./dy;
        CBz(1,2:end) = By(1,2:end)./dx - (Bx(1,2:end) -
 Bx(1,1:end-1))./dy;
        CBz(2:end,2:end) = (By(2:end,2:end) - By(1:end-1,2:end))./
dx...
            - (Bx(2:end,2:end) - Bx(2:end,1:end-1))./dy;

    CBz(kxsrc+1,:) = CBz(kxsrc+1,:) - tfsf_ez./dx;

    iez = iez + Ez;

    Ez = mez1.*Ez + mez2.*(CBz)./(n0.^2) + mez4.*iez - dt.*(jz
+jofiz)./eps0./(n0.^2);
    Ez = real(ifft((fft(Ez,[],1).*filter),[],1));
    % save data that gets saved on every iteration
 src_ez(:,n) = sourcein_ez;
 src_bz(:,n) = sourcein_bz;
    freq_t1(:,n) = Ey(fp_c1,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    freq_t2(:,n) = Ey(fp_c2,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    freq_t3(:,n) = Ey(fp_c3,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    freq_t4(:,n) = Ey(fp_c4,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    freq_t5(:,n) = Ey(fp_c5,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    freq_t6(:,n) = Ey(fp_c6,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);

    frez_t1(:,n) = Ez(fp_c1,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    frez_t2(:,n) = Ez(fp_c2,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    frez_t3(:,n) = Ez(fp_c3,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    frez_t4(:,n) = Ez(fp_c4,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    frez_t5(:,n) = Ez(fp_c5,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    frez_t6(:,n) = Ez(fp_c6,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);

    fden_t1(:,n) = ne(fp_c1,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    fden_t2(:,n) = ne(fp_c2,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    fden_t3(:,n) = ne(fp_c3,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    fden_t4(:,n) = ne(fp_c4,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    fden_t5(:,n) = ne(fp_c5,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    fden_t6(:,n) = ne(fp_c6,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    % if this iteration is a "snapshot" iteration, then save the
 required
    % data now
 if n==snt1
  dsnap_t1 = ne(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        ezsnap_t1 = Ez(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        eysnap_t1 = Ey(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
 end
 if n==snt2
  dsnap_t2 = ne(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        ezsnap_t2 = Ez(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        eysnap_t2 = Ey(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
 end
 if n==snt3
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  dsnap_t3 = ne(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        ezsnap_t3 = Ez(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        eysnap_t3 = Ey(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
 end
 if n==snt4
  dsnap_t4 = ne(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        ezsnap_t4 = Ez(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
        eysnap_t4 = Ey(:,ceil(ny/2)-fwcell:ceil(ny/2)+fwcell);
    end

calculate all quantities related to: Density, Cur-
rent, Temperature

    %a lot of vestigial code is simply commented out, but could be
    %carefully added back in if needed (most of this relates to having
 multiple ionization states)

    % update rates
%     field = sqrt((abs(Ex(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).^2)...
%         +(abs(Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).^2)...
%         +(abs(Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).^2));
    %calculate electric field amplitude at every position
    field = sqrt((abs(Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).^2)...
        +(abs(Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).^2));

%    field = abs(Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
%     nu_ofi1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 (1e43.*a_ofi1.*(1e-11.*field).^c_ofi1)...
%         .*exp(-b_ofi1.*1.0e-11.*field);  % OFI rate from
 instantaneous quasi-static Keldysh for dg1
%     nu_ofi2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 (1e43.*a_ofi2.*(1e-11.*field).^c_ofi2)...
%         .*exp(-b_ofi2.*1.0e-11.*field);  % OFI rate from
 instantaneous quasi-static Keldysh for dg2
%     nu_ofi3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 (1e43.*a_ofi3.*(1e-11.*field).^c_ofi3)...
%         .*exp(-b_ofi3.*1.0e-11.*field);  % OFI rate from
 instantaneous quasi-static Keldysh for dg3
    nu_ofi4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 (1e43.*a_ofi4.*(1e-11.*field).^c_ofi4)...
        .*exp(-b_ofi4.*1.0e-11.*field);  % OFI rate from instantaneous
 quasi-static Keldysh for dg4

    % collisional ionization rate for dg1
%     nu_ci1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         (1.5e14).*(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^2)...
%         .*exp( -1.5.*(dg1 + qe.*(field.^2)...
%         ./(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2))./
Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) );
%     % collisional ionization rate for dg2
%     nu_ci2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         (1.5e14).*(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^2)...
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%         .*exp( -1.5.*(dg2 + qe.*(field.^2)...
%         ./(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2))./
Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) );
%     % collisional ionization rate for dg3
%     nu_ci3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         (1.5e14).*(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^2)...
%         .*exp( -1.5.*(dg3 + qe.*(field.^2)...
%         ./(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2))./
Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) );

    % collisional ionization rate for dg4
%     nu_ci4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         (1.5e14).*(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^2)...
%         .*exp( -1.5.*(dg4 + qe.*(field.^2)...
%         ./(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2))./
Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) );
    dg_f = (dg4 + qe.*(field.^2)./(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2));

    nu_ci4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 1e-6.*(10^-5).*sqrt(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)./dg_f)...
        ./(dg_f.^(3/2).*(6+Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)./
dg_f)).*exp(-dg_f./Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).*n3p;

%     nu_lo = 2.5e14;                                         %
 electron-optical phonon scattering rate
    nu_lo = 0;                              % set to zero for
 preionized gas

    E_lo = .153;                                            %
 electron-optical phonon energy loss per collision (negligible...)
    % electron-ion collision rate
    nu_ei(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
        2.91e-12*10.*Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^(-3/2).*...
        ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);

%     nu_te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         nu_ei(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         + (1.5e16).*(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) + 1).^2./...
%         (Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^(2.5)+70);
    P_joule(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
   
 (abs((Ex(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jx(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)))...
   
 +abs((Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jy(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)))...
   
 +abs((Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jz(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))))./
qe;                     % Joule heating rate

    P_ci(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = 1.5.*(dg4 + qe.*field.^2./
(4*me*(2*pi*cl/lambda0)^2))...
        .*nu_ci4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        .*ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);   % collisional cooling
 rate
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%     P_lo(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
%         nu_lo.*E_lo.*ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);               
                  % cooling due to optical phonon scattering

    P_rec(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
       
 (3/2).*ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)./
(dn_rec./ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));                         %
 electron recombination cooling

    P_ei(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
        (3*me/
M).*nu_ei(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        .*Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);                         %
 cooling due to electron-ion collisions

    % update electron temperature
    Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =...
    Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
    + (2/3).*dt.*((P_joule(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
    -(P_ci(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
    -(P_lo(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
    -(P_rec(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
    -(P_ei(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)))...
    ./(ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));

    Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = ...
        max(Te0,Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)); % temperature in eV,
 make sure that Te never drops below Te0

    % update current
    jx(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 jx(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        + dt.*(ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*qe^2/
me.*Ex(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)... %change in current is
 proportional to change in E-field
        -
 nu_te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jx(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
             % current is dissipated through collisions

    jy(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 jy(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        + dt.*(ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*qe^2/
me.*Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        -
 nu_te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jy(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));

    jz(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 jz(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        + dt.*(ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*qe^2/
me.*Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        -
 nu_te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*jz(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
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    %update density
    nep = ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n0p = N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n1p = N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n2p = N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n3p = N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    n4p = N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     n4p = N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
    % recombination
    dn_rec = n4p.*(ar_coef./sqrt(Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
        +nep.*a3_coef.*Te(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).^(-4.5));
    n4p = N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     rec_den = n1p.*dg1+n2p.*dg2+n3p.*dg3+n4p.*dg4;
    rec_den = n3p.*dg3+n4p.*dg4;

% everything below is a tedious accounting problem. ie if one unit of
 N0 gets ionized
% then we must add one unit to N1 etc, tallying how many free
 electrons
% there are at all times too

%%electron density
%     ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = nep...
%         + dt.*(nu_ofi1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n0p./n_valence)...
%         + nu_ofi2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n1p./n_valence)...
%         - nep./tau_rec...
%         + nu_ci1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n0p)./n_valence...
%         + nu_ci2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n1p)./n_valence);
%     ne = abs(ne);
%
%     ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
%     dielectric = ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     dielectric(dielectric>2*n_valence) = 2*n_valence;
%     ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;
% neutral density
    N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-
diybot+1);

%         n0p...
%         -dt.*(nu_ofi1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n0p./n_valence)...
%         -nep./tau_rec.*n1p...
%         .*dg1./rec_den...
%         +nu_ci1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n0p)./n_valence);

%     N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
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%     dielectric = N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     dielectric(dielectric>n_valence) = n_valence;
%     N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;
%%Z=1 density
    N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-
diybot+1);
%         n1p...
%         +dt.*(nu_ofi1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n0p./n_valence)...
%         -nu_ofi2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n1p./n_valence)...
%         +nep./tau_rec.*n2p...
%         .*dg2./rec_den...
%         -nep./tau_rec.*n1p...
%         .*dg1./rec_den...
%         +nu_ci1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n0p)./n_valence...
%         -nu_ci2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n1p)./n_valence);

%     N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
%     dielectric = N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     dielectric(dielectric>n_valence) = n_valence;
%     N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;
%%Z=2 density
    N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = zeros(dixtop-dixbot+1,diytop-
diybot+1);
%         n2p...
%         +dt.*(nu_ofi2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n1p./n_valence)...
%         -nu_ofi3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n2p./n_valence)...
%         +nep./tau_rec.*n3p...
%         .*dg3./rec_den...
%         -nep./tau_rec.*n2p...
%         .*dg2./rec_den...
%         +nu_ci2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n1p)./n_valence...
%         -nu_ci3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n2p)./n_valence);

%     N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
%     dielectric = N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
%     dielectric(dielectric>n_valence) = n_valence;
%     N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;

%%Z=3 density
%     N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = n3p...
%         +dt.*(-nu_ofi4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*(n3p./n_valence)...
%         +nep.*dn_rec...
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%         -nu_ci4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
%         .*nep.*(n3p)./n_valence);

       N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = n3p...
       +dt.*(-nu_ofi4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)... %ofi
       .*(n3p./n_valence)...
       +nep.*dn_rec...  %recombination
       -nu_ci4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*nep); %collisional

   N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
   dielectric = N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
   dielectric(dielectric>n_valence) = n_valence;
   N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;
%%Z=4 density
%     N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 (ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)-N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))./2;
   N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 n_val_mask(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)-
N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
       -N1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)-
N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)-N3(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);

%     N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 max(ne0,N2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop));
   dielectric = N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop);
   dielectric(dielectric>n_valence) = n_valence;
   N4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)=dielectric;
 %Update electron density
  ne = N1 + 2.*N2 + 3.*N3 + 4.*N4;

    % ofi field depletion, the jofi term gets added to the conventioal
 j
    % term in the field calculations above to account for energy taken
 from
    % the field for OFI
    jofix(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) = 
 abs(nu_ofi4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
        .*n3p./n_valence...
        .*dg4.*qe./
Ex(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*(abs(Ex(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))./
field);
    jofix(isnan(jofix))=0;

%     jofiy(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 abs(nu_ofi1(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
%         .*N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)./n_valence...
%         .*dg1.*qe./
Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*(abs(Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))./
field)...
%         + abs(nu_ofi2(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
%         .*N0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)./n_valence...
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%         .*dg2.*qe./
Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*(abs(Ey(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))./
field);
%     jofiy(isnan(jofiy))=0;

    jofiz(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 abs(nu_ofi4(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))...
        .*n3p./n_valence...
        .*dg4.*qe./
Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop).*(abs(Ez(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop))./
field);
    jofiz(isnan(jofiz))=0;

    %index
    n0(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop) =
 sqrt(sqrt(1+((4.*n_val_mask(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)...
        -ne(dixbot:dixtop,diybot:diytop)).*qe^2./(eps0*me))./Om0.^2));
    n0 = abs(n0);
    n0(n0<0)=0;

    iteration = toc(it_time)

end

Save data and this file to specified directory
cd(write_dir)

mkdir(run_name)
cd(run_name)
save('data','ezfield','exfield','eyfield','den','temp','dt','dx','dy',...
    'nt','nx','ny','numsavet','numsavey','numsavex')
save('src_dat','f_width','dt','dx','dy','nt','nx','ny','src_ez','src_bz')
save('freq_dat','f_width','fpos1','fpos2','fpos3','fpos3','fpos4',...
  
  'fpos5','fpos6','dt','dx','dy','nt','nx','ny','freq_t1','freq_t2',...
    'freq_t3','freq_t4','freq_t5','freq_t6')
save('frez_dat','f_width','fpos1','fpos2','fpos3','fpos3','fpos4',...
  
  'fpos5','fpos6','dt','dx','dy','nt','nx','ny','frez_t1','frez_t2',...
    'frez_t3','frez_t4','frez_t5','frez_t6')
save('fden_dat','f_width','fpos1','fpos2','fpos3','fpos3','fpos4',...
  
  'fpos5','fpos6','dt','dx','dy','nt','nx','ny','fden_t1','fden_t2',...
    'fden_t3','fden_t4','fden_t5','fden_t6')
save('fden_snap','f_width','st1','st2','st3','st3','st4','dt','dx',...
    'dy','nt','nx','ny','dsnap_t1','dsnap_t2','dsnap_t3','dsnap_t4')
save('ez_snap','f_width','st1','st2','st3','st3','st4','dt','dx','dy',...
    'nt','nx','ny','ezsnap_t1','ezsnap_t2','ezsnap_t3','ezsnap_t4')
save('ey_snap','f_width','st1','st2','st3','st3','st4','dt','dx','dy',...
    'nt','nx','ny','eysnap_t1','eysnap_t2','eysnap_t3','eysnap_t4')
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% copyfile C:\Users\phili\Desktop\PA_FDTD\preion.m
% delete(gcp('nocreate'))
runtime = toc(fulltime) %stop the timer

Published with MATLAB® R2019b
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